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Es wird eine Analyse der Charm- und Bottom- Vorwiirts-Riickwiirts-Asymmetrie priisentiert,
die auf der gesamten LEP1-Statistik von ungcfiihr 4.5 Millionen multihadronischen ZO-Zerfiillen
basiert. Urn Ereignisse mil, schweren Quarks inrn Anfangszustand zu selektieren, werden D-
Mesonen in sieben verschiedenen Kauiilen rekonstruiert. Lebensdauerinformation und typische
Jet-Eigenschaften werden verwendet urn die Beitriige von Charm und Bottom Ereignissen zu
trenneJI. Iu einern Likelihood-Fit an die Verteilung der ladungsgewichteten Thrust-Achse wer-
den die AsymlIletrien bestimmt. Die resultierenden Charrn- und Bottorn-Asymmetl'ien fiir drei
verschiedeue Energiebereiche auf und nahe der Z-Resonanz sind

An il.nalysis of the charm aml bottom forward-backward asymmetries in e+e- collisions at LE~
is presented, based on the full LEP1 statistics of approxImately 4.5 uulllOn .muJtlhadro~,c Z
decays. In order to tag heavy lIavour events, D mesons are reconstructed III seven dlilerent
dlanuels. LifeLime information and jet-shape variables are used to dIsentangle the contnbu-
Lions from charm and bottom events to this sample. The asymmetries are determined by a
likelihood lit to the charge weighted thrust distribution. The resulting charm and bottom
asymmetries, for three dilTereut energy ranges on and near the ZOpole, are

A~D = 00:39 :1: lJ.05J
A¥'ll = 0.OG:3± 0.012
IlJ,'1J = 0.158 + 0.041

A\;D = -0.08G ± OJ 08
A~'D = 0094 ± 0.027
11f,'1J = -0021 ± 0.090

(Eem) = 89.45 GeV
(£em) = 91.22 GeV
(Eern) = 9300 GeV,

A£"B = 0.039 ± 0.051
A~B = 00G3 ± 0012
Ah = 0.158 ± 0.041

A~[l = -008G ± 0.108
AliI) = 0.094 ± 0.027
A~B = -0.021 ± 0090

(E'C1n) = 89.45 GeV,
(Eern) = 91.22 GeV,
(Ecm) = 9300 GeV.

iu good agrecmcut with the Standard Model expectations .. In order to interpret the results
in terms of the Staudard Model tbe effects of the strong mteractlOn m the final state have
to be dt~terl1lilled. These QCD cll'ects are estimated for three OPAL measurements of the
heavy flavour asymmetries. Subsequently, these OPAL measurements are combined, taking
into account their sta.tistical and systematic correlations. The OPAL combllled results for the
bottom and charm forward-backward asymmetries, after correcting for QCD and higher order
elcct,roweak cJfeds, yield A~'~= 0.0968 :Ie 0.0037 and A~~ = 0.0673 ± 0.0064. From these results

. .. . lb' 2 e1cpt,efT - 0 232~0 ± 0 00060the value of the weak 1l1lxmgangle has been detenmnec to e SIIl w -. ( . .

In a second analysis the W-pair production is studied and a measurement of the trilinear
gauge couplings with the sJlin density matrix method in e+e- collisions at LEP2 is described.
The analysis is based on ,w integrated luminosity of 57pb-l taken at a centre-of-mass energy
of 183 G~V. W-pairs are reconstructed in the decay channel W+W- -t qijivi' The polarisation
properties of the W bosons arc investigated by extracting the spin density matrix elements
fLOmthc distributions of the W production and decay angles. From the diagonal elements of
the single W spin density matrix the fraction of W bosons with longitudinal polarisa.tion has
been determined to be 0.242 ± 0.091(stat.) ± 0.023(syst.). A fit is performed to derive the
parameters for anomalous trilinear gauge boson conplings in varions models. For the three
pararneters 6"", 6gi' and /\, the fits for a single parameter yield

Die Ergebnisse sind in guter Ubereinstimrnung mil, dem Standardmodell. Um diese Resultate
im Rahmen des Standardmodells zu interpretieren, mussen die Efl'ekte der starken Wechsel-
wirkullg in den Endzustanden abgeschatzt werden. Diese sogenannten QCD-Effekte werden
fur die verschiedenen OPAL-Messungen der Asymmetrien schwerer Quarks bestirnl1lt. Diese
Messungen werden unter Beriicksichtigung der statistischen und systematischen Korrelatio-
nen kombiniert. Die Resultate tier Bottom- und Charrn- Vorwarts-Ruckwiirts-Asyrnmetrien,
clie sich nach del' Korrektur der QCD-Effekte unci Beriicksichtigung der elektroschwachen Ko-
rrekturen hiiherer Ordnung anf der ZO-Resonanz ergeben, sind A~.~ = 0.0968 ± 0.0037 und
A~~ = 0.0673 ± 0.0064. Von diesen beiden Werten lii13tsich cler schwache Mischungswinkel,
sin2 O~"efT = 0.23270 ± 0.00060, ableiten.

In einer zweiten Analyse wird die W-Paar-Produl<tion in e+e- -Kollisionen bei LEP2 unter-
sucht unci die Trilinearen Kopplungen der Eichbosonen gemessen. Diese Analyse basiert auf
einer integrierten LUl1linositiit von 57pb-l, die bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von 183 GeV
aufgezeichnet wurden. W-Paare werden im Zerfallskanal W+W- -t qq1V1 rekonstruiert. Die
Polarisationseigenschaften cler W-Bosonen werden mit Hilfe cler Spindicltte-Matrix-Elemente
untersucht. Diese kiinnen aus den Verteilungen der W-Produktions- und Zerfallswinkel be-
stimmt werden. Aus den Diagonalelementen der Spindichte-Matrix wird der Anteil der longi-
tudinal polarisierten W-Boson abgeleitet. Hierbei wird der folgende Wert gemessen: 0.242 ±
0.091(stat.)±0.023(syst.). Die Parameter, die anomale Trilineare Eichkopplungen in verschiede-
nen Modellen beschreiben, werden in einem Fit bestimmt. Fur die drei Parameter 6r", 6gf
and .\, werden folgende Werte gemessen:

-0.67 ~ g:j~
+0.14 ~ g~~
-0.17 ~ gi~ .

-0.67 ~ g~~
+0.14 ~ g~~
-0.17 ~ gl~ .

A silllple and model-independent test of CP invariance of the WWZ/WW"! vertex is performecl
by comparing the imaginary parts of the density matrices of the W- and W+ bosons and
fits for the CP-violating trilinear gauge boson coupling parameters QBWand QW yield Qw =
+0.09 ~ g}~ and QBW= +0.3:3 ~ g:~~.

Durch clen Vergleich der Illlaginarteile del' Spindichte-Matrizell cler W- - und W+ -Bosonen
kann del' WWZ/WW"!- Vertex auf einfache unci modellunabhiingige Weise anf CP-[nvarianz
iiberpruft werden. Die CP-verletzenden Parameter QBWand QW werden in einem Fit mil,
folgenden Ergebnissell bestil1lmt: QW= +0.09 ~ g:;~und QBW= +0.33 ~ g:~~.
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Chapter 1

important test of the SU(2)L x U(1)y gauge invariallce of the Standard Model. Whereas the
couplings of the gauge bosons to fennions have been measured precisely, the self coupling of
the vector bosons is experimentally not yet very well explored. The W pair production in the
clean environment of an e+e-collider is the ideal laboratory for a measurement o[ tbese trilinear
gauge boson vertices. Moreover various Standard Model processes and QeD phenomena like
the running of as can be investigated at higher energies.

In 1995 an intermediate energy range between the ZO resonance and the W-pair production
was covered and around 6pb-1 data were taken with a centre-of-mass energy between 134 and
l3G GeV (LEI" 1.5). In 1996 LEI" was running with an energy just above the threshold [or
W-pair production of 161 GeV, followed by a period with a centre-of-mass energy o[ 172 GeV.
Around 10pb--1 were collected at each of these energies per experiment. In 1997 LEI" delivered
around 60pb-1 of data with an energy of 183 GeV, and this year (1998) data are taken with a
centre-ol~mass energy of 189 GeV_

Physics Processes at LEP

The e-Ie collider LEP has been in operation since 1989, delivering data with centre-of~mass
em'rgies bel;wecn 90 awl 190 GeV to the four LEI" experiments ALEPH, DELP III , L3 and
O1'I\L. In the years J 990 till 1995 LEI" was running ou top of the ZO resonance with a centre-
ol~llla$s energy around 91 GeV. In this period LEI" delivered around 175 pb-1 o[ data to each
of the four experiments, corresponding to about 11.5 million multihadronic ZO decays_ This
huge amount of data allows very precise investigations of the physics of the neutral current.
In addition to measurements of the lllass and the width of the ZO boson, measuremeuts of the
weak coupling constants arc a major goal of the physics program of LI:>;P1.

The measuremcnt of quautities .like the partial hadronic decay width of the ZO boson or
thp forward-backward a.~yml1letries aHows to determine the couplings of the neutral current
and to compare the result,s with the eXlJectation of the Standard ModeL Due to the precision
achievable with the LEI' data radiative corrections to the observablcs have to be titken into
accuunt. Even particles which are too heavy to be produced at LEI" play an important role
for Ule radiative corrections. In the context o[ the Standard Model it is possible to derive
information on the IIHL~Sof these heavy particles from precision measurements at LEP 1. This
was done very successfuHy with the cleterllliuation of the mass of the top quark, which was
subsequclll.ly confirmed by the direct me,L5urelllents at the Tevatron. Today it is even possible
to rest.rict thc range of t.he Higgs boson 1Ila.5Sby extracting the information [rom the combined
precisiou data of elect.roweak physics.

l,j·om t.he year 1995 onwards, the centre-of-mass energy at LEP was raised stepwise. With
this increase in energy a lalgc variety of additional physics iuvestigations is possible: the Stan-
dard rVlodel reaction e+e·- -t (Z()h) -t qq at energies above the ZO resonance allows a test of
the interplay between t.he ZO and "'{boson. In addition the higher energy extends the search
range for the last missing particle in the Standard Model, the Higgs boson, or [or extensions
of the Standard Model like Supersymmetry or ot,her phenomena of 'New Physics'. The W-pair
productiou at energies above its threshold of 161 GeV allows to examine the charged current,
complementary to the lIleasnrernent of the neural cnrrent of the weak interaction. A precise
measurement of the IllasS of the W boson is one of the major goals of the LEP2 program. The
production mechanism of W-pairs via a neutral gauge boson as an intermediate state allows
to test directly the couplings among the three gange bosons WW"'{ and WWZ, which is an

At energies on top of the ZO resonance, physics processes of e+e- -co.lliders are dominated by
the ZO production and its decay into a ff pair. Thus the physics program at LEI" aHows an
investigation of the neutral weak cunent in a pure environment and with high statistics. The
Feynman rule for the coupling of the neutral gauge boson to a pair of fermions is given by

. 9 1'1 ( r r")- t---y - C - C "'{ •cosOw 2' Y A

Here Ow denotes the weak mixing angle and 9 is the coupling constant of the SU(2) gauge
group. The axial- and vector coupling constants for a fermion f can be written in terms of the
third component of the weak isospin 13, t.he charge qr of the fermion [ and the weak mixing
angle according to

dy = 13- 2qr sin2 Ow
d~=h-

The origin of equation 1.2 is, that the physical ZO boson contains aspects both of the non-abeliau
SU(2) and the abelian U(1) interaction. The vector-Ilelds AI' and ZI' of the mass eigenstates of
the -y and ZO boson are built through mixing of the two neutral fields BI' and W3. The rotation
is given by the mixing matrix I'

cos Ow sin Ow
- sin Ow cos Ow ) (~).

Combining equations 1.1 and 1.2 shows that e+e- -collisions ou top of the ZO resonance are au
ideal environment to determine the wea.k mixing angle sin2 Ow. In today's Standard Model of
elementary particles this angle is one of the fundamental parameters, which cannot be predicted
[rom first principles, but has to be determined by experiments.



j';xperimelll.ally the neutral current coupling can be probed by measuring the partial width
I'rr of t.h(~7,1) bosou decays into pairs of fermions and t.he augular distribut.ion of Lhese decays.
The IIleasuremCIlt.s of Lhe partial decay widths of t.he ZOboson are sensitive to Lhesum of the
axial alld vector coupling

The r1ilf(,reIJLstreugth of t.he righl.- and Icfthallded coupling of the neut.ral gauge boson to the
rermions result.s ill a.u asyrrIJnel.ric augular distribut.ion with respect. to the allgle (j bet.ween
t.he illcollling dectron beam and t.he direcLioll of the outgoing fermion. The experirnenl.al
qualll.ity used to illvest.igate Lhis characteristic behaviour is the forward-backward asymmetry,
IIFIJ, which is defined as the norrnalised difference betweeu the cross-section in the forwardl

aud I.he backward hemisphere, aF aud an, respectively:

Figure 1.1: The different leynman diagrams contributing to Lheweak corrections, i.e. corrections to
the vector boson propagators, vertex corrections or box diagrams.

measurements with analytical estimates, it allows on the other hand to predict unknown
varameters like the Higgs mass within the Standard Model. Expressing the measured
quantities with Standard Model relations as a function of these unknown parameters,
they can then be determined in a fit. to the experimental data. This method is adopted
for example by the LEP Electroweak Working Group [2]. It was applied very successfully
t.o the deLermination of the mass of the top quark prior to its confirmation by the direct
measurement.s at the Tevatron. The sensitivity of the experimental data to the Higgs
mass is lower than that to the mass of the top quark, because the leading m, depen-,
dence is quadraLic, whereas it is logarithmic ( ex In ~) in the mass of the Higgs boson.

z
By combining the world's precision electroweak data it is today nonctheless possible t.o
restrict the range of the Higgs boson mass. Especially the measnrements of the forward-
backward asymmetries playa crucial role in constraining the Higgs mass due to their
large sensitivity to I,heweak mixing angle and subsequently the mass of the Higgs boson.

For a centre-of-mass energy corresponding to the mass of the ZOboson, it is convenient
to express the experimental observables in terms of the efrective axial- and vector-coupling
parameters C~,A' These effective coupling parameters directly replace the original parameters
and inc]ucle all elect.roweak corrections. For the forward- backward asymmetries in the ZO-pole
approximations for example, equation 1.6 then reads

Tile f(lnvanl-backward asymmetry is proportional to t.Leproduct of the weak coupling constallts
according to Lhe tree level formula

The investigation of Lhe angular distribution of the ZOdecay allows to test. the spin structure
of the neu Lral current coupling.

In order to compare the measurement.s or various experimenLal observables to the theoretical
predicliolrs of the Standard Model, hadronic uncertainties as well as radiative corrections have
to be ta.ken into account in addition to the lowest order electroweak processes. Radiative
corrcctioHS can be divided into two classes:

• Q I:!:D correctiolls
come into play by either the emission of a rcal bTemsstmhl1tngs photon or via virtual pho-
tonic loops. Calculations of t.hese corrections are well-understood and can be performed
within QED, with all parameters being well-known.

• ,wak correctiolls
are relevant for either vector boson propagators, vertex corrections or box diagrams, c.f.
figuxe 1.1. The theoretical estimates in the context of the Standard Model for this class
of radiaLi ve correcLiolls are given as functions of various parameters of the electroweak
theory, depending on the renonnalisatioll scheme adopted. The most important contri-
bn tiolls are Lhosequadrat.ic in the mass of the top quark m, and those arising from large
logarithms of the form (; In ~) involving light fermions (d. for example [1]). Although
particles like the top quark and the predicted Higgs boson are too heavy to be produced
ai, L8P, they pla,y a crucial role in the radiative correctioos through their contributions
via virtual loops. While 011 the one hand side this complicates the comparison of the

Theoretically, C~,A can be derived from the electroweak form factors. They are constant in
the ZO-pole approximation ..;s = Tnz· The effective couplings can be parametrised (e.g. in
ZFITTER [3]) according to

0"[0" = fal (dO"/dcosO)dcos() and O"B= iO. (dO"/dcos())dcos()

C~ /Pr(13 - 2Kcqr sin2 Ow)
c~ /PrI3. (1.8)

and can be derived from equation 1.2 by introducing the correction factors Pc and Kf. Each of
these correction factors contain leading terms, which are usually flavour independent, as well as
t~e so-called remainder terms, i.e. all non-leading terms, including the corrections involving the
r'!Jggsboson. The latter are normally small and in general depend on the flavour of the fermion.
Moreover, the correction factors Pr and Kr depend on the renorrnalisation scheme adopted.

Using the effective coupling constants C~,A an effective weak mixing angles sin2 (jr,eff can be
defined according to equation 1.8 as w



With I.IJi~definition sill211;tlf is almost independent of 77tL'This makes it possible to calculate
<I value for sin2 O~.i~frwit.hout too large theoretical uncert,rjnties from quantities with sizeable
experimental crrors. III order 1.0 compare the values for t.he weak mixing angle determined
I'J'()IJ\dill.·l~rcntmf:;rsurelllent;s, like for example the Ieptonic and the hadronic forward-backward
nsynIlHct.ric·,s,it is convcnient to express the experimental result.s in terms of sin2 O~~frof one
fCrJlliou ~pecie~. USllally tile rcslIll.s of various measurements are transformed into a value for
tlw dIedi ve ieptonic angle sin2 e~~)L,efr,where sin2 eW't,effis defined a.~

of the bottom and charm asymmetries. From the combined result of the OPAL heavy flavour
asymmetries a value for the weak mixing angle is extracted. Finally a comparison of the bottom
and charm asymmetry measurements performed at LEP and SLD is presented a.nd the results
are discussed.

siu20Iept,eO'= ~ (1- c~).
w 4 c~

Fro II\ equal.ioll 1.10 (,he reason for the low Tnt-dependence becomes evident: the leading radiative
corrcci.ioll where Tnt is involved is the flavour independent part of Pf' This correction factor
Pf caucels ill t.he ratio c~/(;~ (c.t'. equat.ion l.8) and t.hus in the definition of sin211~~JI This
calleella.tioll of the leading radiative correcl.ions allows to constrain the mass of the Higgs
uo~ou uy measurcments of the forward-backward asyu\metries, although mH enl.ers solely in
the' remainder tcrms of K,f and its dependence is logarithmic. Typical values of the correction
faci.ors for eledrons, bot.tom and charm quarks, estimated using the ZFITTElt program, are
given in table 1.1.

At energies above the ZOresonance the following two 2-ferrnion reactions are im portant: the
reaction where an olf-shell gauge boson decays iuto a fermion pair (ZO/'Y)* -+ fE, corresponding
to the 2-fermiou process at LEP1, and 'radiative returns to the Zo" where a hard photon is
radiated off the e+e- system such, that with the remaining energy an on-shell ZO boson is
produced, which subsequently decays int.o a fermion-pair. The cross-sections for a. selection of
Standard Model physics processes at LEP2 are shown in figure 1.2 as a function of the centre-
of-mass energy. For the non-radiative 2-fermion processes, the cross-section is marked with

ottom charm electron
04447 1.03823 1.03868
99400 1.00608 1.0054]:.-ljlbK,f 1.

Pc O.

Taule l.l: Values for the correction factors K-rand Pc for bottom and charm quarks as well as
for electrons, estimated with the program ZFITTEll. A t.op and a Higgs ma.~sof rnt = 175 and
T/l.n,~ 100, respect.ivcly, and o.s = 0.120 have been assumed.

While the investigation of the leptonic couplings ZO-+ IT, for 1= e, tL, T is reasonably straight
forward, the examination of the couplings to the quarks requires the idenWleation of the individ-
ual quark species and in addition demands the consideratiou of QCD effects like the radiation
of glnous from quarks or verl.ex corrections involvinl{ gluons and the fragmentation process.
For heavy quark lIa,vours these dilliculties can be handled reasonably well. The identification of
bottom aud charm quarks is comparably easy because of the relatively large masses and long
liidillles of the correspollding Iladrons. In addition, the possible production of these heavy
tlavollIs in thc fragmentation and gluoll splitting g -+ qq processes is significautly suppressed.
In order to keep the corrections due to QCD and hadronisation effects small, only the ratio
Rq 0= 1"\4/fh.d is usually determined from the data. For this ratio the QCD corrections cancel
in first order. Por a lfle<lSllrement of the heavy flavour a.~ymmetries it turns out that t.he QCD
effects are important despite I,heir smallness of the order of a few percent. Because of the high
precision reached in the measurements especially of the bottom quark, tile effect of the QCD
correctioll is of the same order as one standard deviation of the LEP combined value for Jl~B'

In this thesis a measurement of the heavy flavour forward-backward asymmetries Ah and
A~13 will be presented, where D mesons serve as a tag for charm and bottom quarks. Subse-
quently this mea.~lIrellienl; is combined with other analyses of the heavy flavour asYlllmetries
performed with the OPAL detector, where both the statistical as well as the systematic corre-
lations are taken into account. A st.udy of QCD corrections is presented for the OPAL analyses

Figure 1.2: Cross sections for some typical Staudard Model processes. The figure is taken from [4J.
For some of the processes only the dominant contributions are taken into account and cuts have been
applied in order to stay inside the experimental acceptance.

Lqq, wherea.s the Slim of radiative and non-radiative processes is marked with the dashed line
and Lqq(ISlt). Another important contribution is the photon-pair production e+e- -+ 'Y'Y, a
pure QED process.

In addition various 4-fermioll processes start to come into play. The different production
mechanisms are summarised in figure 1.3. The dominant process at LEP2 is the so-called
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and the full set of the Standard Model diagrams are shown. As can be seen from figure 1.4,
the cross-section where all possible production mechani0ms are included is smaller than that of
the i-chanllel v. exchange only. This behaviour i0 due to negative interference effects betweeu
the three graphs and will be discussed in more detail in section 4.2.
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rigure 1.3: 4-fermion production clnsses of diagrams [4]. Here B denotes a neutral gauge boson,
while B l, lh B3 stands [or either a ZO, , or W± boson. The 4-fennion production graphs where Higgs
bOSOILS are involved are not illduucu.

Figure 1.4: The cross-section for the W-pair production near the threshold including the LEI'
combined measnrement:s at various energies. Overlaid is the cross-section for the WW-production via
tbe i-channel v-exchange only.

two-photon production e I e- --t e~e- X, where X is produced in the scatteriog of two qnasi-
real photons " --t X. H proceeds via multipel"ipheml diagrams. In contrast to most of the
physics processes, the cross-sedion of two-photon production grows with rising energy, i.e. like
(In s/mD2• At energic0 above twice the mass of the heavy gauge boson, doubly resonant gauge
boson pL-oduction becomes possible. In contrast to the resonant single Z production at LEPl,
the dominant W production mechanism in an e+e- collideI' is by pair-production due to charge
conservation. The W-pair production is one of the main goals of the LEP2 program. In the
Standard Model it; proceeds via abelian 4-fermion reacLiolls (canvel"sian diagrams) and non-
alwJiall annihilalion diagrams. The latter allows the investigation of the Ilon-abelian structure
of the S~andard Model and the test of the SU(2)L x U(l)y gauge invariance by an investigation
of the W-pair production. The cotMiuutions from the different mechanisms as a function of the
centre-of-mass energy are shown in figure 1.4, together with Ute combined measurements of the
four LEP experiments at energies of 161, l72 and 183 GeV. The predictions for the producl.ion
via convel'sian (ve exchange) only, canuel"sian plus ,WW vertex (i.e. without the ZWW vertex)

In the Standard Model Z-pair production, in cOlltrast to the W-pair production is possible
solely via canuel'sian diagrams. The threshold for Z-pair production is a bit higher than that
for W-pair production due to the higher mass of the Z-hoson. But even after overcoming
threshold effects the cross section for Z-pair production is significantly smaller than for the
W-pair production due to the dilIerences in the coupling constants. This can be read ofTthe
Feynman rules for the neutral and charged gauge boson coupling to ferrnions, given in equations
1.1 and 1.11.

Another class of processes is the single-resonant gauge boson production. For the W boson
the cross-section for this process is, however, much lower t.han the cross-sections for the W-pair



production. Both W (e+e- --+ Wevc) as well as Z-production (e+e- --+ Zee) are possible.
,[,Ill~sen~actiolls proceed mainly via fusion and brcmsstmhhmg diagrams, but also in abelian-
annihilation and single-resona.nt conversions.

As can be seen fronl figure 1.3, a given 4-fermioll final state call be produced via diflerent
I'roCt:SS(~s.TI,us interference processes have to be taken into aeconnt. As mentioned earlier
W-pair prodnctiou, for example, can proceed via the convel'sion and annihilation diagrams.
Decause of the iutl!rlcrence eO·ect.s,these processes (called CC03 diagrams) cannot be analysed
sep;tratdy frolll all other ('background') processes, yielding the same 4-fermion final states.
In priucipJe a full /I-fimlliou analyses hilS to be performed. It turns out, however, that the
resulti.ng elfcets due to interfercnces between W-pair production and other 4-fennion processes
are rdati vely small, bec<Lusemost of the backgruund processes populate a different phases pace-
region thau !.lIeW-pair production. The former is characterised by the mass of the W boson
for the two pairs of fermions. In addition, the interference effects are small, because the W-pair
prod uctiou cross-section dominates most, of the other 4-fermion processes, as can be read off
from figure 1.2. Thus the full 4-fennion analyses can be simplified by investigating the CC03-
signal processes alld the various backgroulld sources individually. The remaining systematic
erreds are subsequelll,ly estimated by comparing this simplified analysis with the results from
a full 4-fennion Monte Carlo,

lIlents are combined with the information extracted from the total cross-section aIld with other
channels and the actual limits on anomalous trilinear gauge coupling are presented.

One of the maill goals of the LEP2 program is the measuremellt of the W boson mass.
'['ogcLher with the very ]lI'ecise knowledge of 7n.7. from LEPl, the relation

mw_.- = cosew
Inz

call be tested. III contrasl; to eqnation 1.3, where the weak mixing angle ew dellotes solely
the, -- 'l"o rnixiug in the electroweak theory, with the relation 1.12 the lIlasS mechanism in
the Stalldard Model can be tested. Equation 1.12 is, ill lowest order, fulfilled if the millirnal
versiou of the Standard Model wil.h the simple Higgs mechanism giving mass to the vector
bosons is realised. IIny extension of the minimal St.alldard Model could modi(y equation 1..12.
Additional infonnatiou about the realisation of I.he mass giving mechanism can be extracted
from all invesl;igation of the I.rilinear gauge boson vertex. The SU(2)L x U(I)y gauge invariance
uniquely determines the structure of the coupling of the gauge bosons. Any deviations of the
g,luge couplings or tlle WW, and WWZ vertex compared to the expectations of the Standard
Model would hint 1.0 possible extensions of the Stalldard Model. If for example no Higgs boson
exists (or the Higgs boson mass is large, InH > lOOOGeV), then the structure of the gauge
boson coupling ha.s to he modified compared to the Standard Model to prevent the violation of
unitariLy. Thus, the investigation of the trilinear gauge boson coupling is especially important
in pointing to possible alteruatives in the ma.ss giving mechanism if no light Higgs will be
detected in the near future.

Iu the second part of this thesis an investigation of the trilinear gauge boson couplillg is
described. The poJarisation properties of the produced W bosons are investigated, giving in-
sight in the underlying physics. The helicit.y states of the W bosons are reconstructed explicitly
with the help of the so-called spin density matrix method. Comparing the spin density ma-
trix elements with the theol'etiCD.lpredictions, a fit is performed and limits to the triple gauge
coupling paramcters in various scellarios arc extracted. Moreover, this method allows a simple
alldnrodel-indcpendent test of CP invariance of the WWZ/WW, vertex. For these analyses
W-pairs are reconstructed in the decay channel W+W- --+ qqliJl' Subsequently t.he rneasure-



Chapter 2

The OPA L (Ollllli Purpose Apparatus for LEP) detector is one of the four detectors at the LEI'
e I(~. collider. Tbe couceptual idea for this detector was to bu ild a detector at relatively low
cost with a well-kuown aud tested detector technology. This should ensure a reliable running
or the 0 P t\ L detector from the beginning of the LEI' physics program.

Track recoustruction is achieved by the central tracking system, consisting of dmercnt wire-
and jet chambers, complemented by a silicon micro-vertex detector. Embedded ill a magnetic
lield of an aluJllinium coiJ, this systems ensures the measurement of t.he direction, momentum
and ch:Hge of the particles aud in addition the reconstruct.ion of the primary and secondary
decay vertices. The identification of the particJe type is possible through a measurement of the
specific euergy loss in tile jet chamber. The direction and euergy of electrons and photons are
nW:J.~urcd iu the electromagnetic calorimeter, consistiug pf segmented lead glass. The return
yoke of the maguetic coil serves as the absorber for hadrons. The measurement of the energy
of the hadronic systems in eusured by layers of thin wire chambers, which are deposited in a
sandwicb techni</ue within the iron yoke. The outermost layer of the detector are the muon
chambers. The particles, which arc not absorbed in the hadrolJic calorimeter but leave traces
ill the connecting drift chambers can almost certain be identified as muons. The detector is
cOlllplerncnted by a system of forward detectors, consisting of calorimetry and drift chambers
ai, posiLiolls more than 2.4 meters from the iuteraction point. Through the measurement of
I3habha.-scattering, it ensures a precise measurement of the luminosity. In addition a time of
flight couut.er is used to deliver trigger signals. An overview of I;he OPAL detector is shown in
fi~ure 2.1. A.detailed descript.ion of the OPAL detector can be found in [5). The z-direction of
the OPAL coordinate system is fixed in the direction of the e+e--beam.

The central part of the OPAL detector consists of a silicon micro-vertex detector aud a system
of drift chambers. The sub-detectors lie within a magnetic field of 0.436 Tesla, provided by all
aluminium solenoid. This assllfes the measurement of the charge and momentum of charged
particles. The central detectors arc embedded in a pressure vessel, filled with a mixture of
88.2% a.rgon, 9.8% methan and 2.0% isobuthall. The pressure in the vessel is 4bar.

The silicon micro-vertex dctector wa.~ installed during the LEI' running period in 1991,
in order to improve the track resolution in the immediate neighbourhood of the interaction



poiuL alld thus 1.0 reconstnlc.l. secondary vertices o[ heavy flavour hadrons or other long-living
particles. Liretimc IIH.:asurellleuts of arouud lO-LJs arc achievable. The sub-detector surrounds
directJy Lhe beam pipe. After all extension of the micro-vertex detector in 1993 and 1995, it
collsisLs or Lwolayers o[ 12 (illner) and 15 (outer) ladders equipped with single sided silicon strip
detectors ,lt radii of 6.1 CIIIaud 7.4 cm, respectively. Five detectors are mounted together in the
'l,-direction to f01'l1la ladder with a length of 30 cm. The angular acceptance for the inner layer
is givell by lcos 01 < 0.(J;1,of the onter layer by IcosBI < 0.89. The impact parameter resolution
is det(~rJlIil1edfrom leptoll pairs originating from ZOdecays. In the plane perpendicular to the
beam iI.xisa resollll;ioll of (J(do) = 18 11m alld in the direction of the beam axis a resolution of
a(do) = 24 11"1is achieved [6J.

The central drifL chamber system consists or vertex detectors, a jet chamber and is comple-
Inented by so-called :t-chambers to improve the resolution in the z-direct,ion. The vertex drift
chambers are directly connected to the silicon detector. The vertex detector consists of two
c1I'i1ubers, segmented azimuthally into 36 sectors. The inner chamber covers the region between
8.8 and 15.5 cm radially [rom the interaction point, the radius of the outer chamber is 23.5 cm.
With a length of 1111,the vertex chamber covers the angular range of IcosBI < 0.98. The wires
of the inner chamber lie parallel to the z-aJ(is of the OPAL coordinate system, whereas the
so-called stereo-wires of the outer chamber are tilted by 4° to allow for a more precise deter-
mination or the z-coordinate. ny this arrangement a hit resolution o[ 55 I1lTlis a.chieved in the
r-r/>plane and Ule :t-resolution of the stereo-wires is 700 11m.

Tire vertex chambers are smroundecl by a large volume jet chamber, ensuring a good space
and double tra,ck resolution and good particle identification. It consists of 24 azimuthal sectors,
each equipped with 159 axial anode wires parallel to the beam axis. The outer radius of the
jet c1Hullber reaches 185 crn and tile chamber is 4m long. The maximal drift length in the
innermost region of the jet chamber is 3 crn and 25 cm in the outer radius. A track within
,tll angular range of IcosBI < 0.73 passes all 159 wires. This environment is called the barrel
rpgion. For a particle to pMS a minimum of eight. wires it has to be within IcosBI < 0.98. The
coordilJaLes of the charged I,racks ill the r-<j;plane are determined by the position of the wires
and a measurelllell(; of the drifl. time, achieving a spatial resolution of 135 J.Lm. Both ends of
the allode wires are read out, the information of the z-coordinate is extracted by comparing
the illl,egrated charge of the two ends, reaching an accuracy of 6 cm. The sum of the charges
of bot.h euds is nsed to measure the specific energy Joss per path length (dE/dx) of the charged
particle. The differential energy loss is a characteristic function of the momentum and the
mass of the particle and can be described by the Bethe-Bloch formula [7J. Thus measuring
the energy loss alld the momentum of the particle allows a determination of the mass aud
therefore all identification of the particle type. An relat.ive error on the differential energy loss
of ((J(II'/dx/dE/dx) = 3.8% is achieved with the jet chamber for minimum ionising particles.
I1ere the relatively high pressure of 4bar in the jet chamber is advautageous, because the
ellergy loss is proportional to the gas density. By comparing the measured value for the specific
energy loss, (dE/dx)(IO), wit.h the theoretically predicted value by the nethe-Bloch formula,
(d G/dx)(O), and taking into account the error of the measurement (J(<!E/dx)(on),the hypothesis for
a specific particle type can be tested by estimating I;he chi-square for the track to agree with
tJw theoretical prediction according to

X2 = ((c1E/dX)(O) - (dE/dX)(U1l)2

(J(dE/dx)(m)

These ,'(2 values can be transforrnecl into a probability W by integrating a gaussian distribution.

Then W describes the agreement between the measurement and the hypothesis. Subsequently
the probabilities Ware signed. A negative or positive weight W describes values, where the
measurement lies below or above the expectation, respectively. With the method described
above, a set of probabilities can be calculated for each track, giving the agreement between
the measurement and the hypothesis for different particle types, i.e. for a kaon, pion, electron,
muon and proton. These weights Ware equally distributed between valnes of -1 and 1. The
price one has to pay for the good particle identification is a higher multiple scattering because
of the higher gas pressure and thus a reduced momentum resolution. The momentum resolution
can be described by

(Jp, 0.0202 + (0.0015 . p,) 2 ,

Pt GeV/c
where Pt is the component of the momentum perpendicular to the beam direction. The first
term gives the limitation because o[ multiple scattering, whereas the second term describes
the combination of intrinsic resolution and the track reconstruction. For a track with 130
measurements a resolution of (Jp/p = 2.2.103 GeV-1 is achieved.

The z-chambers improve the resolution in the z-coordinate achieved by the charge devision
method of the jet chamber. They surround the jet chamber throughout the length of 4m, thus
the z-coordinate where the track leaves the central drift chamber system can be determined.
The z-chambers cover the angular region of I cos BI < 0.72 and the intrinsic resol ution for the
z-direction is improved to 100 to 300 11m,depending on the drift path.

The central detector is completed by a time-of-Dight counter, based on a scintillator tech-.
nique. The sub-detector is mounted bet.ween the aluminium coil and the presampler of the
electromagnetic calorimet.er (see below), covering the barrel region of 1 cosl1l < 0.82. It consists
of 160 scintillation counters of a length of 6.8 m each, forming a barrel coaxial to the coil.
Light is collected at both ends and transported to phototubes via 30 cm long plexiglass light
guides. A time resolution of 460 ps is achieved in ZO-t /1-+/-1- events. The time-of-flight counter
generates fast trigger signals and helps to reject cosmic ray events.

The central part of t.he OPAL detector is surrounded by the electromagnetic calorimeter, con-
sist.ing of lead glass blocks. Here electrons and photons are absorbed. Through the segmentation
the position and angles of the particles can be determined in addition to the energy measure-
ment. The electromagnetic calorimeter is divided into a barrel region with I cos BI < 0.82 and
the endcaps on both sides of the detector, covering the angular range 0.82 < I cos BI < 0.98.
The barrel region consists of 9440 lead glass blocks with cross-section of 10 x 10 cm and a length
of 37 cm, corresponding to 24.6 electromagnetic interaction lengths. The blocks are arranged
into a pointing geometry towards the point of interaction, reducing the probability, t.hat one
particle causes signals in more than one block. The signals are read out with photomultipliers,
mounted on the back of each block. The blocks of the endcap region have a cross-section o[
9.2 x 9.2 em and a length corresponding to about 22 radiation length. They are oriented parallel
to the beam. The intrinsic resolution of the calorimeter for electrons in the barrel region is
(JE/E = 0.2 + 6.3%/ -JE/GeV, and about (JE/E = 5%/ -JE/GeV for the endcaps. The spatial
resolution is given by the cross-section of the lead glass blocks. Particles reaching the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter have trans versed the beam pipe, the central tacking system including



th" pressure vessel and the n.agnetic coil, and thlls material of auout 2 electromagnetic radia-
tio11length. This causes showers 1,0 start usually before the particles ent.er the electromagnet.lc
ca.lorinJeter. Thlls a thill layer of streamer chambers, the so-called presampler, arc mounted
direct.ly ilJ front of the lead gl<lSScalorimeter ill order to measure the mult.iplicit.y of the shower
beforc ·it ellters the calorimeter. With this information the degradation of the energy resolution
bccalls(' of the massive detector parts ill fwut of the calorimeter can be mi11imised. As the
calorimeter the pres all 1\ ller cOllsists of a barrel and an endcap region.

With help of till: hadronic calorimet.er the ellergy of particles passing the electromagnetic
C;l.lorjlllet(~rcall be mcasured. The iron ret.urn yoke of the magnetic coil serves as the a.bsorbing
mat.erial of the calorimeter. It is segmented i11to 10 layers of 10 cm thick iron. The space
iIJhetween is filled in a sandwich technique with thin streamer chambers. The iron yoke covers
a polar angle of 97% wit.h a hadronic radiatioulength of more than four. The energy resolution
is limited hy the material of the elcctrotlJagnetic calorimeter, which corresponds to two hadronic
radiation length. Thus the showers are formed before the hadrollic calorimeter is reached. By
COlllbiuing the signals of the electromagnetic and hadrollic calorimeter an energy resolution of
adl'; = I20%/IE/GeV can be aciJieved.

The particles, reaching the outermost part of the OPAL detector, have passed about seven
radi;ttion length for pions over all angular rallge of 93%. Therefore most of the had rollS are
absorued within the calorimeter system and the particles travelling up to the outermost part
are muons with a high probability. The probability for a pion not to interact in the calorimeter
is lower than o. t%. The muon detector covers the region of I cos 01 < 0.98. The barrel region
cousists of four layers, the end cap sub-detectors of two layers of thin wire chambers. The
spatial resolution in the central part is 1.5uun ami 2rnTHfor the r-</Jplane and ill the z-clirection
respectively. In the endcap region a spatial resolution of 1uun in the x- and 3mm in the
y·-direction cau be achieveu.
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Figure 2.2: Position of the Tile Endeap and MIP-plug detectors with respect to the neighbouring
sub-detectors.

In the forward region a system of drift chambers and calor.imeters is installed to measure small
angl(·~Bhabha scattering events (e+e- -> e+e-). The cross-section of this process is dominated
by the l-channel {-exchange, a pure QED process, which can be calculated theoretically with a
very high precision. Therefore this process is ideal to determine the luminosity very accurately.
Experirllentally the measurement of the number of selected I3habha-events and the efficiency
arc determined. The forward detectors arc mounted at a minimal distance of 2.4m away from
the interaction point. They systems consists of drift chambers in the front plane, the gamma
cat.cher, a ring of lead-scintillator sandwich modules and the far forward luminosity monitor,
a lead-scintillator calorimeter positioned 7.9m from the intersection point. The system was
complemented 1993 by a silicon-tungsten calorimeter, improving the precision for the luminosity
measureillent from 1 to 0.1%.

tillating tiles wit.h fibre readout. The extension of the OPAL detector was demanded in order
to determine the exact interaction time and to improve the trigger conditions in the forward
regiou in the more dense environment of LEP2. The scintillator couuter consists of two parts:
the first is the Tile Endcap (TE), a single segmented layer of altogether 120 tiles in the form
of a truncated cone, installed in each endcap between the existing pres ampler and the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter. The second part is a complementation of the forward detectors, the
so-called MIP-plug, which serves as a detector for minimum ionising part.icles in the forward-
region. It consists of 2 layers of tiles, each divided into 8 sectors. The innermost layers are
situated behind the gamma-catcher, around 2.5 m from tlte interaction point. The position of
the outermost layers are between the silicon-tungsten luminometer and the forward calorimeter.
The are separated by 4mm of lead in order to reduce the background from synchrotron radi-
at.ion, contrarily to the innermost layers, which lie within t.he angular range of the luminosity
calorimeter, where mat.erial must be minimised. Here the support structure of the luminometer
serves as a substitute. The MIP-plug covers the angular range between 200 and 43 mrad, thus
complementing the small angle calorimetry system. The position of both sub-detector parts
with respect to the neighbouring detectors is shown in figure 2.2. More details can be found
in [8].

With the beginuing of the LEP2 program the OPAL detector was complemented with an
additiollal detector component in the endcap region, a time-of-Hight counter consisting of scin-



TE detector is shown in figure 2.2. TE consists of two outer rings of 48 tiles each and 24
sectors for the innermost part of the detector. The layout is shown in figure 2.3. The MIP-plug
is built out of for circles, segmented into eight tiles first. The shape of the MIP-plug tiles
including the fibre design is shown in figure 2.4. The tiles consist of 10 mm thick scintillator
material BC408, which emits blue light. On both sides of the tiles diamond-milled grooves were

With Iligllcr energy the backgrounds because of synchrotron radiation and bealll-ga.s interac-
tions rises. The higher backgrounds could be reduced by including iuformation provided by
the new sciutiJiator detector for the trigger iu the endcap region. Till the end of 1995, time
iJlf,)JUJ<l.tioufor the trigger was only available in the barrel region up to Icos 01 < 0.82 (609
Imad). TIIP.trigger was given, if the signal was within 50 ns from the beam crossing. With the
ll(eWtilll()-o{~flightcounter the augular coverage could be extended to Icos 01 < 0.95 (318 Illrad) ,
'Iud thus dowu to the limit of particle trackiug of the central drift chambers. Therefore a more
robust trip;ger coukl be provided also ill the endca,p region by the usage of the time information
in coincidence with the track trigger and the muon chambers.

In order to achieve the integrated design luminosity of LEP2, the machine was converted
from a 8-bunch 1'111lllinginl,o the bunch-train mode with in the beginning four trains with
two bunchlets each. Thus the separation of the bunches is reduces to 335 ns (and for the
foreseen 'lx4 mode even to 247 ns), compared 1.0 the 22 j.JSfor which the OPAL detedor was
or.igilHtllydesigned. In case of events of solely neutral particles in the forward direction, no
del,erminatiou of the exact time to or collision was possible, i.e. the bunchlet of interaction
was not known. The new scintillator is able to detect neutral particles, because of the high
probability of photon conversion in the aluminium pressure bell of two radial.ion lengl.h in
front of TE and {,hus provide a tillle reference signal for the other sub-detectors. This is
especially ilHportant, because the lead-gla.ss calorimeter in the forward region has limited time
measurement capability opt.imised for the design bunch separation of 22 j.JS, resulting in an
up to 20% error in the energy meilsurement if the exact time of collision is not known. With
the additional time information of TE a correction is possible. This allows a more pr.ecise
investigation of physics processes with single-- or Illulti-photon events in the Standard Model,
like e" e -t l/iJ"(, in the lliggs sector (e+e- -t I-l"(, with II -t "("(),or in SUSY searches.
Flll'ther background rednction could be achieved through the identificatioll of cluster f[Om pre-
collisions of cosmic cays via coincidences between the electromagnetic calorimeter and TE time
infonnation. Agaill th.is is especially important for the single- or Illulti-photon events of LEP2.

The secolld extension, the MIP-plug, covers the region between 200 and 43 rnrad, where no
other sub-detector is sensitive to minimum ionising particles, This complements the existing
system of forward detectors, which is hermetic for electrons and photons down to 26 mrad.
With the MIP-plug the OPAL detector is also hermetic for muous down to 43 mrad, allowing
a low-angle IHUOtlveto, which is especially useful for background reduction in searches with
missing energy signal.ures. In addition, with the segmented !vIJP-pJug a stand-alone trigger
could he implemcnted for certain two-photon processes, if the signal of two sectors are uscd in
coincideuce.

~ PMT ~32 fibres

provided, in order to implement two fibres per groove in a complementary pattern. According
to a snnulatlOll study, the light yield is proportional to the tile thickness, the fibre diameter aud
the length of the fibres per unit area of the tile. Both the tile thickness and the fibre diameter
are constrained. by the limited sp~ce available for the additioual detector. Thus the groove
deSign ISoptll111sedfor high hght yield with a pattern as tight a.s possible, taking into accol.lut
the lllilumal bendlllg radIUS of 40mm of the fibre. UniJormil,y is ensured by distributing the
grooves evenly over the tile surface. The fibres are embedded into the tiles with a optical glue

The exteusion of the time-of-flight countcr is build to provide good time resolution and efficiency
for minimUlll ionising particles. The design is constrained by the very limited space available,
both for the far-forward region and in the end cap region between the pressure vessel of the
central detectors with the presarupler mounted on top and the lead-glass calorimeter of the
endcap~.Both the limited space a.~ well as the operation within the magnetic field prohibit a
local phototube placing, leading to the solutiou of fibre optic technology. The positioll of the
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Figure 2.5: Time resolution of the ~1IP-plug (upper histogram) a.nd the TE detector (lower
histogram) as determined from a ZO run in Lhe bunchlet mode. The horizontal scale is in ns.

wit.h the same refractive index as the ~cinLillator, improving the light collecLion and holding
the fibres in place. Wavelength shifting (WLS) fibres are used to transport the light of the
scintillatol' ami La mal,ch the optimal light yield of the scintillator material of A ~ 420nm to
the peak :-oensitivity of the photomultipliers of A ~ 500nm. The photomultipliers are of a type
with green-extended cathodes. The light has to be transported outside the magnetic field and,
hecause of the limited space, outside the detector, over a length of about 15 m. Therefore the
WLS fibres are connected to dear Iibres via optical precision COllllectors. The clear fibres are
selected because of their low attenuat.ion of 120dB/km at a wavelength of 500nm. Most of the
light is c;.rried in the out.er 20% of the fibre diamet.er, and thus a COllnector with imperfect
match wo uld result in high light los~es. Although most light is lost ill the matching between
the different .fibre types, the loss of the additional connector is more than compensated by the
much low~r attenuation in the clear fibres compared to the WLS fibres. The tiles are wrapped
ill 150 ~lln Tyvek paper in order t.o provide high reflectivity and subsequently into 50 11m
Teellar to ensure light. tightnes~. A blue LED in the middle of the tile serves for calibration
am] ruollttoring. Finally the tiles are mounted between two alumillium plates and sealed light
t.ightly. Commercial photomult.ipliers are used becau~e of their low costs. They are selected by
their quaJ:llum eHiciellcy of 15% for a wavelength of 500nrn, their gain of 2 .107 and the uniform
rf'.5jJonsc over most of the cathode. Especially important, was the selection of phototubes with
low dark counting rate~, because TE is used for trigger signals.

The new scintillator technique sub-detector for the endcaps has been running smoothly since
the installation and requiring low maintenance. Studies using the correlation between track
signals and TE hits show a running at low noise and an efficiency of larger than 99% for TE
t~ detect minimum ionising particles extending the angular coverage down to cos (}= 0.95 [8].
1he tIme measurement performance can be tested by looking at the event time distributions
for e+e- --t ZO events. The results of the the MIP-plug and the TE detector are shown in
figure 2.5 in the ~pper and lower histogram, respectively. The data are taken during blUlch
traw operatIOn With two bunchlets per train, thus expecting a spacing between the bunchlets of
334ns. The spacing observed with the two scintillator sub-detectors is 335.2ns with a standard
deviation of Ins. The pea~s themselves have a standard deviation of 3ns, exceeding the design
reqmrement of 5ns. The hght yield can be determined by an investigation of low multiplicity
states agam In e+e- --t ZO events. The response to single tracks is estimated to be 14 ± 2
~hotoelectrons per minimal ionising particle. The uniformity of the detector is observed by the
followmg confirmatIon of the measurement, but using a single channel, yielding a consistent
result of 15 ± 3 photoelectrons per mip. In summary, the design performance for both the time
resolution and the elIicieut sensitivity to minimum ionising particles has been fulfilled.



where OU,L are the unpolarised or longitudinally polarised cross-sections and OF is the difference
between the right- and left-banded polarised cross-section. Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as

1 do 3 4 2
--I B= -S-3-(1+acos B)+AFBcosBat cos + a

Chapter 3 where the total cross-section a and the shape parameter a are given by

au - 20La=----
rJU -I- rJL

Analyses of the Heavy Flavour
Asynlmetries A _ 3 rJF

FB- ----.
4rJu +rJL

In Bol'll approximation the cross-sections can be expressed in terms of the products of the
vector- and axial-vector quark current:

In this chapt.er the measurement.s of the heavy Havour forward-backward asymmetries performed
with t,he OP1\L detector at LEP are described, After an introduction to the phenomenology
uf the lorward-backwanl asymmetries an overview of the techniques lIsed by the OPAL co1-
bhoratiou t.o IIlcasure t.he bottom alld charm asyulluetries are given, Then an analysis based
on t.he f1111LI~Pl data set of about. 4,5 million rnultihadronic ZOdecays of the heavy flavour
asymmetries, where f) nlesous are used to tag heavy flavour eveuts is described in more detaiL
With the huge iuuount of data collecled at LEPI autl the correspondingly high statistical pre-
cisiou achieved iu the measurements of t.he heavy IJavour asymmetries it becomes mandatory
to (:ombjJl(~the different analyses with care, Also, higher order corrections to the electroweak
observables arc hecoming increasingly important, In order to interpret the mea.<;urernentsof the
forward-backward asyITlIllp,t,ries ill tenns of the Standard Model, the elementary electrowC'ak
lJl'Ocessha.<;to be scparated froIll the effects of t.he strong interaction in the fmal state, The
method of evaluat.ing t.he~('QeD effects for the t.hree OPAL aualyses is explained, The three
01'1\ L lueasureJ1l,:nt.sof Un: heavy llavolll' asymmcl;ries are then combined such, that the st.atis-
tical aud systeHiatic correlation arc takeu iut.o account, [<'romthe combined OPAL result of the
heavy [Iavour asymmct.ries the weak mixing angle can be extracted, Finally this OPAL value
is compared to other measuremcnts of the bottom and cllarIfl asymmetries and the result.s are
discussed,

/3rJVV + /33rJ AA
~J1.2{3rJVV

(PrJVA

where ,). is the quark mass in units of the beam energy and /3 is the velocity of the quark
{3 = ~, As can be seen from eqnation 3,5, measurements of the dilference between
forward and backward cross-sections give direct information about rJF, i.e. the vector-axial-
vector interference of the weak coupling. The quark current products are given by

rJvv 4"8'" q;q~ -7fqeqqC~~ (1- m~) D-1 + ~~(C~)2 ((CZ,)2+ (C~)2) sD-1

~(cl)2 ((C~)2 + (C~)2) sD-1

D-1= [(1- _8 )2 -I- (fz )2]-1
mZ2 mZ

On the pole of the ZOresonance, where the asymmetry is dominated by the ZOexchaIlge, the
forward-backward asymmetry of the quark IJavour q, A~~, caH be expressed as

The dilferent strengt.h o[ t.he left- and right-hallded componellts of the neutral weak current
results in an asymlJlctry of the dilferellt.ial production cross-section drJjdcosB of the fermion
relative to the direction of the iuitial state electrou, The angular distribution of the reaction
e I e- -+ rf on the ZOresonance call be written 11.<;

t1r7 3 2 3 . 2 3
--1-( B) = -S(l + cos B) rJu + - sm B rJL -I-- cosO rJp ,( cos 4 4

In order to measure the heavy !lavour asymmetries two main ingredients are needed: firstly
the flavour species has to be ideutiGed and separated from other contributions, And secondly



thc directiou of f.IIC outgoing quark has to be measured. This direcLion is, however, experimen-
ta.llv not accessible because of the hadrouisatiou and rragmentation processes. Therefore it is
apl;roxilllated !Jy the thmst axis. lu order to determiue the orientation of the thrust axis it is
ueccssary 1,0 uistiuguish the quark frolu the anti-quark directiou.

A IJllJuber of difrcrent techuiques are commonly used to tag heavy flavour events. For
rne;].~url'rlleuts of t.hc heavy Ilavolll' aSYHlmetries at LEP three difl'erent analyses exist. I\. very
succcssful uwthod to tag bott.olll quarks is looking for displaced vertices. Bottom mesons with
<\V(:rag(~ClJcrgies of tens of GeV a.nd lifetimes of about 1.3 to 1.5 ps decay typically after a
l1ight distance of a few llIillimctres in the detector. With the help of todays silicon micro-vertex
c1dect.ors the dec;\y length significance of these b meson decays can be recoustructed. Such a
lifet.ime tag docs not provide any inforrnation about the charge of the primary quark for the
tagged Irell1isphen~. A distiuel.ion of quark and anti-ljuark is achieved in the OPAL analysis by
applying eitller a jet-charge or a vertex charge technique in addition to t.he heavy flavour tag.

Another analysis t.ags bottOllr and charm events by looking [or semileptonic decays. Identi-
fyillll;l('pt.o11swith high momelltulll and high transverse momentum with respect. to the jet axis
selects primarily ICIJt.ollsoriginating either from direct decays of the bottom or charm ljuarkl or
so-calkd cascade decays, where th(~bottom quark decays into a charm quark and subsequently
leptolls frolll a charm decay is t.agged. Here a direct charge correlations bet.ween the lept.on and
t,]lt~prirnary quark allows to uistinguish the quark and t.he ant.iquark, when the origin of the
leptoll. i.e. the cOlltributions from b --+ 1-, b --+ c --+ I' and c --t 1+ is known. The bottom and
charrn asymmetries are then determined in a two dimellsional maximum likelihood fit. These
two itllalyses are summariscli ill t.his sectiou.

The third possibilit.y used by the OPAL colla.boration is the t.ag of primary charm quarks
by the exclusive reconstruction of D mesons in diflCrent decay channels. Here as well either
e+e' --+ bb aud e+e - --+ Cl: events are tagged anu the events separated according to their
pri.mary flavour with hdp of a lifetime and jet-shape analysis. The charge of the D meson decay
prodllct.s allows a direct detcrmillation of the charge of the primary quark. The heavy navour
asymmet.ries of bottom and charm events are subsequently determined in a two dimensional
maximulll likelihood fit..

III tile CH'i\L heavy flavour asymmet.ry analyses hadronic ZOdecays arc selected by placing
requirements all the number of reconstructed charged tracks and the energy deposited in the
calorimeter. A detailed tiescript.ion of the criteria is given in [9]. The analysis is based on about
.1 million hadrollic decays of the ZO collected with the OPAL detector in the vicinity of the
zO resonance bet.ween 1990 and 1995. Of these data roughly 13.4% have been collected either
below 01' above the maximum of the resonance.

To v(~rify t.he allalysis procedures and investigate possible biases, 4 million hadronic decays
of the ZO have been simulated using t.he .IETSET Monte Carlo model [1OJ with parameters
t.uned t.o represent LEP data well [11]. Several special samples have been used to study specific
decays, corresponding to an additional 5 million hadronic ZOdecays. In all samples heavy quark
fragmen tation has been implemented using the model of Peterson et al. [12]. All samples have
been pa.ssed through a detailed simulation of the OPAL detector [13] before being analysed
using the same programs as for data.

A measurement of the bot.tolTl forward-backward asymmetry is done by tagging e+e- --+ bb
events with lifetime information. Details can be found in [14J. Long lived D hadruns a.re tagged
with a high b purity by requiring a displaced secondary vertex in at least one hemisphere.
SecondMy vertices are reconstructed in an inclusive iterative procedure, and the decay leugth
L, the distance between the prirn.ary and the secondary vertex in the xy-plane, and its error is
calcula.ted. In this analysis a decay length significance of L/UL > 4 is required. After that the
number of tagged hemispheres is 402485, of which 20631 are in events with energies above, and
31471 below the ZOpole. The composition of the resulting sample is about 83% bottom events
with a background of 11% charm and 6% light flavour evcnts. The charge of the primary quark
is determined by measuring the charge of the particles which form the secondary vertex (vertex
charge) or a jet-charge technique.

A measurement of the vertex charge allows a better determination of the charge of the
primary quark than a measurement of the jet-charge. The analysis of the two different charge
measuring techniques are therefore performed separately. For the vertex charge each track in
the hemisphere is weighted by a probability Wi based on momentum, multiplicity and impact
parameter information, that it comes from the secondary vertex. In order to remove vertices
of neutral B mesons and poorly determined vertex charges Iqvtxl > 1.t[uq + 0.2 is required. The
charm background is eliminated by a tight cut on thc output of an artificial neural network,
which was trained t.odiscriminate between e+e- --+ bb and other events [15]. A sample of 12889
vert.ex charge tagged hemispheres remains. The bottom forward-backward asymmetry is then
determined in an unbinned likelihood Ht.

The jet-charge technique is used t.o measure tire asymmetry in events without a vertex
charge mcasurement. The jet-charge is the momentUDJ weighted average charge of all charged
tracks of a jet.. The asymmetry is determined by a count.ing method: for a sample containing of
a mixture of quark species and a varying tagging efficiency as a function of the thrust direction
[cosOTI and t.he flavour f, the charge How (QF - QB) is given by

(QF - QB) = L SfFfCfOfA~lJ'
flavours f

where QF and Qn are the jet-charges in the forward and backward hemisphere respectively2,
Sf is +1(-1) for down-like (up-like) quarks, and Ff is the fraction of quark species f in the
lifetime-tagged sample, as determined usillg an unfolding technique. The quantity Of is the
charge separation for events with flavour f. The b quark charge separatiolJ, Ob, was measured
from the dat.a by comparing the measured jet-charges in events where both bemispheres are
tagged. The charm and light quark charge separations were t.aken from the Monte Carlo. The
Cf factors account. for the effects of the variation of tagging efficiency with Icos0'1'1 and are
given by

where Y = ICOSOTIand fifty) is the efficiency of lifctime tagging a Havour f event. The event
tagging emciency for band e events is determiuerl from data in bins of IcosOTI, using an

2Forward is defined with respect to the direction of the incoming electron.

'In tac [ragment.ation process the quarks are transformed into hadrons. 'Direct decays of the bottom or
charm qrlark' means, more correctly, that a boLtolll or charm llavoured hadron, containing the prilllitry b or c
quark, decays_



A:~.u= 0041 ± 0021 ± 0.002
A~n = 0.0904 ::l:0.0052 ± 00044
A:"n = 0.l~5 ± 0.017 :1: 0.007

(Eern)

(Eern)

(Eern)

= 89.44 GeV
= 91.21 GeV
= 9291 GeV

in the data is compared to the expected asymmetry as a [unction o[ Iyl = Icos O"".U".\, in bins
of the flavour discriminating variables NE'l\ and NETc. For events containing more than one
candidate lepton, the candidate with the highest NETb value is considered in the single-lepton
sample.

The measured asymmetry of bottom events depends on the mixing parameter of BO mesons.
The corresponding average mixing parameter X which depends on the composition of the tagged
sample, is obtained simultaneously with the asymmetries by counting the number of like-sign
lept.ons in events with at least two 'opposite leptons'4 with NETb>0.8. For events contailling
more than two candidate leptons that satisfy these criteria, the two leptons with the highest
NETb values are used.

Using all data collected by OPAL between 1990 and 1995 of LEP1, the band c quark
forward-backward asymmetries at three centre-or-mass ellergy points on alld around the ZO
peak are measured, with the following results:

nnfolding met.hod. The C factors for the n, d, and s quarks are assumed all to have the same
valne which is t.akell from the Monte Carlo.

'I'hl: reHIllt.sfor the bottom forward-backward asymrnetry are

A deLailed description of this aualysis can be fonnd in [16]. The analysis is restricted to
Icos OtlLru., I.I < 0.9 in order to have optimal lepton identification.

Electron idellt.ification is based on a set of twelve different quantities which are measured
in the central tracking chambers aud the electromagnetic calorimeter. These variables are fed
into all artificial neural net, which is trained on simulated data. A detailed description of the
input, variables, the training and systernatic checks can be found in [16J. Electron candidates
are required to fuHiI p > 2 GeV and NETcl > 0.9, where ]J is the momentuIIl of the electron
candidate and NETel denotes the output of the neural net electron selection. The remaining
dominant background of electrons from phoLon conversions is rejected with the help of a second
nelll'alnet, where difl'erent, kinematic variables are uHedfor the separation as is described in [16].
The 1l'lUOU selection relics on the quality of the match between a track reconstructed in the
lIIuon charnb(~rs and in the cent.ral tracker. In addition, a loose cut on dEldx and a minimum
mOlllelltulll of p > 3 GeV is required.

Candidate leptollS are classi fied ilito four distinct types: b -+ 1-, c -+ 1+, b _., c -+ 1+ and
non-prompt leptons and Illisidenti~ed hadrons. For the measurement of the band c quark
asymmetries it is especially important to separate direct band c decays from each other and
from all other contribul;ions. In order to optjmise the separation a multi-variable analysis has
Leen perforllled, where two different artificial neural nets are used to distinguish the source of
the lepton candidate. One of them, NETb separates direct b -+ 1- decays from the remaining
contributions. The separation power is mostly due to the 'classical' variables, the momentum
of the lepton p and the transverse Illomentum Pt with respect to Ute nearest jet axis. Another
neural net helps to distinguish between c -+ 1+ decays and the other classes. Here the main
information comes from lil'etime information. For both neural nets as much as possible of
the additional information available is used, including jet and vertex properties. An optimal
separation is reached by using the net-outputs NE1\ and NETe in a two dimensional way.
A list of the different variables, the details of training and the performance reached by this
technique can be found in [IGJ. Similar to the event probabilities in the D analysis (as will be
described in section 3.3), probabilities are calculated from the outputs of the neurailletworks
llsed for flavour separation (NETb and NETc)' These are used in the asymmetry lit to separate
the din'crent contributions.

The asymmetries A~B and Ah are extracted [rom single lepton events using a binned
maximum likelihood fit. [lGJ. The diJI'crential forward-backward asymmetry3, 6AFB, measured

A~B = ( 0.034 ± 0.017 ± 0.002 )
A~B = (00892 ± 0.0044 ± 0.0020)
A~B = ( 0 105 ± 0.014 ± 0.004 )

Ah = (-0.068 ± 0024 ± 0.005 )
AJ',n= ( 0.0588 ± 0.0059 ± 0.0056)
Ah = ( 0.154 ± 0.020 ± 0.010 )

at (-JS) == 89.49 GeV,
at (JS) = 91.24 GeV,
at (JS) = 92.95 GeV,

where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. The average BO-Bo mixing
parameter was found to be:

The lepton analysis gives for both the measurements of the bottom as well as the charm
asymmetry the most precise results. Especially for the charm asymmetry the systematic error is
of t.he same size than the statistical error, therefore the most important systematic uncertainties
will be discussed briefly in the following. More details can be found in references [16,17].

• Heavy flavour fragmentation
The parameters for the charm and bottom fragmentation function of Peterson et al. are
varied within fb = 0.0055~g:gg~~and f.c = 0.07~g~~. The variation is significantly larger
than the experimental error on present measurements and t.hus accounts also for uncer-
tainties in the choice of the model itself'.

• Semileptonic decay models
The semileptonic decays of heavy hadrons are described by the free-quark model of
Altarelli et al. (i\.CCMM) [18], which has two free parameters: the Fermi momentum
Pr and the mass of the quark produced in the decay of the heavy hadron, me or m•. For
b decays, values of Pr=298 MeV Ie and mc==1673 MeVIc2 have been obtained from a fit
to CLEO data [19]' while for c decays, the combined measurements of DELCO [20] and
MARK III [21Jhave been used to derive values of Pr==0.467 GeV Ie and m.=O.OOl GeV Ic2

Systematic uncertainties arising from the choice of the semileptouic decay model are
treated differently for band c hadron decays by varying either the model or its parame-
ters. For b -+ 1- decays, alternatively the model ofIsgur et al. [22]and a modified version,
lSGW**, is used to describe the semilept;onic decays. The ISGW** description gives the
largest deviation from the ACCMM model and the resulting differences obtained for the

"Opposite leptons' are leptons associated to jets that do not belong to the same thrust hemisphere.



ho ttOll1and charm aSyllllllctries are takcll as a systematic error. Uncertainties affecting
thu modelling of c -t 11decay can be estimatcd by using various versions of the ACCMM
llIode! based Oil dill"crellt sets of values for the fitted parameters ms and Pro The results
with the ~mnUlletcrs m.=O.OOl GeV le2 and ]lr=0.353 GeV Ie called ACCMMl, give the
I<l.rgcstdllviatioll cOinpared to the central values o[ m.=O.OOl GeV le2and Pr=0.t167 GcV Ie
iln<.1are thlls t;l.kcn to derivc the systematic crror.

JI~'B(%) Ahl(%) X
Fitted Value 8.!J2 5.88 0.1142
Statistical error ±0.44 ±059 ±0.0054
Systematic error ±O20 ±0.56 ±0.0048

Sources of systematic errors
b -t 1 (ACCMM to ISGW**) -O.Ol +0.20 -0.0007
c -t 1+ (ACCMM to ACCMKfl) +0.07

-
-0.08 -0.0026

(XE)h - 0.02 -om +0.02 -0.00J6
(XE)c + 0.02 -0.12 +0.05 +0.0001• Br;luching ral'.ios

TIl.e valucs of DR(b -t 1-) and J:lR(b -t c -t I') used for this analysis are cOlnbina-
tiOliS [23J of Inea.suremeuts performed by the LEP cxpcrimellts. In the measuremcnts
of I1R(h -t 1-) and Bll.(b -t c -t l+), an important part of the error is due to the choice
of licmileptunic decay nlodel. This is taken iuto account by using thc branching ratios
which correspond to each choice of scmileptouic decay model as the model is varied. Thus
the error on the branching ratios is divided into two parts, one due to the sell1ileptonic
decay model and the other one becanse of ot,her unccrtainties. The hranching ratios
uHed for this illlalysis are Bll(b -t 1-) = 10.90 ± 0.32(±0.2l) and BR(b -t c -t 1+) =
8.:\0 -I:0.47(~0.lg). The secolld part of the errors (i.e. not due to the models) is then
used to estimate the additional systematic error due to the uncertainties in BR(b -t 1-)
(llId lJH.(b -) c -t 1+), excluding the rnodelullcertainties. BH.(c -t 11-)is taken from lower
cilergy measurements performed at All-GUS, PEP and PE'TTl-A [24]' giving a combined
vahle of Bll-((: --} ]+)=(9.8 ± 05)%.

r3H:~b-t l )+0.32% -0.01 +0.15 +0.0005
BR(b -t c -t 1+)+0.47% -0.02 -0.10 -0.0018
BR(b -t c -t I )+0.50% -0.02 +0.23 +0.0008
BR(b -t T -t I )-1-0.20% -0.01 +0.09 +0.0003
BR(c -t 1+)+0.50% +0.03 -0.20 -10.0002

Conversion [raction increase +0.00 +0.03 -0.0003
Decay fraction increase +0.00 +0.00 -0.0002
Source dependence +0.02 +0.13 +00010
Tracking Resolution -0.06 +0.00 +0.0002
Inpu t corrections +002 -0.01 -0.0012

cas Ot"r",t dependence (fractions) +0.Q2 -om +0.0000
COSOthr"'t dependence (distributions) +0.08 -0.19 -0.0001
MOllte Carlo statistics +0.08 +0.10 -1-0.0026
Time dependent mixing +0.04 +0.04 +0.0000
Background asymmetry +0.5% +0.00 +0.26 +0.0000

• Background asymllletry 'The hadrollic and non-prompt background have been assumed
to have no aSylllllletry. This assumption has been checked and confirmed using the
simuiatioll u.s well u.s data samples of tracks which did not pass the lepton selection, or
usi.£lgall tracks in thc momentulll range [J > 2 GeV Ic or p > 4 GeV Ie weighted by the
fake probability predictcd by tlle simulatioll. All these tests indicated that the upper
limit [or any possible residual asymmetry of thc background is 0.5%. This value was then
used to estimate the systematic error due to a possible residual background asymmetry.

[TOtal other systematics

• C:orl1position dependence OIlCOS Olhr",t
Allother importaut uncertainty is due to the lIJodelling of he dependence of the (NETb,

NET,) distributions on cos o'h,·".'t in the simulation. The tracking resolution quickly
degudes with increasing cosOt""",t, thus affecting the NETb and NETc distributions.
The effect is lllore pronoullccd [or the NETc output since tile net is based on variables
such as the decay length or impact parameter significance. Two different parametrisations
of tile (NE'l't>, N~~T()distributions are used in the analysis, one [or the barrel region with
I COSOthr",t! < 0.7, the other one for the end cap region with 0.7 < Icos BU,r",t! < 0.9. The
efFect is estimated by using only one parametrisation for the entire region instead of two.

3.3 Analysis of the Heavy Flavour Asymmetries using D
Mesons

In the following section the measurement of the cc and bb forward-backward asymmetries using
D meSOllSas a heavy flavour tag is descri bed in more detail.

The vo,lues of the systematic errors as determined for the measurement on top of the ZOreso-
nance are sumrnarised in table 3.1.

Three diITerent D meson states are used in this paper as tags for charm and bottom: the
ground state pseudo-scalar D rnesons5 DOand D+, and the vector meson D·+. A[ter describing

"Throughout this paper charge conjugate modes are always implicitly included.



i.lw requirements placed 011 t.racks t.o be included in the analysis, the reconst.nlction aud the
procedurcs used in the identilica.tion of charged 0* lllesons are cbscussed, followed by t:be
aualoj.\ons discussiou for DO and 1)1- mesons. Additional details on D recoustructlon with

thc OPAL detector call be fOllnd in [2fl-27].

Tracks are acceptccl [or the reconstruction if t.hey satisfy loose track quality requirements:
Idol < 5 UUll; Izol < 20 cm; P.l > 250 MeV; TLCJ > 40. Here do is the distance of closest

approach ill the p[;lIIe perpendicular t.o t.he beam aXIS, between the prtmary vertex and the
track, Zo is the dist.ance along the beam at. this point, P.l is the momentum component
perp(,ndicular 1,0 the beam, aud 1lc./ is tbe Humber of hits on the track recorded In the Jet
chamber. Tracks are also required to be well reconstructed, by demandlflg t.hat their polar
'lIlj.\!p II be measured in at least two components of the tracking system, one of which must be

the jet chamber.

At low values of the D*+ scaled energyG, Xu*+ = EDa}~/Ebeam, the background c'Ontribution
is very high, especially from pions produced in the fragment.ation. Many of the background
kaon candidates are in reality fragmentation pions. Their contribution is reduced by using
the particle identification power o[ the OPAL detector to enrich the sample in true kaons.
A probability, W:E~dx' is calculated [or a kaoIl candidate, that the measured specific energy
loss, dEldx, for a track is compatible with having been produced by a kaon. The probability
WJ~)dX is signed, i.e. the probabilities have positive and negative values for above and below
the expected value, respectively.

The background of the sample is further reduced by cutting on the helicity an~le 0*, mea-
sured between the direction of the DO candidate in the laboratory frame and the direction of the
kaon in the rest frame of the DO candidate. True DO decays are expected to be uniformly dis-
tributed in cos 0*, while background displays pronounced peaks at cos r)* = -1 and, particularly
at low XD-+, cos 0* = +1.

D*+ -} D01f+
4 I(-1f+
4 ](-1f+1fo
4 K-1r+1f-n+
4 I(-e+lJc

4I(-/.!I-'I,.

":l prong" ,
"satell ite" ,
"5 prong" ,
"electron" ,
Urnuon" .

xu-+ 0.2-1.0 0.2-1.0 0.2-1.0 0.5-1.0

MuD [GeV] full 1.79-1.94 1.20-1.80 1.41-1.77 1.79-1.94

6.M IGeV] full 0.142-0.149 0.140-0162 0.141-0.151 0.142-0.149
cos 0* < 0.5 -0.8-0.8 -

> 0.5 -0.9-1.0 -09-1.0
IWd~)dxl < 0.5 > 0.1 -

Table 3.2: LisL of cuts used in the D* reconstruction. Note that boLh the scaled energy Xu and the
mass difference 6M are effective quantities, calculaLed [rom the reconsLructed tracks only. The exact
meaning of the different quantities is explained ill t.he text.

No attempt, is made 1,0 reconstruct the nO in the satellite channel, nor the neutrino direction or
energy ill t.he electron and muon challlleis. Tile last two channels are referred to as "semilep-
tOlli(;" channels in the folluwillg text. Electrons are identified based on the energy loss in the
central dril"t chambcr ami tlte energy deposition in the electrumagnetic calorimeter. An artifi-
cial neural net.work trained on simulated evcllts is used to perform the electron sclection [28].
Electrons from photun conversions are rejected as in [29]. Muon candidates are identified by
'lssociating tracks [ouud ill the central tracking system with tracks in the muon chambers [29J.
No rnornentulll cut on tlte lepton tack is applied. Such a cut is used in analyses, which require
a precise knowledge of the lepton purity, which is not important for this analysis.

A number oftracks appropriate for the selected channel are combined to form a DO candidate
aud its invariant mass is calculated. The cuts applied are given in table 3.2 and explained below.
Only calldidates with the correct charge combinations are retained. Candidates are selected if
the reconstructed mass lies within the expected range for that. channel. A [tel' adding a further
track as a possible pion from the D'+ decay, the combined mass is calculated and the candidate
is selected if the mass difference 6.M = MD*+ - MDo is within certain limits. Note that 6.M is
always t.o be understood as the effective mass diJTerence, calculated only from the visible tracks
o[ the candidate. This latter requirement is particularly efficient in suppressing backgrou nd,
becallse the slllall mass diJference between the D*+ and t.he DO places true D*+ decays very
close to t.he kinematic threshold in 6.k[ at, 0.139 GeV. Very little phase space remains for
backgroulld events, resulting in a good signal to background ratio.

The invariant mass spectra for the five reconstructed D*+ channels are presented in fig-
ure 3.1. Shown is t.he IIlasS difference 6.M between the D*+ and the DO candidate. In alJ
channels clear signals are visible.

DO -t K-n+ ,
D+ -t K-1f+1f+ .

The reconstruction of these D meson states is similar to that for the D*+ mesons. It follows very
closely the method described ill [27]. The invariallt mass is calculated from the appropriate
number of tracks which pass the quality requiremellts. A D+ candidate is rejected if the mass
difference 6.M, calculated under the assumption that the three tracks form a D*+ candidate,
is below 0.16 GeV. To suppress combinat.orial background, and to alJow a good measurement

'in t.his paper any reference to t.he scaled energy x of a D candidate is t.o be underst.ood as being t.o the
calculat.ed energy of the D, ED, obt.ained from the reconstruct.ed tracks, without. correcting for missing or
wrongly associat.ed t.racks, divided by t.he beam energy Eb •• m'
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of Lhe specific energy loss dEjdx, candidaLes are required to have at lea.,t 30% of the beam
ellergy, and the iudividual Lrack mornenLa are required to be above 1.5 GeV for a kaon, alld
0.5 GeV for a pion. The long lifeLirne of the weakly decaying D mesons is used Lo enrich the
signal purity. A vertex is calculated in the r-</J plane from the tracks fanning the D candidate.
The distance d between Lhis vertex and Lhe primary evenL verLex is calculated. A candidate is
accepted if th is distance exceeds 500 J-Lmfor a DOcaJldidate, or 800 J-Lrnfor a D+ candidate.
Good verLex reconstrucLion quality is ensured by requiring that at least one (for the DO) or two
(for the D+) tracks have at least one hit in the silicon micro-vert.ex detector. To stay wit.hin
the acceptance of the micro-verLex detector, all tracks have to be wiUlin Icos 01 < 0.85. For the
D+, where the three tracks in the decay allow a meaningful calculation of a vertex X2, events
with badly reconstructed vertices are rejected by a loose cut on this quanLity .

The number of multiple candidates and wrong particle type a.,sociations is reduced by
placing requirements Oil Lhe dEjdx measurement. Kaon candidate tracks are required Lo be
consistent with being a kaoll with a probabiliLy WJ~~dx exceeding 3% if their measured dEjdx
is above the value expected for a kaon, or exceeding 1% if the measured dEjd:r is below the
expected value. Pion background in the kaon candidate sample is rejected by accepting only
tracks whose probability WJ;/dx Lhat the kaon candidate track is consistent with a pion is Jess
than 10%. The purity of the pion candidates is increased by requiring that these tracks are
consistent with a pion with a probabiliLy exceeding 1%. The details of the cuts are listed in
table 3.3. ln figure 3.2 the invariant mass spectra for Lhe DO and D+ channel are plotted.

semileptollic
x

D
_ >0.2

XD 03 - 1.0 0.3 - 1.0
MJ)O,D<IGeV] 1.81 - 1.93 1.81 - 1.93

6.M[GeVJ - > 0.16
PK[GeVJ > 1.5 > 1.5
p,,[GeVJ > 0.5 > 0.5

1 cos Ocandl < 0.85 < 0.85
dlJ-Lm] > 500 > 800

Wd'¥)dX > 0.03 > 0.03
< -O.ol < -om

IWdE/dx I > 0.01 > 0.01

IWJ~/dxl < 0.1 < 0.1

Table 3.3: List of cuts used in the DOand D+reconstrucLion. The exact meaning of the different
quantities is explained in the text.

Figure 3.1: Dist.ributions of the difference MD· -Mo reconstructed in the different D>channels. Both
seUlilcpt.onicdecays have been combined into one plot. Superimposed are the backgrouud estimator
distributions, nOrlllalised to t.he upper sidebands ill !::J.M.

Since the goal of the analysis is the determination of the angular distribution of the primary
quark, not that of reconstructed mesons, only one measurement of this quantity per event is
needed. If more than one candidate meson is found per event, a hieraL'chy is nsed to select the
best one: low background is preferred aDd low multiplicity final states are favoured over higher
mult.iplicity ones. The hierarchy used, from best to worst, is: 3 prong, semileptonic, satellite,
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total [%] channel [%]
3··prong 9.2 92

semileptonic 17.9 125
satellite 29.6 21.0
5-prong 58.6 55.2

DO 39.8 33.3
D+ 55.6 52.6

Table 3.4: Percentage of candidates lost in the multiple candidate rejection. Given are for each
cha.nnelthe tot«l percentage of candidates rejected and the percentage of candidates rejected only due
to multiple candidates found within this channel.

II OPAL
I

5 prong, DO, D+ If more than one candidate is found within one D'+ channel, the one with
the DO mass closest to the nominal mass is taken (the mass used is 1.865 GeV for the 3 prong,
semileptonic and 5-prong decay, and 1.60 GeV for the satellite [30]). In the DO and D+ decays,
where a selection on the mass would result in a distortion of the invariant mass spectrum and
consequently the signal over background determination, the candidate with the highest Xu is
selected. Overall the number of candidates is reduced by 34.6% by the multiple candidate
rejection. In table 3.4 the percentage of events rejected due to this procedure in each channel
is shown. To avoid rejecting good candidates an event from an lower priority D*+ or D+ decay
is rejected only if another candidate has been found in a higher priority channel within the
tight /::,.M windows given in table 3.3. This method would severely bias the DO reconstruction
if applied to this channel. Therefore a DO candidate is rejected if another candidate is found in
any of the D*+ decays within a loose Muo mass window of 1 GeV < MuD < 2.5 GeV. After all
cuts a total of 73870 candidates is found.

() ~~_.--l--J_.~~
1.5 J.75 2 2.25

M(Do) (GcV)

:>o 2500

For the purpose of the asymmetry analysis, a signal event is defined as any event that contains
enough information to reconstruct correctly the charge and flavour of the primary quark. For
the D*+ decays two classes of events contribute to the signal sample: events where a D meson
has been completely reconstructed in one of the channels described, and events where a D'+
decay has only partially been found, but, where the slow pion is correctly tagged. The latter
have broader distributions in 6.M, as is shown in figure 3.1, especially in the 5 prong channel.
In either case, because of the very distinct kinematics of the D*+ decay, the events exhibit an
enhancement in the /::"1'.1 spectra around 145 MeV. The fraction of events which is considered
as signal for this analysis is determined with a background estimator, which uses a hemisphere
mixing technique first described in [25]. In this estimator, the candidate for (,he slow pion is
taken from the opposite hemisphere to the rest of the candidate tracks, and reflected through
the origin before being used in the calculation of the invariant mass of the candidate. This
method ensures that no correctly identified slow pions enter the background sample, and that
the background shape does not exhibit any peaks in the interesting 6.1'.1 region. for this
background estimator no requirements are placed on the charge of the DO candidate tracks,
except that the sum of the charges of all tracks including the slow pion candidate should be
±1. Monte Carlo studies have shown that this background estimator reliably models the shape
of the background in all five channels.

Figure 3.2: Invariant mass spectra for the D° and the 0+ channels. Superimposed is the result of
the lit used to determine the number of D mesons in each sample.



Tht, background is determined by normalising the estimator distribution for 0.18 GeV <
611/ < 0.20 GeV (0.19 GeV < 6M < 0.22 GeV for the semileptonic channels) 1.0 the sideband
o[ I.\IC signal distribution and snbtracting the norIllalised background from the signal. Candi-
dates me cOllnted within the 61\J/ ranges given ill table 3.2. Monte Carlo studies have shown
thai. this Ilicthod lcads to an unbiased determination o[ the lIumber of D'+ candidates in all
challndl'.

D'+ -t ])07r+ D'+ -t D°7r+ D'+ -t D°7r+
L} 1(-7r+ 4 r<-7r+7r0 4 K-7r+7r-7r+

XI) N~~~d Nest Ng::d
Nest Ng~;d NbZ~b.d bed

02-0.3 3036 1716± 39 ]0372 7547± 87
U3-0.4 1825 704± 25 5131 2999± 54
0.4-0.5 1251 264 ± 15 3016 1273± 36
05-0.6 1556 411 ± 18 3636 1753± 40 5417 3312± 52
06-0.7 927 169 ± 11 1687 725± 25 2156 ]002± 28
0.7-0.8 520 76 ± 7 670 263 ± 14 908 298 ± 14
0.8-1.0 277 34 ± 4 208 97 ± 7 357 78 ± 6

D'+ -t -----yyr.;;:+ J50-t K 7r+ ])+ -} K 7r+7r+
4 K-f+v

Xu Nga:~d Nest Nga~d Nest Ng;:;d Ne'tbad bed bed

0.2-0.3 2217 L058± 33
0.3-0.4 1405 475 ± 22 4102 2655± 52 6314 5300± 72
0.4-0.5 861 212 ± 15 2513 1636± 51 4089 2982± 55
0.5-0.6 829 99 ± 14 1711 770± 28 2318 1465± 38
0.6-0.7 } 985 455 ± 21 1289 669± 26
07-0.8 597 99 ± 9 514 224± 15 672 242 ± 16
0.8-1.0 224 92 ± 10 266 68 ± 8

The backgroulld levels ill the DOand ])+ channels are determined from a fit to the observed
IIl;L~Sspcctr;!. with all cmpiricaJly deterllliued functional form for the background. The b,tck-
gmullC.l t.o the DO is (lescribed by a third degree polynomial, while for the D+ an exponential
convoll.lt.f~dwith a Gaussian functioll is used. Contributiolls frorn satellite decays visible in
t.he DO lIlil$S spectrulII at lIlasses around 1.6 GeV are accounted for by an additional Gaussia.n
funct.ioJl. 1\ slight, aSYlTlmctry in the signal is aJlowed for by fitting different. widths below and
a.bove the mea;l value. The nonnalisat.ion, mean and both widths are determined in the fit.
The total backgrolilid is determincd by int.egrating the fit function over the melliS windows listed
in table :Ll.

I:lackground exists in both channels which distorts the expected signal shape. In the DO
elI'Hlllel the decays DO -t K+ K- and Dil -t 1r+7r- cont.ribute to the signal, if one of the final
state particles is misidentified as eit.her a pion or a kaon, thus faking a K7r llnal state. Since
the dmrgc correlation between the primary quark and t.he reconstruct.ed charge is broken, their
estinmted contribntion is subt.racted [rom the sample. Simulated events are used to estimate
the contaminat.ion from t.hese t.wo sources. They are round to contribute less than 1% to the
final sample. Backgrol111dsin the D+ reconstruction are the decays of the ]), meson into <lm+
and f(~0\(+, both decaying into a fina.l state K" K-7r+. Misidentifying a lmon as a pion will shift
the lW1SSpeak to around the mass of the D+ meson. Monte Carlo studies have shown that this
backgroulld cont,ribut.es approximately 10% to the]) I· signal.

Table 3.5: Number of D mesons reconstructed in the different decay modes, in bins of the effective
scaled energy of the candidates calculated [rom the reconstructed track momenLa. Given are the
number of D meson candidates, Ng/;;d' before background subtraction and t.heHumber of background
events, Nb~~. The error quoLedon the estimated background is the statistical error only.

The fina.l numbcr of D'-I-, DO or D+ events is determined by correcting the number of
background subtracted events calculated above for t.hese additional background contributions.
This method has been tested using simulat.ed events and has been found to reproduce the trve
number of D mesons within the statist.ical precisioll of the test.

A potentially serious problem ill all channels is the presence of backgrOlllld where the cor-
relnl.ioll between the primary quark cha.rge alld the charge q tagged by the D candidate is
preservcJ. These events willllOt be considered as signal, but they will be a.symmetric in gcosB,
t.hereby introducing an asymmetry int.o the background. Such correlations are expected since
the sample of candidate tracks is enriched in true kaons using t.he dE/dx cuts described. Many
ImOllSare originating frorll the primary quark ill the event, thereby preserving the charge cor-
relatioll. Similar effects arc expected for leptons. These events are present at levels of a few
percent. in all modes considered ami are taken into accoullt by Gt.ting for a background asym-
metry, as described in sectioll 3.3.3. The background asymmetries as fitted in the data are
quoted in section 3.3.4.

In this analysis the DH, DOand D+ llIeSOllSare used as tags for primary charm and bottom
decays of tbe ZO Both processes are expected to contribute roughly equally to the tagged
sample, ill addition to sizeable contributions from combinatorial background. Lifetime infor-
mation and jet shape variables are llsed to separate tbe different sources of D mesons. First
the level of background in the sample is determined, based on the D meson signal, as described
in section 3.3.1, and subtracted. The remaining sigllal is composed esselltially only of cc and
bb events. Since bi) evellts are significantly difrerent in lifetime and jet shape properties from
other events, the fraction of bb events in the sample can be determined, and therefore the cc
content inferred. A small contribution to the sample of tagged events is also expected from
gluon splitting processes. In this analysis these events are not subtracted from the sample, but
will be considered later as a source for a systematic error. Finally for each event a probability
is calculat.ed whether this event is a bb or a cc event. These probabilities are used in the
asymmetry fit to separate primary charm and bottom events.

In this section the details and the techniques used to derive the event probabilities are
presented. The description starts with a general introduction into the formalism used. Next
the treatment of background is discussed, and the charm and bottom fractions in the sample
are determined. Finally all information is combined in the calculation of the event probabilities.

III table 3.5 the number or D'+, DOand D+ meson candidates, and the backgroulld, is shown
lor each cIlannel, with statistical errors. Altogether 21195 ± 150 Do+ mesons alld 8439 ± 132
])0 alld D+ mesons have been reconstructed after background subtraction, over backgrounds of
216G/I ± 150 events and 1(j558 ± 132 event.s, respectively.



decay length significance jet shape
channel variable range estimator range estimator
3 prong
sateJlite f:lM/GeV 0.140-0.200 R 0.180-0.200 Q
5 prong
seruileptoni<: f:lM/GeV 0.140-0.220 R 0.190-0.220 Q
DO MDo/CeV 1.95-2.50 S - -
D+ MD+/GeV 1.75-1.81,1.93-1.99 S - -

The dUllliuant contribul;ions to the sample o[ events with tagged D mesons come from decays
of [lrilllalY b or <: quarks. Only a small fraction of the eveuts is expected to originate from the
splittinp; of a ghlon iuto it pair o[ chanu quarks. For the sake of simplicity I,his contributiou is
neglected iu the foJlowing discussiou.

The event probabilities iutroduced above are calculated iudividually for each event [rom
lildiule iufonna(,ion. Thcy arc obtaincd for two jets in the event, firstly the jet containing the
rccollstructed D meSOll, referred to i~~ the D jet in the following, and secondly the jet with
tlw Ili[!;hestellergy uot containing the D TUcsoncandidatc, called the secondary jet. They are
cal('llbted, <105 functioJls of the D meson scaled energy, x = xo, and the decay length significance,
0, of the secoudary vertex ill each jet, by

W. :.r 80 os",' = _7~i(:r,)· LJ(x,8°)' LjCC(x,8SCC)
J(" , )" 1) (X)LD(x oD)LSCC(x osce) , j = bgd, b, c .

L....-I=:bgd,c,b l l l l ,

Table 3.6: Summary of the diITerent background estimators used in the seven D meson channels.
Shown is the variable in which the background is selected, the range over which events are accepted,
arid the type of estimator used. For the latter, S corresponds to the correct charge selection, in the
mass range indicated, Q to the wrong charge one, and It to the reflected pion sample. Estimators are
listed for the decay length significance and the jet shape analysis.

the 3 prong channel) by combining tracks appropriately. This is done in sidebands of the 6.M
distribution. The reflected pion estimator has been shown in [261 to bias the jet shapes in the
secondary jet significantly and therefore is not used. The ranges for the sidebands are given in
table 36.

Using data estimators for the backgrounds has the advantage that small contributions from
partially reconstructed 0 decays, which are present in all sidebands used, are also present in the
background estimator. They therefore do not bias the flavour separation procedure. A Monte
Carlo study of the fraction of partially reconstructed D mesons in the signal region compared to
the sidebands can be found in [31] for the D*+ meson analysis and in [32] for the reconstruction
of the D° and D+ mesons.

The distributions obtained for the decay length significance and the jet shape analysis are
used to calculate the probability functions for the background, L~'~cc. Monte Carlo studies
show that the decay length significance and jet shape analysis outtut distributions expected
for true background events are well reproduced by the distributions obtained in the background
tagged samples.

The fUllctious L!j(x,bl)) and Ljce(x, (l'ce) are the probability density functions [or the 0 jet
and ti,e secondary jet for the diffcrent samples, j=bgd,b,c, calculated from the decay length
sip;nihcance distributions. Thc fuuctions LbF,'1 are derived from data, as discussed above, while
tl\f~ bottom and charm distri butions are taken frol11Monte Carlo simulation. The functions
]!j(x) = Nj(:[;)/Ncand(J;) are the total fractions of the evcnts from the different sources in the
calldidate salllple. 'l'hese charm and bottom fractions are calculated separately for each channel
from lifetime information and jct shape properties in bins of XD, as described below, and from
the probability dcnsity functions fJ?(x, (0) and LjCC(x,bSOC) and also using the output from an
artificial neural nctwork analysis based 011 jet shape information [26].

The llIcthod nscd to detcrmine thc levcl of combinatorial background in the sample has been
described in section 3.3.1. The background has cOlltributions from events of aU five flavours
and thus contains also lifetillJe information a.s well as typical jet shapes of heavy flavour events.
TIlliS for tire purpose of (lavour separation not Oldy has the absolute level of background to be
known, but also the dependence of t.he background 011 the separation variable, that is, on decay
length significance or jct shape variablcs.

Oat.a are used as far as possiblc t.odetermine the background shapes. III thc lifetime analysis
all estimator is used wlrieh is constructed from a D*+ background event tagged by tlrc reflected
pion technique discussed in section 3.3.1. To increase t.he number of candidates an extended
window in the mass dilTercnce f:lM is used. Secondary vertices are searched for in these events
and I,he resulting decay length sigllificilnce distributions are used to describe the expected
ba.ckground shape as a function of thc decay lcngth significance. In the DO and D+ channels
the dec[}.ylengt.h siglJificance background distributions are calculated in sidcbands of MD, above
(for the DOand the D+) and below (for the D+) thc lllasS of the expected signal. The region
below the DU mass cannot be used since the decay D° -* K-7r"'7r° contributes there. Details of
the selection of the samples are given jn table 3.6.

The background sample nsed in the jet shape analysis is based upon a wrong charge tech-
nique, where a D° candidatc is recollstructed with an unphysical charge of ±2 (e.g. a K+7r+ for

The determination of the fraction of the bottom and charm signal events in the total sample, Pb
and Pc, is presented in this section. These fractions are calculated for each channel, separately
for each bin of XD.

In the technique adopted, the bottom fraction in the sample of background subtracted
events is determined by countillg the number of bottom tags present. If fb is the fraction of bb
events in the sample, and if Nb-tag events are tagged by the bottom tagging technique f can
be derived from ' b

Nb-tag = fbPb + (1- !b) Pc (3.11)
Ncand

if the tagging probabilities Pb and Pc are known.

The two bottom tagging techniques used are the measurement of the decay length signifi-
cance and the inclusive jet shape variables mentioned above. In the first method hadronic decays



or I,he 7,0 into bott.ow quarks are tagged by taking advantage of t.he relat.ively long lifet.imcs of
bol.t.olll-flavoured haclrolls compawd to light.-flavoured ones. The decay length significance is
llJ{.'a.~lIrt'dror the 1) calldidate and for t.he background sample. The tagging probabilities Pb,c

;).rc~derived frolll I,he decay length siglliricallce dist.ributions for cc and bb events, as found iu
Llie l\!Iollt.eCarlo ~iltllliation. An event. is t.agged as a hb event if the decay length significance
i~ larger than 8. The procedure is repeated for a value of 0 = 2,4 and 6, and the results are
coillhin(~d takiug into account t.he statistical correlations of the samples. This measurement is
performed in hotll the D jet and t.he secondary jet and the results are then combined

The .sCCOllJmethod llses the shapes of jets, which are expected to be significantly different
for "ol.I.om a.]\(1charm jets. The shapes are measured by a set of seven jet shape variables,
Clllltainillg combinat.ions of the l1\o!lJenl,aof the particles in the jets, where both transverse and
longitudinal cOlllponellt.s are used. The shape variables are only calculated for the secondary
jl't in the evenl., which does not. cOllt.ain the D meson candidate, sillce the D meson candidate
do(~sint.'·oduce a sigllificant bia.~illto the shape of t.he jet which it belongs to. These variables
Mn used as input 1.0 all artificial neural network which has been trained usiug data and Monte
Carlo for b/e separatioll. II detailed description of the variables and the method lTIay be
foulld iu [26,33]. The tagging probabilities Pb ILavebeen calculated in [26] from data, using
salllpies euriched in bottom decays by the presence of a high momentum lepton. The taggiug
probabilities fOI'cc event.s, 'Pc, have beeu determined using Monte Carlo simulation. They are
calcula.ted for [our ranges of the output of the neuraluetwork. The number of events found in
each range is deterInincd, and the total bb fraction calculated. The network was developed (or
the allalysis of D' 1 decays and is a.pplied 1.0 the D'+ sample only.

Tile results of this part of the analysis arc the charm fractions iu the background subtracted
evcut. sample, Jc(:~D)cl ••.•n"ch det')rIlJined as a function of the scaled energy for each channel
scpamtely. In I,able 3.7 the charm fractions are given for each channel, combined into two
billS of .'/;0. Tile systematic errors silowll in the table arc discussed in detail later. From
I.IICSC numbers of Ie: the fraction of charm events ill the signal to the total number of events
including the background can be derived through the relation Pb,e: = Jb,c (1 - NbgdINcand).
The decay length signincance and the neural net output distributions are shown in figure 3.3
for I,he background subtracted candidate sample. The expected distri butions (or cc events are
superimposed.

=
3 proJlg o 258±O.020±O 027 O.720±0.O17±O.O25
satellite O.3:J8±0.019±O.O,35 O.797±O.OI5±0.025
5 prong - 0.84l±0.017±O.O32
electron 0.433:1:0.038±O.030 O.876±O.O29±O.024
muou O.30G±0.036±0.028 0.867±0.029±0.026

0.3 < Xu < 0.5 XD > 0.5DU O.3G9±O. 034±0. 099 0.787±0.026±0.108
D+ 0.3J 7±0.060±O.130 0.8IO±0035±0.077
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Figure 3.3: (a) Distribution of the decay length significance in data (points with error bars) aIld
Monte Carlo (solid hIstogram), as reconstructed in the opposite hemisphere from the D*+ candidate.
The shaded histogram represents the distribution for cc events, as calculated in the simulation, and
normahsed to the measured charm fraction in the sample. (b) Normalised distribution of the neural
network output for D*+ candidates (points with error bars) aIld the Monte Carlo distribution for aIJ
and cc events as in (a).1\:l.ble3.7: Li~t of ehanl) fractions, Ie, in the different chi1.nnelswith their statistical and systematic

errors. The results are shown for two ranges of xu.~ to illustrate the increasing charm purity with
jllcrc<J.~i.llg;XD· Note that the :CD used is tlie one calculated from the observed tracks, and the same
Xu could orrespond to a di.ffcreut true sealed cnergy of the D meson in different channels.



where a(y) is the acceptance as a function of y. From this normalisation factor N"om, solely
the term

'I'IJ(~lllCaSnfl'llleut of t,he decay length significance for each event is used to determine the proba-
bilitiC'sdefilll~din equation 3.10. II; addition, the charm and bottom fractions Pc and Pb, derived
with b ta.gging 11ICtllOdsas described above are needed to calculate t.he evcnt probabilit.ies. III

nearly all events at le<l.~tone vertex is reconstructed, either in the D jet or in the secondary
jet, frulI\ which a valid event probabilit.y can be calculated. If no vertex is reconstructerl in
Ollr,of the two .i(~tsCOllsirlered,an event probability is still calcnlated if the reconstruction was
slIccessfu I iu tlJ(~other jet. If the vertex reconstruction failed in both jets cousidered, the event
based probabilities are replaced by the mean flavour fraction, determined from the jJj(x) only.
The fractiou of such eveuts is less t.han 1% of the total sample.

jl d 8A obsY3 Fll y
-1

depends 011 t.he fit parameter. This term vanishes for an acceptance which is symmetric in y
and the normalisation does not contribute to the m8.-'Cimisatiollof the likelihood. Therefore the
acceptance is dropped from the further discussion.

The total observed asymmetry has contributions from bottom, charm and background
events, resulting in a likelihood for event i of

In t,his section the lllethod use,l to determine the asymmetries is presented. While the main
t.hrust, of tile analysis i~ the measurcment of the charm forward-backward asymmetry, a simul-
I,alleous fit is donc for both bottom and clw,rIll. AI, the same time the method presented allows
the mca~ureJllCllt of the effect.ive mixing of B mesons applicable 1.0 the mixture of B mcsons
prescnl. in this sample of events. The results of the fit are discussed in section 3.3.3.

Here W~gd.b.Care the event probabilities that a D meson originates from the source indicated and
A~~I allows for a possible asymmetry in t.he background. Mixing and nOll-prompt production
of D mesons can change the charge correlation between the primary quark and the detected D
meson in the bottom sample. These effects are collectively described by the charge correlation
fact.or et)(o) and described below.

The background in the sample is expected to have no asymmetry if the sign of the charge
reconstructed for the background, qcand,is uncorrelated to the sign of the charge of the primary
quark, qprim,in the event. If a correlatioll exists between qcandand qprimfor a significant fraction
of events, the bac!<ground displays a non-zero asymmetry. Monte Carlo studies show that such
correlations are expected to be present at a significant level in the different channels. These
correlations come mostly from partially recollstructed or rnisreconstructed D meson decays in
the background samples. These studies also indicate that the amount of correlation does not
depend on 6.M, MDo or MD+, allowing it to be measured in sidebands in 6.11,1, MuD and Mo+,

respectively. From the simulation it is found that typical charge correlatiolls are of the order of
a few percent in the non-Ieptonic D channels, and around 10% in the semileptonic channels. A
more detailed discussion of the charge correlation can be found in [31] and [32] for the D*+ and
inclusive DO and D+ channels, respectively. Together with the expected asymmetries for qq
events, which are below 10%, this translates into background asymmetries of typically less than
1%. Nevertheless the fit is extended to determine simultaneously the background asymmetries.
This is done by including the sideband regions in the fit. Since the statistical significance of the
events found ill the sidebands is as good as, or better than, that of the candidates in the signal
region, this essentially constrains the background asymmetries to their values in the sidebaud,
and allows them to be included in the fit without loss of precision for the cc and bl) asymmetry
determination. The Monte Carlo simulation indicates that the sidebands describe the charge
asymmetries to better than 0.1%, with no significant systematic effects visible. The details can
be fouud iu [31,32]. The ranges of the sidebands are the same as those summarised in table 3 6
but only candidates with the correct charge combination of candidate tracks are used in ti1~
estimation.

J'I du I JO du d'
1

0 dy"( Y - -l dy" Y
J I'B = 1 0

/. 1<!.dy+ J lkdy
,0 dy -1 dy

where y is the cosinc of the polar angle of the outgoing fermion direction with respect to that
uf t.be incoming fermioll. III event.s containiug a D meson, the direction y is approximately
described by y = q cOS(Olhru<l),where q is tbe sign of the charge of the D meson7

, and [)lhru<tis
the angle of the thnlsl; axis with respect to the electron beam. The orientation of the thrust
axis is chuseu such that the scalar product of the thrust axis with the D direction is positive.

The asymlIlctr.ies are det.ennined ill an unbillned log-likelihood fit to the y distribution. The
likelihooJ function ba..~the form8

7The charge of the D meson is defined as the sign of the charge of the charm quark in the quark model for
the ItlPS01L

"nere the longit.udinal component. of the differential crORs-sectionhas been neglect.ed. The correct expression
for thll diA·crcnti,,1cross-scction is given in e'luation 3.1. The effects caused by this approximation are discussed
ill section 3.4.



The correlation LJcl.weell the chaq~e of the detected D meson and the charge of the produced
quark i u Ill'; events can be changed by two basic processes: mixing in I.he neul.ral B sector
allt! the produdion of a D meson in b --t (<::s)c, where the reconstrucl.ed D meson contains
I.Jle charm qUiuk f)roduced from the virtual W. The amount of charge correlation from 13°_13°
wi..xing depends all the proper decay I.ime of the B meson, whereas the correlat.ion illl.roduced
frOln the second process (loes not.. Small crrects are also expected from n~- D~ mixing. In
the followillg paragraphs the method of measllrillg the amount of events witll reversed charge
c()l'relal.iOll a.s a fllll<:l.ioll of I.he decay lengl.h significance is described.

The prol.>c\bilil.y P(l) 1.0 riud a B~meson al. proper time t after a B~ meson is produced and
thereby I.he conl.ribution 1.0 Cn from D° -13° mixing is expected to follow [34J

. (L":.7nd . t)P(t) = sin2 --2- ,

CB
I

e
!

where L":.rnd is the IIlass difference of I.he mass cigel1states of I.he B~ system. Because of the
very f"5t oscilJal.iOIlS of I.he 13~system I.he effects from the B~-B~ sysl.em are expected 1.0 show
110 tillle dependellce, within the time resolution measurable with I.he del.ector.

Sillce in I.bis analysis the lifetime infol'lnat.ion ill I.he D hemisphere is lIsed to help separating
bj) fwd cc events, CD bas 1.0 be knOWll <\$ a function of I.he decay length significa.nce. Evellts
wiUI a large measured decay lellgth significauce are likely to be b events, and I.herefore will
(:nter in the fit witb a large probability 1.0 be a bot.t.olfl event. Such events are also more likely
to have Iludergolle mixing, ami have consequently a different charge correlation between the
primary b and the tagged D meson. Therefore the appropriate charge correlation factor Co for
a certain measured decay ICllgl.h significance has to be used in the likelihood fit.

The charge correlation in bj) events is directly measured in the sample of D*+ rneSOllS used
for ti,e asyullllel.ry fii.. For this palt of I.he analysis only D*-I- mesons are used because of
t.heir lower background level compared to U,e DO and D+ channels. The charge correlation is
Ineasurerl by comparing charges in bol.h hemispheres of I.he event, where the charge information
fl'Om tile n~consl.ructed D,·I mcson is used .in one hemisphere, and a jel.-charge I.echnique in the
ol.ht,l' hemisphere. for events, where for example the BO Hu'-son decays directly after product.ion
into a D meson, the charge of t.he jet-charge measurements in one hemisphere corresponds 1.0

the same charge of I.he D meson in the opposil.e hemisphere, as determined from the decay
producl.s of the D decay. This is illusl.rated in figure 3.4 a). On I.he other hand, if the 130
mesun is I.rails fa rrn ed into a f30 meson by mixing, then I.he charge of I.he D meson is opposil.e
1.0 the: 1I1casured jcl.-charge, as is depicted in Jigure 3Ab). Thus the charge correlation can
be calculated fwm I.he ratio of events with opposite charges in both hemispheres to the I.otal
number of evenl.s. It is del.crmined <\$ a fllnct.ion of the decay lengl.h signiJicance of the D
candidate illld, folluwing equation 3.16, parametrised by a function of the form

Figure 3.4: Sketch of the method of determining CD(O). The charges of the D decay products are
compared to the jet-charge measurement ill the second hemisphere.

be denoted by r+- in the following. CD(tI) is calculated from CD in equation 3.17 by correcting
for the probability for a correct. jet charge idenWical.ion.

Equation 3.17 also has conl.ribul.io]Js from I.he background and from cc events. The charm
background is suppressed by considering only events with Xo'+ < 0.4 for this part of the
analysis, resulting in a bottom fraction of about 66.5% of the D*-t- signal. In the following the
details of this charge correlation analysis and the I.reatment of the different backgrounds are
discussed in more del.ail.

Measurement of Jet-Charge Identification Probabilities The jet-charge used is defined
as a momenl.ulfl weighted sum over I.he charges of the tracks in the hemisphere9 considered [35]:

~NI il"
Q. _ L.i PH qi

Jet - ~N I i I" '
L.i PII

where the sum runs over the N charged I.racks of I.he hemisphere, Pili is the momentum compo-
nent of the track i along the thrust axis, qi it; tire charge of track i and ~ is a parameter which
defines a momentum weighting for each particle. The weight factor optimal for the identifica-
tion of the primary quark charge in the event has been determined to be ~ = 0.3 [14,32]. In
figure 3.5 the probability to identify the flavour of the primary quark correctly is shown as a
funct.ion of the weight factor ~ for bottom and charm quarks as determined from the Monte
Carlo. The value chosen is a compromise bet.ween an efficient charge identification for bottom
and charm events. The sign of the jet-charge Qjet is used to reconstruct the charge of the
hemisphere.

with parameters (I. and b is dilul.ed by the imperfect measurement of the jet-charge. Co(o) ean
be intcrp rel.ed as the fraction of D' I mesons with opposite charge correlation. This fraction will



equal to that of the jet-charge, and an unlike sign sample. 1f the charge of the pri.mary quark is
correctly tagged by the jet-charge, mesons produced in b -7 (cs)c decays, and those produced
in B decays where the B meson had mixed before decaying, would contribute to ~he unlike sign
sample. Unmixed events would contribute to the like sign sample.

In the sample contributions are present from a variety of background processes. The COIll-
binatorial background has been measured as described in section 3.3.1 and is given in table 3.5.
The remaining charm contribution in the signal of the sample considered here (XD-+ < 0.4) has
been IlleaBUfed as described in section 3.3.2 and found to be (34.5 ± 0.8 ± 2.5)%. These two
background sources are su btracted on a statistical basis from the sample Firstly the combiua-
toria! background is subtractcd as a function of the decay length significance. The shape of this
background is estimated using the same sideband tagged events as estimator as discussed in
section 3.3.3. Secondly, the charm background is subtracted with the decay length significance
dist.ributions taken from Monte Carlo simnlation, after taking the jet-charge identification prob-
ability for charm into account. The resulting decay length significance distributions contain
only bi) events. They are derived for both unlike sign events and for all candidates. The total
fraction of unlike sign events in the b sample at decay length significance /i can be written as :

60 o' . ··o~·O~O~3' , (1:4"o50~6..o~ 0.8
K

Figure 3.5: The jeL-clw.rge identification probability 17q for bottom ami charm qnarks as a function
of tile weight factor K, as detennined from the Monte Carlo.

Thc jet-charge ideJltification probability 11j for the differellt Oavours j is defined as the
fraction of events where tile charge of the prinlary quark is correctly identified. The jet-
charge identillcatiol1 probab.ilities for charm and bottom events are measured in data witl1
evcut samples enriched in thc differeut flavours.

/\. Ilighly enriched sample of bottom decays is selected by identifying leptons with high mo-
uH'nt.ulll, p, and high momeutulll transverse to the jet direction, Pt> opposite to the hemIsphere
wherc t.he jcL-charge is determined. The b purity of the lepton sample is (91.2 ± 2.0)% [29] for
the selcct.i~n cuts of)1 > 2 GeV and Pt > 1.3 GeV for electron candidates, and p> 3 GeV an~
71£ > 1.5 GeV for lIlUOU candidates. From this the jet-charge identification probability in bb
evcnts is determined to be 1/1> = 0.642 ± 0.003 :I: 0.013 where the first error is statistical and
the secoud systematic. The systematic error is dominated by the errors on the bottom purity
of the sample and thc charm background.

Decays of thc ZO into ec pairs are selected by requiring a reconstructed l)*+ meson iu one of
the five channels in the opposite hemisphere with a large scaled euergy XD-+ > 0.7. About 3500
candidate evcnts are selected. This sample is found to have a signal purity of (72.4 ± 1.1)% and
a charm purit.y of the D*+ signal events of (96.9 ± 0.4 ± 2.0)% (c.r. section 3.3.2). From this the
jet-charge identification probability in cc events is determined to be Tic = 0.699 ± O.OlD ± 0.012,
where the first error is statistical and the second systematic. Possible charge correlations in the
background arc corrected for by repeating the analysis in the sidebands of the 6.M distributions,
analogous to the method describcd in t.hc paragraph about the background asymmetry in this
section. The main systematic error is due to the charm pUL'ity of the sample, and possible
dilf'ercnces between the charge correlation of the background and the sidebands.

Here T)b denotes the jet-charge identification probability, and r+- is the fraction o[ D*+ mesons
with opposite charge correlation, i.e. where the B mcson had undergone mixing or the D*+
llleson has been produced with the wrong sign in a bottom decay b -~ (cs)c.

The rat.io of nnlike sign to all events as a function of the decay length significance is fitted
with the function Co(/i) in equation 3.17. Free parameters in the fit are the offset a', the
amplitude b' and the frequency 1/.

The variables a' and b' depend on the fraction of D*+ mesons originating from b -7 (cs)c
decays, BO, B~ and charged B mesons. In addition experimental resolution effects both from
the jet-charge reconstruction and from the decay length significance reconstruction influence
these parameters. The measured parameters a' and 1/ have to be corrected for the effects of the
jet-charge identification efficiencies. From equation 3.20 by using the explicit form of T+- gi ven
in equation 3.18 Co(/i) can be expressed in terms of the parameters G., b and rib. Comparing
this expression subsequently with equation 3.17, the following relations can be derived in order
to correct the parameters a' and b/:

a' + lib - 1
21/b - 1

b'
2T)b - 1

Determination of CoCo) The data sample of identified D*+ mesons with XD'+ < 0.4 is
divided iuto t.wo samples, a like sign sample, where the sign of the reconstructed D meson is

The corrected parameters together with the measured frequency 1/ define the function CD(e5)
in the asymmetry fit. That this functiou is able to describe the decay length significance will
be explained in the following. In analyses which aim to measure the frequency of the BO_ BO
mixing and thus 6.md (c.r. equation 3.16) as in [36] a function analogous to equation 3.17 is
used, but as a function oft.he proper time of the B hadron in the event. In the analysis presented
here in contrast the decay length significance is used since this is the variable which cnters the
asymmetry fit. Although here the interpretation of the results are different than in the analyses



of t.lle n(1_ go mixing frequency, Munt.e Carlo sLudies show Lhat equaLion 3.17 still provides a
good deR<:riptiuu of Lhe decay leugtil siglliHcance uependence of t.he charge correlat.ion. Using
tit<' ban' decay leugtll would modify tile fUlictional form of equation 3.17 due to the neglect of
tll(' buost of the l!Ieson cOlllpared to the use of the proper time. In t.he decay length significance,
IIllw('ver, I,he boost enters ilnplicitly in the decay length error. For an event with a large I.>oost
1.11(,lIle'l~urr.ltlen(. of t.he decay lellgth is usually relatively poor due to the small opening angle of
1.11l:vert(~x (,racks. The physical interpretation of the parameters a aud b is as follows. The time
indepl:nuellt component.s of tile charge currelation factor Gu(o) are absorbed in the parameter
II.. b dellot,es the 'amplitude' of the osciJlation and therefore reflects the relative contribution
or Lillle-dcpendcJlt components in t.he sample, i.e. the B~ amount in the mixt.ure of B~, B+, B?
alld h -; (<,s)c decilYs. Tile total fraction of unlike sign event.s can be expressed in terms of
wrong sign cvenLs ill a I.>-> (cs)c decay NC, contril.>utions from B~-D~ mixillg NU~, alld events
which have ulldergullc 1.30_80 mixiug NBo, according to

The cont.ribution from B~-I3~ mixing enters with a factor 1/2, because of the very fast oscillation
or t.he 13, system. The lifetime or the Bs mesons in much smaller than the oscillal;ion frequency
aud therefore half of the events have undergone mixing.

The distribut.ion of the ratio of unlike sign to all events as a function of the decay length
sif{niticance is shown in figure 3.6 after subl.racl.ion of the combinatorial bac1(grollnd and the
charul fraction of Lhe signal. The dependence of this ratio on the decay length significance is
dcarly visible. The lit. yields

0.101 ± 0.016
0.177 ± 0.070
0.023 ± 0.007

Figure 3.6: The ratio of unlike sign to all events, after background subtractioll, as a function of the
decay lCllgth significance. Superimposed is tbe fitted function Cd with its eITor band.

The relative fractions of 0° or 0+ mesons prod uced in BO and B~ meson decays are different
from that of 0*+ mesons. This is mostly due to the different dominant spectator diagrams and,
in addition, due to the decay chains of D*+ and D*o mesons into 00 and 0+ mesons10 These
uifferences have been estimated in [32]. Comparing equation 3.22 with equation 3.17 and
replacing the 0*+ fractions by the corresponding Do or 0+ values, the factors a and b can be
calculated for 00 or D+ mesons to be

aud the ,-esult is superimposed ou the plot. From that the parameters a and b can be derived
according to equation 3.21 t.o be

0.151 ± 0061
0623 ± 0.253.

Tile errors given in equations 3.23 anu 3.24 combine the statistical and the systematic compo-
nent.

To compare t.he result of the fit with other related measurements of the mixing in the neutral
n system, the ctrective mixing parameter Xell is uerived from the fit.ted parameters a, band v.
This eJIective mixing parameter takes into account t.he fact that 0*+ samples are produced in a
mixt me of 80, B+, B~ and b -; (cs)c decays. It is found to be Xcfl = (19.1 ± 8.3)%. Moreover,
the effecLive mixing can be determined from tltc individual mixing in each component and the
relative import.allce of thc difrercnt contributiolls. In [31,37] the same quantity is estimated
From oth er measurements quoted in [30] to be Xci r = (17.8 ± 4.3)%. Both results are in good
agrecmcnt. Note, howevcr, that. in this asymmetry analysis no knowledge of the actual physical
mixing ~)arametcr X'I I is needed.

0.151 ± 0.064,
0.235 ± 0.Q95,

0.163 ± 0.069
0.584 ± 0.237.

The decay length significance dependence of the charge correlation GD(o) is assumed to be the
same as that for 0*+ mesons. Because of the lifetime ell t applied for the reconstruction of D0
and 0+ mesons (c.f. section 3.3.1) in order to reduce the background, the probability for a
selected event for having undergone mixing before decaying is enhanced. The numbers given in
equation 3.25 are corrected for this effect and the errors include the systematic uncertainties.

10Br(Do+ -+ DOXl = (68.1 ± 1.3)% and Br(DOO -+ DOXl = 100% (c.£. [38])



f.'or a comparisoll with the numbcrs of the D*+ sample, the effective mixing for the DO tagged
sarllpl!' is estimated to be Xcff = (8.0 ± 4.4)% and for the D+ sample Xcff = (19.4 ± 8.4)%.
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Tlte BilllllJles wHected Oil, below alld above the peak of the ZO resollance have been fitted to
detNltlirw Af ..u alld /1\~'1l'The final probability dcnsity function used to cOllstruct the likelihood
is giV<~1Iby equation :1.15. Tlte bottom asymmetry, the charm asymmetry and the background
<l.<;'yIIIlIl,~triesare free parameters ill the fit. The latter are allowed to vary independently ill
each 01' the sevell chanuels cOllsidered. It should be noted that the backgroulld asymmetries
are IIPC"l.r1ycompletely determilled from the sidebands, and are very much decoupled from the
c1iUrlll aml bottom 'lsyluIlJetries. Typical correlations between the backgrouud asymmetries
and the charm or botlom aSYlllnwtries are below 10%.

AFIl = 0.039 ± 0.051
/lhJ = 0.063 ± 0.012

Af'D = 0.158 ± 0.041

A:~D = -0.086 ± 0.108
A~B = 0.094 ± 0_027
J1~1l= -0.021 ± 0.090

(Eem) = 89.45 GeV
(Eon) = 91.22 GeV
(Eem) = 93.00 GeV,
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witlt a statistical cOlTelation coefficient between the bo\".Lom and charm asymmetry of -0.281
Oil-peak (-0.272 and - ·0.273 for the low and high energy on~peak points, respectively). The
centre-of-mass energies indicated are event weighted averages of the appropriate off-peak and

on-peak points [39].

The result of the fit for Ule on-peak data is illustrated in figure 3.7, where the difi'erentiaJ
asymmetry, 6./\['11 = (n(v) - 11,( --v))/(n(v) + 11,( -V)) is shown as a function of V, and n(±v)
are the number or candidat.es in the forward (backward) V hemisphere. The results are plotted
a.~ a fmlction of the centre or Illass energy in figure 3.8. Also shown is the standard model
prcdiction evaluated lIsing the ZFITTEH. program model [3] for a top mass of 174 GeV [30]
and a Higgs lIlass or 100 GeV. The correlation between Ah and A~B is illustrated in figure 3.9,
together with the predictions of the standardillodel shown for the asymmetries on the peak of
the ZO resonance.

Figure 3.7: Differential asyllunetry as a function of y = q COS (}thru.,t , for all candidates, for on peak
energies. Superimposed is the result of the lit. The one standard deviation error is indicated by the
shaded band.

Ah = 0.020 ± 0.049
Ah = 0.OG4 ± 0.012
ilrs = OJ 39 ± 0.039

(Ecm) = 89,45 GeV
(Eem) = 91.22 GeV
(Eern) = 93.00 GeV

The stability of the fit procedure has been checked by repeating the analysis individually for
each of the seven channels and comparing the results. The fit results for the charm and bottom
asymmetries of the individual channels for the measurement on top of the ZO-resonance are
summarised in figure 3.10. They show a consistent behaviour.

Through the use of the event probabilities the correlation between charm, bottom and the
background asymmetries has been reduced significantly and thus the error on the heavy [lavour
asymmetries minimised. The correlation between the charm and bottom asymmetries without
any event probabilities is about -53%, and can be reduced by the event probabilities of either
the D or the opposite hemisphere to about -39%, and to -28% with the information from both
hemispheres. The resulting error on the charm and bottom asymmetry has been reduced by
about 20% and 36%, respectively by including the event probabilities of both hemispheres.
The background asymmetries as determined in the data sample from the simultaneous fit to
the signal region and the sideband are summarised in table 3.8.

Two groups of systematic errors affect the analysis. The first group is related to errors
specific to this analysis and the determination of the asymmetry. The second groll p concerns
errors related to the separation of the sample into its bottom and charm components. A more
detalled description of the errors relatillg to the determination of the charm fraction call be

The lit has been repeated with the bottom asymmetry set to its standard model expectation
obtained ror a Higgs mass of 300 GeV and a top mass of 180 GeV. The results of the fits for
the charm asymmetry are then
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Figure 3,9: Comparison of the measured band c asymmetries on the peak of the Z resonance with
tue Standard Model prediction for a range of top and Higgs masses, The top mass is measured [2]
to be (174.1 ± 4.1) GeV and is varied within its errors, The central value is indicated by the square,
the mIter and outer contours correspond to 39% and 86% probability, respectively, The line shown'
illustrates the standard model predictions for the values (m(Op, mhiggS) shown.Figure 3.8: Results fi>r the baud c asymmetries at energies on and around the pole of the Z resonance.

The curvc shown is the prcdiction of the standard model for a Higgs mass of 100 GeValld a top mass
of 174 GeV, The inncr error bars are the statistical errors, the outer ones the total error.
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(Eem) 89.45 GeV 91.2'2 GcV 9foo GeV
Systematic error source L':.(Ah) L':.(AhJ" .c::.(A~B) L':.(A~B) L':.(A~B) L':.(A~
Geneml er·rors
same acceptance for

00009 00028 0.0009 0.0028 0.0009 0.0028background and signal

Background leveL 00038 0.0101 0.0014 0.0062 00038 00113
Charge correlation 0.0010 0.0164 0.0010 0.0186 0.0028 0.0037
g -l ce, bb -1-0.0002 -0.0034 +0.0020 +0.0034 +0.0050 -0.0001
Background asymmetry 0.0010 0.0023 0.0010 0.0023 0.0010 0.0023
Xv dependence of

0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 00001 0.0008 0.0001backgrou nd asyrn metry

b-c separation errors
Monte Carlo statistics 0.0042 0.0124 0.0005 0.0010 0.0022 0.0130
Background estimator 00018 0.0055 0.001 8 00055 0.0018 0.0055
Charged IIlult. in b jets -0.0020 +0.0095 -0.0016 +0.0017 -0.0040 +0.0100
Charged mu Lt. in c jets +0.0015 -0.0065 +0.0011 -0.0012 +0.0040 +0.0]00
Charm modelling 0.0030 0.0054 0.0030 0.0054 0.0030 0.0054
Detector response 0.0015 0.0045 0.0005 0.0006 0.0008 0.0022
Detector resolution 00011 00006 0.0011 0.0006 0.0011 0.0006
Heavy Oavour frag. 0.0005 0.0015 0.0003 0.0005 0.0007 0.0015
Bottom hadron lifetime -0.0030 +0.0075 -0.0015 +0.0025 -0.0021 +0.0072
Ch,umed hadron Lifetime +0.U030 -0.0054 +0.0012 -0.OU18 +0.0030 -0.0054

fignre 3.1 (): The results for the dlMlll 'md bottom asymmetries for the individual channels in percent.
The cOII,billCU resu!l;s are Sllpcrilllposed a.~ the hatched band. Note that the charm and bottom
asywmetry lllca.surcmellts are on average correlated by -28%.

3 prollg
satellite
5 pron!~
electron
lIluon
DIl

D+

Backgronnd Asymmetry
+O.OOS ± 0.007-
+0.008 ± 0.OU4
-U.U03 ± U.006
-0.001 ± 0019
+0.014 ± 0.Ql8
+0015 ± 0.009
+0.017 ± 0.008

0.UU87 I 0.U292 II 0.0055 I 0.0220 II 0.0110 I 0.0259]

Table 3.9: List of the systematic errors contributing to the measmed asymmetries of charm and
bottom events , for the three mean centre-of-ma.ss energies investigated. A sign in front of an error
indicates the direction of change under a positive change of the variable.

• Charge correlation: The charge correlation [unction Co(o) is determined [rom data. The
parameters o[ the function Co(o) have been varied within their errors 11.5indicated in
figure 3.6, taking the correlations between the parameters into account. Any resulting
differences in the asymmetries are quoted as a systematic error.

round ill [261·

Tl,e [ollowing SOluces relevant [or the asymmetry analysis have been considered:

• Gluon splitting g -l ce, g -l bb: Heavy flavour production in gluon initiated jets will
contribute at a low level to the sample of tagged D mesons. First measurements of this
contribution have been presented in [26,4U] and found to be in agreement with current
theoretical predictions. The measured rate of cc production [rom gluon splitting per
hadronic event is ng .• c~ == (2.38 ± 0.48)%. Systematic errors on the charm and bottom
asymmetries have been calculated by assuming that all events originating from gluon
splitting were assigned by the blc separation to be cc events or bi:) events, respectively.
The measured a.5ymmetries have not been corrected explicitly for the effects of gluon
splitting, because the event probabilities do not provide a clear assignment of these events
to a specific Havour. By applying the lifetime method to the D jet, these events will most
probably be counted as charm events, whereas the lifetime information in the secondary
jet will prcferentially assign them to the primary event flavour.

• Experirnelltal acceptance: One of the advantages of the Likelihood fit is that it is inde-
pendent of cxperimental acceptanccs. This is only true if the ratio l>etween signal alld
background acceptances is constant over the difl·erent cos (} regions for which they have
been Jeterrnillcd. The illHuence o[ this assumption has been investigated by repeating the
lit with signal and background determincd in only one bin of cos e. Possible deviations
[10m I,his assumption could be caused by a variation o[ the mass resolution with cos e,
which might affcct signal and background differently. The effect is found to be small.

• J3aclq;wund level: Uncertainties in the background fraction can introduce a bias in the
asymmetry. This has been investigat,ed by varying the background fractions within their
systematic errors or ±3%, as given in [26].



on l.he as~llJllpLion tll:t1.Lhe~idebands correcUy reproduce the charge correl:ttion present
ill l.he Lruf' lmck~rouIl<L This assumpLioll has berm checked in the simulation. Typical
ell :trge correlatiolls are fouud to be o[ the o1"(lerof a few percent, and diITerences between
sideband alld Lrlle had<{!.roundbelow 0.1%. The observed dilrerences are used Loestimate
Lhc sysLeJllaLicerrors from this source.

at LEP has been varied by ±0.02J ps. In the D hemisphere, the individual B hadron
lifetimes have been varied independently by ±0.07 ps for the B+, ±0.08 ps for the BO,
and ±O.12 ps for the 13~[30].

• Charm lifetime: The lifetime of the weakly decaying charm hadrons DOand D+ has been
varied independently by ±0.004 ps for the DO,and ± 0.015 ps for Lhe D+ [30J.

• XI) depellrknce of the b;\ckground asymmetries: I\. possible lJias in the background aSylll-
Illctries as a rllnctioll of XI)has been iuvestigated by splittillg the background samples into
Lwo bin~ or :I;D aud repeating the liL. The difrerence has lJeen assigned as the systematic
errOL Its size is also cOllsistellLwith Monte Carlo studies.

• Monl.f' Carlo sLatistics: The del.enllillal,ion of Lhe tagging probabiliLies relies partially 011

Il/louLeCarlo simulal.ion. An error arises owing to the limited statistics of the Monte Carlo
av".ilu.ble.

The forward-backward asyrnmeLries of Lhe processes e+e- -t cc and 1'.+1'.--t bb have been
measured llsing 32634 ± 200 D*+, DOand D+ candidate events containing 28261 signal evenLs
on the peak of the ZOresonance, 1762 events below and 2611 above the peak of the resonance.
The result.s of the fits with both the baud Lhe c asymmeLries as free parameters are

• 13ackgL"Oundestimators: Some dilrerences may exist bet.ween the true background and Lhe
background estirmJ.tors used. This has beeu esLimated in Monte Carlo by repeating the
fit with Lhe true background.

Ah = 0.039 ± 0051 ± 0.009
A~B = 0.063 ± 0.012 ± 0.006
Af,g = 0.158 ± 0.041 ± 0.011

A~B = -0.086 ± 0108 ± 0.029
A~B = 0.094 ± 0.027 ± 0.022
J1~B = -0.021 ± 0.090 ± 0.026

(Eern) = 89.45 GeV
(Eern) = 91.22 GeV
(Eern) = 93.00 GeV

• Heavy flavour IllultipliciLy: The multiplicity for heavy flavour decays in the Monte Carlo
has beell varied by reweigllting simulated events, correspondiug t.o the current experi-
IHcntal lIncertainLies of ±O.5 I,racks in bh events and ±0.2 tracks in cc evenLs [41]. The
systcllIaLic errors of Lheon~peak measuremcnts are greater because they contain a statis-
Lical component.

with a statistical correlaLion coefficient between Lhe boLtom and charm asymmetry of -0281
on-peak (-0.272 and -0.273 [or the low and high energy off-peak points, respectively). These
results are in good agreement with the OPAL measurements using high momentum leptons [29]
and other measurements at LEP [42].

• Charm 1lI0dclliug: The modelling of the shape of charm jets, their multiplicit.ies and
momentum flow, is anoLher im portant. source of systemaLic error in Lhejet shape analysis.
Tilis error also includes en'ecLs due 1.0 possible differences beLween data and simulation
ill tile decay lengt.h disLribution of jets origini\Ling from charlll quark decays, not already
lXlvered by Lhe oUler charm modelJing error. This lattcr part of the error has been
cal culaLeu by repeaLing Lheanalysis after determining the charm decay length distribution
nearly enLirely from data. This is possible, since the decay length significance distribuLion
of the candiclaLes, of the background and of Lhe bottom jets are known. The observed
difFerences in the asymmetries are used as systernaLic errors.

• DctecLor response: Non-uniformity of the detector response as a function of cos 0 gives
risc Lo this error. This error is present, oilly in the jet shape analysis.

III order to interpret the measurements of the forward-backward asymmetries in terms of the
Standard Model, the elementary electroweak process has to be separaLed from the effects of
the strong interaction in the final state, as already mentioned in the beginning of this chapter.
Analytical calculations for the QCD effects of the asymmetries are available in first order and as
a second order estimate. The results of Lhese calcu lations, however, cannot direcLly be applied
Lo the mea.surements, because the amounL of QCD corrections actually seen in the analysis
depends significantly on the details of the analysis. The experimental bias introduced by the
taggillg of heavy Oavour events and other analysis Lechniques can be evaluated with Monte
Carlo simulations. This procedure and a comparison of the analytical calculation with the cor-
responding values for the QCD corrections from different Monte Carlo generators is described.
and the estimate [or the QCD corrections for the three OPAL aualyses are summarised.• Detect.or resolution: The resolution of Lhe track parameters in the Monte Carlo is varied

by ±5%.

• LJcavy flavour fragmenLation: The parameters for tire charm and bottom fragmentation
I'mleLiot! arc va.ried within Lheir experimental JimiLs [41J of fe = 0.035 ± 0.009 and fb =
O. 002/1 ~~~g~~.

• Butt.om hadron lifetime: Tire B-hadron lifeLirneused in the Monte Carlo samples has been
v<1.riedwithin its current experimental error. For tire Ilavour separation performed in the
hemisphcre opposiLe to LireD mesons, the !!lean lifetime of botLom hadrons as measured

QCD effects modify the individual cross-sections in the production of qq pairs in e+e- -t qq and
tlrereforeth~ measurements of the forward-backward asymmetries. In addition to the diagrams
depIcted 111 hgure 3.11a), graphs including vertex correction and gluon bremsstrahlung (fig.3.11b
and c) contnbutes to the process. Tlris results in a change of the direction of the final fermioll



~ZO/Y Yr~
and thereby alFects the forward-backward asymmetry. The angular distribution of the decay of
it spi II one bosoll int,o two spill ·1/2 fenllions was given in equation 3.1. As can LJedirectly read
011'from equat.ion 3.G there is uo wntriLJution from the axial-vector current to the longitudinal
cross-section, and the vector curreut contribution vanishes for massless quarks. Therefore the
!ougitlldim"ll compollent of the cross-section is expected to be very small. However, in the
presence of gluoll radiatiou in the final state the relative contributions of the different CI'OSS-
secl,iollS arc IlIodilied. According to eqn<l.tion3.4 this implies a change in the forward backward
aSYllilnetry. In partiwlar the longitudinal cross-section iucreases alld is no longer negligible.
This can be understood illtllitively [or example for the case of the longitudinal cross-section.
For IIla.sslcss quarks the quark has to be lefthanded and the antiquark righthanded, thus a
10llgitudinally polarised ZO boson cannot couple to massless quarks and the contribution of
the longitudinally polarised cross-section vanishes. In the presence of an additional gluon
iII the (inill state the Spill states of the quarks and the gluon can be adjusted such, that a
IOllgitudinal polarisatioJl of the final state is allowed even for mas~iess quarks. A summary of
the contributions of the various quark current products for the pure electroweak process and the
quark producl:ion induding gluon radiation is given in t.able 3.10. The TU,L,I' parameters in table

Figure 3.J.2: Pictorial reprcsentations of the different topologies which can influence the Mymmetry.
.Foreach figure the direction of the tagged particles is indicated by the thin arrows, the gluon direction
by t.hecurled line, and the t.hrust direction by t.he thick arrow. (a) No gluon radiation: thrust direction
and quark direct.ion are eqnal; (b) 'sort' gluon radiation: The thrust direction is a good estimator
of the primary qq direction, and the charge of the primary quark is unambiguously related to the
charge of the tagged part.icle in the hemisphere; (c) 'Hard' gluon radiation: The thrust direction is no
longer a good estimator of the primary quark direction, and no charge information is contained in the
hemisphere.

---
e1e-, qq e+e- , qq(g) (inc!. vertex corrections)

au vavv+v3aAA (v + ';;T~)avv + (v3 + ';;T~)aAA

aj, ~vJ.L2avv OV/L2 + (~r~)avv + ';;Tt)aAA

O'F v2aVA (v2 + ';;T¥)avA + (';;l·fr)a~A

asymmetries (c.f. equation 3.4,3.5) results from a change in the normaiisation, whereas the
cross-section O"F itself is nearly unaffected.

Experimentally the direction of the outgoing fermion is not measuraule. It is approximated
in the measurements presented in this thesis by the thrust direction. The orientation of the
thrust axis is chosen such that the scalar product of the thru~t axis with the momentum of
the direction of the quark is positive. This direction is modified by QeD effects. In figure 3.12
some of the topologies in lowest order which might influence the asymmetry are shown. For
soft gluon radiation, as depicted in figure 3.12b) the direction of thrust axis in essentinlly unal~
fected, whereas the direction of the primary quark after gluon radiation is changed. The main
contribution to the QeD correction results from hard gluon radiation, where the two quarks
are recoiling against the gluon into the same hemisphere. For those events any information
about the asymmetry is lost and the measured asymmetry in these events is zero. Therefore
the QeD correction determined for the thrust axis as the reference direction is expected to be
smaller than the QeD correction based on the direction of the quark after giuon emission. In
addition to these perturbative QeD processes, effects like hadronisation may also influence the
direction of the hadrons compared to the direction of the partons and thus contribute to the
QeD correction.

The measured asymmetry is therefore an elfective asymmetry, which has to be corrected
for the en·ects described above to get the bare asymmetry, resulting from the direction of the
primary quark, A~B' according to

Table 3.10: Overview of the polarised cross-scctions in terms of the quark current products for the
pure c1eetroweak proce~s and the cMe where QeD corrections are included. Here f.l = 2rnq/ vS
dcnotes the quark m,lSS in units of the beam energy, v is the velocity of the quark and the coefficient.s
TU,L.F parallletrisc the QeD corrcctions for the various polarised cross-sections. The quark current
products are given in equation 3.6 and the explicit form of the additional term of the cross-section 0"1'
., Q.£ < .q Iz.J)-1
IS OVA = .,(2 qeqqcA cA "'z .

3.10 are independent of the quark Havour, but they are functions of the quark mass J.L. In the
high energy limit or for rna~sless quarks t.he r-paril.lTleters for the total cross-section, 7'u and TL,

both the vector and the axial-vector parts, are unity, whereas the parameters Tp vanish. This
can be interpreted such, that, the main e.ffect of the QeD correcLion for the forward-backward

Equation 3.26 is true quite generally as long as no experimental effects are taken into account.
Experimental effects are, for example, the event selection, finite acceptances or the method



before gluon radiation. The definition used for the asymmetry in this context is

A"'D = 11.[ - 11.b

11.[ + no

where TL[,11.0 are the number o[ events cOlJnted i.n the forward and backward hemisphere, re-
spectively. The hemispheres are defilled by the direction o[ the quark or the thrust a.'{is at
the appropriate stagc in the fragmentation, relativc to the direction of the incoming electron.
This definition has the ad vantage that it is independent of the exact shape of the underlying
differential cross-section. The number of evcnts in the forward or backward hemisphere before
and after QCD effects are highly correlated. These correlations are taken into account when
calculating the error on the correction. Events where a gluon splits illto a pair of heavy quarks
will also innuence the observed asymmetry. Such events have a high probability to be tagged as
a heavy flavour event, however they do not contribute to the asYIJImetry. These types of events
are explicitly considered in the individual analyses and arc excluded from the calculation of the
theoretical QCD corrections and from the Monte Carlo studies.

The analytical calculations [or the QCD correction are summarised in [45]. The estimates of
0Q;;g and o~~:{can be directly compared to the results obtained with Monte Carlo simulations.
In tables 3.11 and 3.12 the results of the analytical calculations for bi) and cc events, respectively,
are compared with the results obtained using standard .JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo [10]or different
versions of JETSET and HERWIG [11] tnned by ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL. The tuned
generators include an up-to-date description of the production and decay of band c hadrons
together with an improved description of global observables. Also shown are results [or the
shape parameter a introduced in equation 3.3.

In general, for the corrections to the asymmetries the agreement between analytical cal-
culations and generators is poor when the quark direction is used (more than 30% difference
in one case) while there is a much better agreement when the thrust axis is used (below 10%
discrepancy). Qualitatively this pattern is expected since in a parton shower simulation many
more gluons are radiated than in a fixed O(a~) calculation. For bi) -eveuts the shape parameter
a is well reproduced by the simulation. This is not the case for cc -events at the quark level.
The relatively good agreement between Monte Carlo models and analytical calculations for the
thrust direction encourages the use of the simulation to estimate the suppression [actor of the
QCD corrections induced by experimental techniques.

Tables 3.11 and 3.12 show that the predictions of the various versions of generators have
some spread. Evell the sallie generator with different tunings yields different results [or o~~rk

and o~ag,T (up to 13% discrepancy). One of the possible sources of dilference between different
tunings is the cut-off chosen [or the energy of gluons emitted in the parton shower. The spread
is slightly smaller at the hadron level, o~ag,T,where the simulation programs are tuned to the
experimental data.

itsdf used to determine the value of the a.'iYUJlTletry.Such ~iases mightchange th::rJi7.e of.the
QeD correct.iolls aud thus the observed asymmet.ry srgmhcantly relatively to AFB· Tlus IS
parallletrised by ;UIexperil1leut,L! bias factor B defined by

[I, is t.his qCD suppression or bias factor B which is different. for the individual analyses.

[n t.he following secf.ions the theoretical estimates of the QCD corrections will be SUlU-
ularised. [oorcomparisons gencrator studies are performed. The allalytical calculations will be
ns,:d ,L~a basis [or the QeD corrections quoted in this sectioll. With the help of the Moute
Carlo generators the (~frectso[ hadronisation arc estimated. Subsequently a method to evaluate
the expcrilllenl·,al effects on the QCD correct.ious is explained and the correspouding bias is
ddenuined [or the three OPAL [orward-backward asymmetry analyses described in section
:\.2 aurf 3.:l. Finally Lhe resu]t,s are sUllllllarised.

A numl)!'r of analytical calculatious exist which predict the QCD eIfects [or the heavy quark
forwanl-backward <lsynunctries [43,'J4]. In Illost cases the correction quoted is that between the
aSYllluleLry det.ennined frolll the primary quark direction and the asymmetry using the quark
direction at the end of the perturbative phase ('after gluon radiation'). In [43J a correction is
a.lso quoted relative to the thrust direction, calculated using all partons before hadrollisation.
TII(~calculations in [43] arc to first order in as, while in [44] some results are given to order
CY~. [II this note the results froIll the first order calculations are used, while the results [rolll [44]
are us,xl to estimate the error made by neglecting higher order effects.

These analytical calculations for the QCD corrections, based ou perturbat.ive QCD, are
I-lcrfonned for the parLons after the I-lerturbative phase. In order to apply these results to mea-
suremcn(.s, the changes due to 1l0n-perturlJative ellects like hadronisation have to be taken into
account. The difference between Lhe asymmetry calculated from, on one haud the thrust axis
build rrom p31tons alJCl,on the other haud, from all stable particles, is accessible only through
MOllte Carlo models. Tn the followiug section a comparison between the results from analytical
calcu l,Ltions alld Monte Cado generators is per[ormed and the effects of the hadronisation is
estimated by cOlllpariug different Monte Cado models.

QeD currecl.ion factors 0MC arc evaluated from Monte Carlo models for the following levels:

• J~~rk, calculated using the direction o[ the quark after the perturbative phase,

• o~~g,T,calcnJated using the direction o[ the parton-level thrust axis oriented accordillg to
l.he directioll o[ the qnark, It is especially int.eresting to compare the results from the two Monte Carlo generators,

HERWIG and JETSET, because two different approaches are used to incorporate the frag-
mentation process. Therefore the effects of the hadronisation process in both models are not
necessarily expected to be the same. In HERWIG a cluster hadronisation model [49] is realised.
After the perturbative phase all gluons are split non-perturbatively into light qq pairs. Then
the quarks are combined through colour lines into 'clusters', i.e. such that they form a colour-
singlet. The mass distribution and the spatial size of these clusters peak at low values and
fall rapidly for larger cluster masses and sizes. Subsequently the clusters either decay into two

• O~~,T, calcnlated using the direction of the thrust axis from all stable particles (including
ne\lt.rinos), oriented according to the directiou of the weakly decayillg hadron containing
the quark.

The QCD correet.ion factors OMC are calculated by comparing the values for the forward-
back ward asymmetry using one of these directions with the direction of the primary quark



part,'!' ~
aMC ~

(f~---o.iJif1
(j.~'-0:98
0.95 095
0.95 0.98
0.95 0.95
0.95 0.99

the naive counting method.

Comparing the estimates of o~~t,Twith o~~,Tindicates that the change from the parton level
thrust to the hadron thrust decreases t.he QCD corrections significantly. The sou rce of the
decrease is the hadronisation as well as the decays of band c hadrons, although the latter have
a smaller elfect. Both processes result in a poorer estimate of the thrust compared to the quark
directioll. It is interesting to compare the e/l"ects of the hadronisation predicted by the two
differellt MOllte Carlo generators with the spread of the results within the JETSET model, but
with the various tunes of the LEP experiment.s. It turns out, that t.he differences because of the
Monte Carlo tunes exceeds those due to t.he two generators, which have a principally different
implementation of the fragmentation process. A possible explanation could again be the cut-off
parameter chosen by the experimellts in t.heir tune. On the other hand the similar results for
the hadronisatioll efl"ects in the JETSET and HERWIG model coufirm that the estimates of
the hadronisation effects, although based on phenomenological models, are reliable.

The final QCD corrections, ot~iJ', are obt.ained from the analytical calculations on the
parton level thrust [45] and the Monte Carlo prediction for the hadronisation effects as

Table :3.11: Different v,llues uf (IQCD in % (see equation 3.26) and a (see equation 3.2) for bb events.
'1'1",line quol.ed as JETSWl' 7.108 is obtailled using the JI:<;TSETgenerator with default tuning. All
the other lines corrc-"{HHl<.lto wsults oht.ailled with generators tuned by the L.EP experiments. The
lilies qlloted wil.h a t ;)J"{~used in t"hle 3.]3 to estill1;;te j,he reference values of the QeD corrections
at t.he level of the Imdrolls [15]. 'rhc statistical errors on a obtained with the generators are negligible
compared to the theorel.ical errors "ud therefore are not quoted. While the values of the shape
parameter a are noloIIsed for t.1,efin;;l conect.ioll, j,lLeyprovide an additional test of the agreemellt
between the Maute Carlo and the analytical calculations.

Ohad,T _ opart,'!' + (ohad,T _ ,(part,T)
QCD - QCD MC uMC ,

[ pl'\I-t,T
~aMC aMC

I 0.95 1Jf%J
0.95 0.95
0.96 0.96
0.97 0.97
part,T

aQCD

0.95 ± om

h . «had'T <part,T). tl f 1 d'Cl' b .w ele UMC - uMC IS Ie average 0 t. le l erences etween the QCD correctIOns at hadron
and parton level based on the JETSET estimates quoted in Tables 3.11 and 3.12.

The uncertainties for the parton level corrections are those given in tables 3.11 and 3.12. In
addition the full difference between the parton level and the hadron level correction as predicted
by the Monte Carlo is taken as t.hesystematic error. The values for the fInal correction, including
its error, are listed in Table 3.13.

Table 3.12: Different v,tlllesof OQCD in % (see eqllation 3.26) and a (see equation 3.2) for cc events.
Tbr, line quol."d as JETSET 7.408 is obtained using the .IgTSET gcneral.or with default tuning. All
t.he oth,~r lines <I.recalclllated using generators tuned by the LEP experimcnt.s. The lines quoted with
a tare IIsed in table 3.1:1to estimate the [eference valnes o~~ir

bb evellts cc events
( O~'g,T _ o£;g:r) [%] -0.23 -0.35

ohad,T [o/c] 2.96 ± 040 3.57 ± 0.76QCD 0

Table 3.13: .Estimated value of o~"tlr The average value of (o~ag:r - o£;g,T) is obtained using
the results quoted WItha l' Jll tables 3.11 and 3.12.

had rOilS,where all addit.ional quark/antiquark-pair qq and the spin states of the decay products
are chosen randomly, or, if the cluster is too light for further decays, the mass of the cluster is
shifted to [,he appropriate value by an exchange of Illomentum with the neighbouring cluster
in the jet. The JETSET Monte Carlo adopts the Lund string fragmentation scheme. The idea
of this generator is, that a 'string' is spanued from the quark to the antiquark, as they move
apart., st.oring the poteutial energy of the colour-field. For highly virtual quarks the string may
break into two parts by creating a qq-pair. The productioll of qq-pairs after string break-ups
is all iterative process, which cont.inues until only on-shell hadrons remain. For generating the
qu<trk/antiquark-pair after breaking the slring, the process of quantum mechanical tuunelling
is adopted. This leads to a suppressiou of he<wy quarks in the fragmentation process, propor-
I,iollallo exp( _/l2), where 11.is the quark mass. Within the string model no implicit predictions
are made for t.he spin sl,ates of the mesons produced. They have to be put in by hand, usually
assuming a ratio of 1:3 for the production of pseudo-scalar and vector mesons, as suggested by

Experimental biases in the asymmetry measurement can be introduced by the detector and
by the selection procedure used in lhe analysis. Detector effects are already considered in the
OPAL analyses, and systematic errors are given for this. The most important detector effect is a
possible charge asyn.1l11etryof the detector, an effect which is most significant for the jet-charge
aualyslS [14]. Expenmental selection biases can also change the size of the QCD corrections in
most cases decreasing the actual size of the correction. This depends entirely on the detail~ of
the analySIS and the cuts used, and therefore has to be evaluated individually for each analysis.

The dominant part of the QCD corrections comes from the type of events shown in fig-
ure 3.12(c), where a hard gluon is emitted, recoiling against the qci system. As stated earlier,
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Monte Carlo

of asymmetries:

8= (1- A~1i')deL/ (1 _ ~~:,tT) . (3.29)
AI's MC AI's MC

The superscript' det' indicates that these variables have been evaluated including experimental
effects. The full QCD correction is determined by multiplying the analytical prediction for
the QCD correction givell in the previous sectioll wit.h the bias, OQCD = 8o~~i}" according t.o
equat.ions 3.26 and :~.27.
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In the asymmetry analysis using lepton tags the lepton selection and separation ioto a prompt
b -t 1- component, a prompt C -t 1+component, and background is made using several nenral
nets. Instead of cutting on several quantities the analysis uses the ontput of two neural networks
as discriminators. Individual events are weighted by these net outputs, and the asymmetry is
extracted from a binned likelihood fit to the differential asymmetry distribution. The details
of this weighting method can be found in [16J.

The experimental bias from this met.hod is calculated by repeating these steps for Monte
Carlo events. However the method has been slightly simplilied:

F'iglll'e ;L 1J: Dependence of the QCD correction of the charm forward-backward asymmet.ry in charm
evellts t.agged by 11 D IlleBons,as 11 function of the scaled energy of the D. This study is the result of
a {\Cllcrat.orlevel Monte Ci\r1o.

such evcllts have no measurable asymmet.ry if the t.hrust axis is used a.~a direction estimate.
On the othcr hand the selection of such events is suppressed if, for example, high momentum
leptons or D mesons are selected. The fracLioli of events of type (c) therefore will be reduced
ill t.he sa.mple used to measure the asymmetry, and the QCD correction in this sample will be
smaller ('.han naively expected. This is illustrated in figure 3.13, where the QCD correction is
showll a...<;; a function of Ule .~caledeuergy Xn = En/ Ebeam of the selected D meson in e+e- -t cc
events. For high energy D mesons thc QCD corrections essentially disappear.

• Since the analysis is only done on Monte Carlo, it is possible to restrict this study to
the flavours under consideration, i.e. to bi) events to extract the bottom a.~ymmetry and
to cc events for the charm asymmetry. The neural nets therefore are not needed for the
flavour and the signal to background separation. They are only needed insofar as they
bias the event selection. Therefore a coarser binning in the net output distributious has
been used.

Other important eJIects are introdnced by the fitting method itself. In the OPAL analyses
the asylTllnetry has been litted using equation 3.2 with a = 1. However, Monte Carlo studies
ancl the theoretical estimates (c.r. tables 3.11 and 3.12) show that a differs from one by around
-5'Y". Vi tting with IL = 1 biases the measured asymmetry, decreasing the QCD corrections
by arouud 14%. It is therelill'e very important that the final bias is p,valuated using as far a.~
possible the salTle methods a$ were usecl in the actual analysis. The bias due to the Jitting
met.hod is absorbed into the experimental suppression factor 8.

• Similarly the fit in qcos(J, where q is the charge of the lepton, has been simplified. The
complete likelihood expression given in [l6] is replaced by a simpler one without back-
ground contributions. The fit itself is done as a X2 lit instead of the likelihood fit.

In the following two sections the evaluation of the experimental bias 8 is described for
each heavy flavour aSYlllmetry analysis done at OPAL. In all cases a lit is done to the angular
distributiou of the t1lrust axis, closely following the original analyses. From this the observed
asymmetI'y is extracted. A sim ilar fit is performed to the angular distribution of the primary
quark/an ti-quark pair, and the bare asymmetry is determined. Exactly the same sample of
events is used for this second fit. From this the ratio A~~/A~u is calculated. Similarly, us-
iug Monte Carlo events, but this time without taking detector effects into account, the ratio
A::,7~·T/Ag,B is calculated. Again the same events are used in calculating the ratio, thus min-
ilIlising tile statistical error. Note however that the events used to calculate the first and the
second ra tio are not identical. The experimental bias is defined in terms of these double ratio

It has been verified that these approximations do not significantly influence the results for the
experimental bias within the quoted statistical errors.

In figure 3.14 the QCD correction including all experimental biases is shown for the lepton
sample, as a function of the output of the neural net. The final QCD correction is calculated
by the weighted average of the QCD corrections as a function of the neural net outputs. The
results are summarised in table 3.14. Typically the lepton analysis is sensitive to less than 70%
of the underlying QCD corrections. The error on this bias factor is dominated by the statistical
precision of this determination. Systematic errors of the hadronisation model etc. are already
included in the original analyses.

Similarly to the previous method, the analysis of the charm and bottom asymmetries using D
mesons relies on an event weighting method to separate background, e+e- -t bl) and e+e- -t cc
events.



The final QCD correeLion is calculated as the weighted average of the QCD correeLions
shown in figure 3.15. The experiment.al bias is calcnlat.ed in t.he same way as described before.
The results are summarised in table 3. I4. The error on the experimental bias is again dominated
by the available number of Montc Carlo cvents.
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In the OPAL measurement of the bottom asymmetry using jet-charge, correctiolils are given
t.o derive the quark level asymmetries from the measured ones. They include eXJ?erimental
biases as discussed in this note. The error quoted includes the theoretical uncertairLt.y from the
underlying QCD correction and a 50% error on the diITerencc between the quoted bias and the
fully observed QCD correction (8 = 1) has been assigned. The error Oll the experimental bias
fa.ct.oris again dominated by Monte Carlo statistics. The results are summarised in. table 3.14.

Q 0.1 r-'"...,....~~'T'"""·~~-~I~...,......,.
U

;00'0.08 ~

lepton

e+e- -+ bi)
+0.692 ± 0.133

+0.0197 ± 0.0025 ± 0.0038

Figurc 3.11: QCD correct.ionincluding all experimental bia;;esfor the lepton sample in bottom events
a:; II ftwcLionof the output or the neural network.

::-1----
iUJ2

,~~~J
0.3 0.4 0.5 (Ui 0.7 0.8 0.9 J

XD

e+e- -+ cc
+0.366 ± 0.081

+0.0117 ± 0.0021 ± 0.0026

+0.295 ± 0126
+0.0084 ± 00011 ± 0.0036

I
-0.061 ± 0.087

-0.0019 ± 0.0004 ± 0.0028

Table 3.14: Table of experimental biases and final QCD corrections dQCD for e+e- -t bb and
e+e- -t cc events for the three OPAL asymmetry analyses. The first error quoted is the t.heoretical
error of the underlying QCD correction, t.hesecond one is dominated by the statistical precision with
which the bias has been determined.

Figure 3.15: QCD correction including all experimental biases for the D meson sample in e+e- -t bb
evenl;s as a function of the scaled ellcrgy of the D meson as determined from the JETSET Monte
Carlo.

The final results for the bias and the QCD corrections are summarised in table 3.14. The QCD
corrected asymmet.ries are given in table 3.15 lor each of the three analyses and the tluee energy
ranges considered.

The actual weight.illg and fiLting method is a slightly simplified version of the one described
ill sect.ion 3.3 and [50]. There a two dimensional weighting met.hod has been used ba.~ed on
lifct.illle information and the scalcd cncrgy, XD, of t.he candidat.e. Again, since here Monte
Carlo events are used for this study alld no separation between t.he diffcrent signal sources is
nccded, and only the encrgy dependence is relevant.. Thercfore weights have been calculated as a
fUllction of Xo only, aJl(I the bott.om/charm separation is made using Monte Carlo information.
It has b(~enchecked t.haL this simpliIication introduces negligible effects ill thc determination
of the QCD correction. In figure 3.J 5 the QCD corrceLions, including all detector biases, are
shown as a function of Xo·

The three analyses are combined with the method of Best Linear Unbiased Est.imate (BLUE)
[51]. The averaging procedure is similar to that used by the LEP electroweak working group,
which is explained in detail in [52]. Statistical as well as systematic correlat.ions are taken into
account..

The covariance matrix can be written as:



C=:r-=-8!;~=C~I- GeV

r-- ~ e+e- -t bh
1__ ... _-_ ... ~) .. -~~_ -~~;=c=- .. ' .. ..

[

id.-dJa.rge 1]]LOI{ l ± 0.021 ± 0.0024 0 lO04 J: 1),0052 ± 0.0045
1<:])1.011 0.0:35 :l 0017 ± 0.020 0.0910 ± 0.0044 ± 0.0020

D 0087 :1: 0108 J: 0.029 0095 ± 0.027 ± 0.022-~~]" .- - _.I-~- e+e-' -t cc

~;i;'~~0.OG9 1. 0.024 ± 0~OU5 0.0595 ±00059 ± 0.00S6
D 0039 ± 0.051 + 0.009 0.063 ± 0.012 ± 0.006

-_.. -+- ••• _--

U2.91 GeV =:J_ =:Jo 146 ± 0.002 ± 0.007
0.107 ± 0014 ± 0.004
-0.021 ± 0.090 ± 0.026

C (A~B)lep (A~J.J)lep (A~J.J)D (A\iB)0 (A~B)jq

(A~B)lep 1.00 0.17 002 0.01 0.16
(A~"IJlep 0.17 1.00 0.01 0.04 0.02
(A~Jl)D 0.02 0.01 1.00 -0.27 0.05
(Af'u)D 0.01 0.0'[ -0.27 1.00 0.03
(A~B)jq 0.16 002 0.05 0.03 1.00

0.156 ± 0.020 ± 0.010
0.158 ± 0.041 ± 0011

Table 3.17: Statistical error correlation matrix of tiLe charm and bottom asymmetry measurements
of the three aualyses.

'J ;lble :3. J 5: Table or the final QCIJ correded <L~YllllL1etriesIt)r e I'e- --+ bl) and e+e- --+ ce. The errors
sbowll are the otatist.ical elTor alld the total systematic error.

systematic error for measurement 1:. If the signed systematic error on result rr due to a source
of systematic uncertainty p is written as Si(P), then an off-diagonal element is given by:

III the following sect.ioll~ the determination of the statistical correlation between the measure-
IIlelll$ is described amI the correlation of systematic errors are discllssed.

c:r = L Si (p)Sj (p),
p

where the sum is over all sources of uncertainty, p, which are correlated between results i and
j.

A detailed listing or the correlated and uncorrelated systematic errors for the measurement
on the ZO pole is given ill table 3.18. For the measurements in all three energy ranges considered
the sum of correlated and ullcorrelated statistical and systematic errors are summarised in table
3.19. More details about the individual systematic errors of the measurements above and below
the zO resonallce can be found in [14,50].

In order to extract the stat.istical correlations bet.ween the differenl. measurements of the heavy
t1avollr asymmetries lirst. the statistical overlap of t.he three samples is determined. The t.otal
Illlinber or events lIsed in t.he different. analyses and t.he number of events which are tagged by
Il101'e t.han onc analysis are SIlIllJllarised in table 3.16.

~mplell lepton r D meson I jet.-charge I

Ue

p

D
jet

ton 512125 16235 98806
-

73856 19301meson
-c1I;1.rge 353085

Combining the measurements of the OPAL bottom and charm asymmetries with the averaging
procedure described above yields the foJlowing result.s:

Table :;.1.6: III t.he diagonal the number of events used [or tbe individual asymmet.ry measurements
are given, whereas in the ofl~diagoHal the Humber o[ events which were used in two of the analyses are
qnoted.

A~ll = 0039 ± 0.014
A~B = 0.0951 ± 0.0040
Al:B = 0.120 ± 0.021

Ah = -0.046 ± 0.022
Ah = 0.0605 ± 0.0067
Ah = 0.152 ± 0.020

(Ecm) = 89.45 GeV
(Ecm) = 91.22 GeV
(Ecm) = 93.00 GeV

f~adl {lr t.he samples has a specific signal to background ratio and flavour composition due
t.o the dlfferent flavour taggiug techniques. The errors for the asymmetry analyses of the
events cOHlmon to more than olle sample can bc estimated by using these signal to background
IIl1lllbers, the contributiolls of the various flavours in the sample together with the statistical
overlap gEven ill table 3.16. From these numbers the correlation matrix of the five measuremellts
of the heavy flavour asymmetries can be ca.lculated and is given below.

The correlation matrix of the combined results for the three energy ranges of the bottom and
charm asymmetries is given in the table 3.20. The results for the measurement on the ZO pole
and the correlation between the bottom and charm asymmetries of the individual measurements
are visualised in figure 3.16. The results are compared with the predictions of the Standard
Model, where the top mass is varied within the experimental errors and a Higgs mass range
from 90 to 260 GeV is considered.

The systematic covariance matrix, csyst, can be calculated from the detailed breakdown of
syst.emati-e errors given ill table 3.18. The diagonal element, cy't, is the square of t.he total

The energy dependence of the forward-backward asymmetries in the Standard Model is deter-
mined by the interplay of the 'Y- and Ztl-exchange. In addi tioll 1.0 the 'Y- and ZO-exchange
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Conversion fraction 0.0000 0.0003
Muon Decay fraction 0.0000 0.0000
Net Sonrcc depeudcnce 0.0002 0.0013
'Ii-acking Resolution O.OOOG 0.0000
Theta dependence 0.0008 0.0019
Lepton background asymmetry 0.0000 0.0026
Dr(b -+ I") 0.0001 0.0015
Br(b -+ c --> L+) 0.0002 0.0010
Br(b -+ c-> 1-) 0.0002 0.0023
I3r(b -+ T -} 1-) 0.0001 0.0009
Dr(c -+ 1"') O.OOO:J 0.0020
Semilept. model b -+ 1- 0.0001 0.0020
Semilept. model c -+ 1+ 0.0007 0.0008
Time dependent mixing 0.0004 0.0004
Jet-charge hem isphere correlation
Jet-charge rhos
Detector modelling
J)'+ charm modeHiug
[)'+ background acceptance
D'+ background level
D'+ background asymmetry
D"\ charge correIa bon

g -+ cc
band c hadron lifetime
H decay multiplicity
D decay multiplicity
b fragmentation function
c fmgrnentation function
AFlJ QeD COlT

0.027
0.041
0.036

0.0008 0.0012
0.0054 0.0030
00028 0.0009
0.0062 0.0014
0.0023 0.0010
0.0186 0.0010

common systematic errors
0.0020 0.0034

} } 0.0023 0.0028
0.0002 0.0001 0.0017 0.0016

0.0012 0.0011
0.0001 0.()002 0.0000 0.0000
0.0012 0.0005 0.0005 0.0003
0.0002 0.0002 0.0004 0.0003

O.OOB
0.0012
0.0030

0.0003
0.0002

0.0020
0.0005

Table 3.18: Overview over the correlated and utlcorrelated errors for the on peak measmements of
the bottom and charm asymmetries.



Ah-2 1.000 .123 .013 -.006 .008 -.002
A~B- 2 .123 1.000 .027 .002 .012 -.016
A~Bpeak .013 .027 1.000 016 09:1 -.048
A~Bpeak -.006 .002 .016 1.000 -.050 206
A~B + 2 .008 .012 .093 -.050 1.000 .077
A~B + 2 -.002 -.016 -.048 .206 .077 1.000

(J
(l)
LL

<t:

Table 3.20: Error correlation matrix of the combined fit to all three measurements for the three
energy ranges. The numbers include the statistical and systemal;ic correlations. AFB- 2,AFBpeak
and AI'S + 2 denotes the asymmetry mcasurements at a mcan energy of .;s = 89.44, 91.21 and
92.91 GeV rcspectively.
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\_.j D tag graphs in e+e- -annihilation, the interference between both production mechanisms contributes
in general. On top of the ZOresonance the interference vanishes and the Z-graph dominates by
3 orders of magnitude over the I-exchange graph. By measuring the asymmetries at energies
around the ZO-resonance, the interplay between the SU(2) and U(l) gauge interaction can be
tested and compared to the predictions of the Standard Model. The individual measurements
are corrected for QeD effects as described in section 3.4 and subsequently compared to the
predictions of the program ZFITTER [3]. Initial and final state photon radiation are included
in the Standard Model predictions of ZFITTER, therefore the asymmetry measurements are
not corrected for these effeds. A top mass of?n, = 174.1 ± 4.9 GeV and as = 0.119 ± 0.00311

are used as Standard Model parameters. The mass of the Higgs boson was varied between
90 < ?nH < 260 GeV, where the lower limit is given by the direct searches at LEP2 and the
upper limit corresponds to the 95% c.1. of the overall fit to the electroweak data of LEP and
SLD [2J. As can be seen from figure 3.17, both the measurements on the ZOresonance as well
as the off-peak points are in good agreement with the Standard Model predictions for the bot-
tom and charm asymmetries, although the on-peak measurement of the bottom asymmetry is
relatively low compared to the expectation.
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Figure 3.l(~: The results of the individual bottom and charm asyrrunetry Illcasurements together
with the OPAL combined value. Shown are the 3!J% confidence level contours in case of the two
dimensional fits and the one sigma error band for the jet-charge analysis, which gives information
about the bottom asymmetry only.

In order to extract some of the electroweak parameters of the Standard Model from the mea-
sured asymmetries, they have to be corrected for different effects, as mentioned earlier. The
measured asymmetries have to be corrected for QED effects as described in section 1.2, i.e. for
initial and final state photon radiation as well as for photon exchange in the vertex. Equations
1.6 and 1.7 are tree level formulae valid for the peak of the ZOresonance only. LEP, however,
was operating at a mean energy, which was not exactly at the ZOmass. To correct for this, the
measured values are shifted to match exactly the energy of the ZOboson mass. This is done
using the Standard Model prediction for the energy dependence of the asymmetries according
to ZFITTER. Even on top of the ZOresonance a small contribution of the I exchange diagram
exists, which has to be subtracted in order to extract the weak couplings or the weak mixing
angle. These corrections are summarised in table 3.5.1 for the bottom and charm asymmetries.

The heavy flavour asymmetry measmements performed in the three energy ranges can be
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QED correcLions +0.0041 +0.0104
Photon exchange -0.0003 -0.0008
Centre-of-mass energy -0.0013 -0.0034

combined into one single measurement for each flavour by extrapolating the off-peak measure-
ments to the peak using the standard model energy dependence predicted by ZFITTER. Here
a top mass of 174 GeV and a Higgs mass of 100 GeV was used.

Applying the corrections discusscd above and taking the correlations betwcen tae measure-
ments into account, the combined value for the bare bottom and charm asymmetries yields
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where the systematic and statical errors have been combined in quadrature. The values of the
bottom and charm asymmetry are correlated to 1.5%.

According to equation 1.6, the measurements of the quark forward-backward asymmetries
A~B allow the determination of the product of the asymmetry parameters A. of the electrons
and Aq of the quarks. Combining equations 1.6 and 1.2 shows, that from a measurement of the
asymmetries the weak mixing angle can be extracted. It is possible to calculate the weak mixing
angle sin2 oct; directly from a measurement of the leptonic asymmetries if lepton universality
is assumed. In order to extract sin2 oW from the heavy Davour asymmetries, either an input
value for the electron asymmetry parameter is needed or the Standard Model relations for
the heavy flavour couplings have to be assumed. The latter possibility allows a rather precise
extraction of the mixing angle, because no further experirnental errors enter. In order to derive
the effective leptonic mixing angle, the radiative corrections for the electrons and the charm or
bottom quarks, respectively, have to be used as input parameters, as can be seen by combining
equations 1.8 and 1.10. They can be taken from the predictions of ZFlTTER for example.
With this method the results of the determination of the weak mixing angle from the bottom
and charm forward-backward asymmetries are

Taking into account the correlation of the bottom and charm asymmetries, the average of both
measurements yields

Pigurc 3.17: SUlTlmaryof the rcsults for the band c asymmetries at energies on alld arolllld the pole
of the Z resonallce from dirrerent OPAL analyses and their combination. The iuner error bars are the
sl.at.ist.icalerrors, the outer ones mark the total error. Tbe dark band shows the range of the Standard
Model prediction for a Higgs mass between 90 alld 260 GeV and a top mass of 174.1± 4.9 GeV.

According to equation 1.6 the product of the weak coupling constallts, i.e. the asymmetry
parameter Ar, call be extracted directly from a measurement of the forward-backward asym-
metry Ah by putting in the electron couplings. Using the value of Ae = 0.1489 ± 0.0017 [2],
which is the combined result of the measurements performed at LEP and SLD, the bottom and
charm asymmetry parameter can directly determined to be
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wh('rc <If.\;tin the asyrmnetry parauleters arc corn:lateu to 1.5%. lu t,he Standard Model, values
of Au "'. (U.J:J5 ± 0.001 and Ac "" 0.668 ± 0.003 are expecl.ed assuming a top and Higgs mass of
/11., - 174. I J 11.9 G(:V and DO < mn < 260 GeV, respectively. Whereas the charm asymnletry
['"r;ullder is in good agn:cmcnt with the Stauuanl Mouel, the bottom parameter is about two
standard dt:viatio.lls below the expe<.:ted value. This behaviour, which is eveu enhauced for the
1,li;I' alld SLD cOlllbiued values of the asymlIletry parameters, will be discussed in more detail
ill I.Iw followiug section.
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oI'Ab~li<lis)l .Th!' he,wy f1avom forward-backward asymmetries are measured by all four LEP experiments

using simil<tr teclllliques as the ones dcscribed in section 3.2. The results of the individual mea-
SIJn'llI.ellts are sunltnarised ill figure 3.18 together with the combined resulLo The measurements
at LEP give au average bottom asymmetry of J1~n = 0.0990 ± 0.0021 and the mean value
for the charm quarks is Jlf'll = 0.0709 ± 0.0044. The combination of the boLtom and charm
asy""uel.ry measurements is done by t.he heavy flavour LEP electroweak working group [2J.
The values quot.ed hen~ are the pole asynulJetries, i.e. the results are corrected for QED efFects
and it is accounted for the photolJ exchange and iuterference terms. The QeD corrections have
ueeu applied, e~tilllated individually for each or t.he analyses following the procedure suggested
in [/15] ami explained iu sed ion 3.4. The result is a combined value of the three measurements
at. cllel'gies 011 aud about 2 GeV above and below the ZO-pole, where the same llIeLllOu lias
bel'lI usp.d as described iu sect.ioll 3.5.1 to tmnsport the resulL to the energy of the Z-pole. In
addition, tbe predictiou or the Standard Model is shown as a function of the mass of the Higgs
boson. The individlialmea.~urelllents are in good agreement with each ot.her, and the combined
result. is comparable wit.h the prediction of the St.andard Model, e~pecially if a relatively high
m;l.~S of the lliggs boson i~ assumed. This can also be seen in the two dimensional contour plot
3.1!J showi ng the LEP combined bottom aud charm asymmetry values and their correlation.
Ou t.he contrary, a combined fit to worlds electroweak precision data [2J clearly favour~ a light
Higgs boson wit.h an IIpper limit of 260 GeV at the 95% confidence level12• The overall chi-
square [(-n' the fit is 111.9/15 d.o.f., confirming the expectation of the Standard Model with a
high prob;).bility of 116%. The Standard Model value resulting from this combined electroweak
fit for t.he lJOtt.Olll <l.~YlTlmctry is Ar,n = 0.1028 and Ai-'ll = 0.0734 for charm quarks at a Higgs
and a top Jamss of 76 GeV alld 171.1. GeV, respectively. Thus the LEP combined result for tile
bottultl as rnmetry deviates 1.8a from the Standard Model electroweak fit. Although being
GIll: or Lhr: largest deviations fwm t.he combined fit for the Standard Model, it could very well
be a sl,ati~tical fillctuation. For a fit of aroulld 20 input parameters, a deviation as high as the
observed value lor the bottom asymmetry is expected.

'!'11C measurements of the heavy flavour forward-backward asymmetries can be used to
derive a vc,luc rm the weak mixing angle. As already explained in section 3.5.1 in order t.o
extract sin2 o~~t.eff frolll tile asymmetries, the Standard Model relation for the iJadronic coupling
have to Le assumed. In figure :t20 the results of various measurements at LEP and SLC are
slIlTllllariRed, from which the leptollic effective weak mixing angle is extracted. From t.he most
recent data a mean LEP value of sin2 o~~t,eff = 0.23189 ± 0.00024 ca.n be derived, which is in
rcasonable agreement with the SLD measurement. ofsin2e:t,eff = O.23109±0.00029. The LEP
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Figure 3.18: Summary of the LEP results for t.he bottom and charm asyrmnet.ries. The results given
are t.he pole asymmetries.

12T1te mea n value for the Higgs ",,,,,s <.Ierived in the fit is 78 GeV, and thus already below the lower limit of
approxil1latE,Ly 90 GeV resulting frolll the direct searches [2J at LEP2.
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Figure 3.19: The LBP combined result for the bottom and charm forward-backward asymmetries as
it two dimensional contour plot. In addition the Standard Model expectation is shown as a function
of the Higgs boson and top quark mass. the axial-vector and vector coupling of the quarks. The parameter A., has to be used as an

input parameter in order to extract the heavy flavour asymmetry parameters .Ac and .Ab from
LEP measurements of the forward-backward asymmetries.

.Ae has been measured very precisely at the SLC collideI' via a measu rement of the left-
right asymmetry. In this experiment ZO -+ hadrons events are counted and by making use
of the polarisation of the e+e- -beam .Ae can be estimated. The result is a measl.lrement of
high statistical accuracy and small systematic uncertainty. The electron asymmetry parameter
extracted from the left-right asymmetry measured at SLD is Ae == 0.1504 ± 0.0023. At LEP .Ae
can be extracted from the leptonic forward-backward asymmetries assuming lepton universality
or directly from the tau polarisation measurement, yielding an average value of Ae = 0.1469 ±
0.0027. The agreement between the values of Ae measured at SLC and LEP is good (the chi-
square is 2.2/2 d.o.f.), yielding a combined value of .Ae == 0.1489 ± 0.0017. Two scenarios can
be applied in order to extract a value for the heavy flavour asymmetry parameters:

and SLD average then yields sin2 O~l,etf == 0.23157 ± 0.00018. These results are summarised in
table 3.21. The two IlIost precise contributions, the SLD measurement and the value extracted
from the bottom asymmctries at LEP, disagree by about 2.5 17, but the chi-square for the
combination of all results shown in figure 3.20 yield a value of X2/d.o.f. == 7,6/6 and thus a
probability of around 25%, The values of sin2 O~~'l,el!extracted from earlier measurements of
LEP and SLD (d. for example the values in the summer 1996, summarised in [53]) used to
be sin2 O~l,e(r == 0.23200 ± 0.00027 and sin2 O~l,etf == 0.23061 ± 0.00047, respectively, and thus
sllowed a much stronger deviation.

sin20: ,el!

LEP 0.23189 ± 0.00024
SLD 0.23109 ± 0.00029
combined 0.23157 ± 0.00018 • .Ab,c can be extracted from LEP data alone, i.e. from the heavy flavour asymmetries by

using the LEP combined .A. measurement [2] Ae == 0.1469 ± 0.0027. This yields

Table 3.21: Summary of the measurements of the effective weak mixing angle performed at LEP and
SLD.

Profiting from the polarisation of the e+e- -beam, the heavy flavour asymmetry- parame-
ters can be measured directly at SLC via the left-right/forward-backward asymmetries,



Thus the LEP results citn be compared to the values measured directly at SLD, which
is (lone in table :3.22. The results are in good agreement with each other. Both values
for Ab are about oue st.andard deviation low compared to the Standard Model value of
A" cc. 0.935. The agreement [or charm is excellent, both, among the measurements and
Cl)lllp;.l.red to the Standard Model expectation of A.: = 0.668 , although the relative errors
are larger coulp;.m~d to the measurements of the bottom quarks.

• Alt€,'rIlatively the world average for Ab,c can be extracted from the measurements of the
LEP forward-backward asyulmctries with help of the combined value for Ae from the
SLlJ and LEP measurements, and subsequeni.ly the measurements of the asymmetry
parameters from SLD are included in the average. The results are

Agaiu the value lor tbe bottom quarks is low (about 3eT), whereas the results for charm
is in good agreement with the expectation of the Standard Model.

-_. Ab
-

Ac
(J~dG9 ± o.oiJ27) 0.899 ± 0025 0644 ± 0.041

0.867 ± 0.035 0.647 ± 0.040
Ae = 0.1489 ± 0.0017) 0.881 ± 0.Dl8 0.641 ± 0.028
ode! 0.935 0.668~

.-

0-.;[5' ( Ac =
SLD

.~ombinedC
Standard M

Table 3.22: Summary of the va.lues [or the bottom and charm asymmetry parameters as extracted
from L[<;P and SLD measurements. In addition the Standard Model expectation is given, where the
i"put parameters are taken [rom the best [it to the electroweak data as given in (2J.

The discussion above shows, that this <leviation of 3eT in the latter scenario is a combined
elIeet. of l.he low value of the bottom l(Jrward-backward asymmetry and the low result of tile
elecl.roll asymlllctry paramet.er and could, again, very well be a statistical fluctuation. Never-
theless it is interesting that the largest deviation is found in the third generation of quarks,
where the discovery of New Physics is most probably expected. It is worthwhile to study the
result fOUlld lor the bottom a.symmetry parameter together with what is found for the partial
width of 7,0 -+ bb, Rb. The experimental result [or Rb differed from t.he expectation of the
St.andard Model by as much as 3.7eT [23], but today the discrepancy is reduced to a 0.9eT effect
by new measurements with higher statistics and fined systematic investigations. It is thus in-
teresting to ask whether the deviatioll in the partial decay width int.o bb-quark pairs and in the
forward-b ackward asymllletry of the bottom quark together could give a hint; to new physics.
Thc devia.tion in the partial width used to cause a lot of discussion and a variety of possiblc
explanations were suggested in terms of extensions of the Standard Model.

Altern.ativcly to the equations 1.4 and 1.6 of section 1.2, Rb and Ab can be expressed in
terms uf t.he right- and lefthanded coupling const.ants like

IcLl_ V~-+.Ar
If I - A ' (3.34)en 1- f

i.e. the ratio of the left- to righthanded couplings can directly be derived from the a.symmetry
parameters. Thus, a measurement of the asymmetry gives information about the relative
strength of the left- and righthanded coupling parametcrs. Using the mean value of Ab =
0.881 ± 0.018 (d. table 3.22), the rat.io of the left- to righthanded coupling can be extracted
to be Ictl/lc~.1 = 3.98 ± 0.35. From the Standard Model a ration of Ictl/lc~1 = 5.46 is expected .
Together with the Rb measurements which yield a value 0.9eT high compared to the Standard
Model, this suggests that the righthanded coupling of the b-quark is higher than expected.
None of the popular extensions of the Standard Model, like for example the MSSM (the minimal
supersyrnmetric extension of the Standard Model), could account [or these effects of the two
measurements Rb and Ab. It is for example unlikely that the deviations arise from new physics
in the form of radiative corrections, because the correction parameter Kb (c.f. equation 1.8)
would have to deviate about 30% from the Standard Model value. The only possible explanation
would be an extension, which couples on tree level and influences mainly the righthanded
coupling of the third generation of quarks, without contradicting the measurement of R". One,
although a fairly remote, possibility to explain the deviations in both quantities could be a
scalar neutrino (v) resonance in H.-parity violating supersymrnetric models [54]. Because ill
most of the models discussed at presence, the scalar fields of the third generation are light.er
thall the first two, it would be expected to discover the resonance of the third generation, VT>
at the lowest energy. Assuming that such a vr-sneutrillo would cause the deviations in Rb and
Ab, it would couple primarily to the bb-pairs, i.e. the third generation of quarks. The mass of
the sneutrino could be around the mass of the ZO boson, resulting in a hidden ii-resonance in
the s-channel. According to [54], the chi-square in a combined fit to the line-shape of the ZO
and the heavy flavour electroweak observablesl3 could be improved from X2/d.o.f. = 60.6/54 to
around X2/d.o.f. = 54/51 by allowing for a sneutrino resonance as described above, which could
be interpreted as a slight improvement in the probability for such a scenario. The extracted
line-shape parameters from this fit are almost identical to the Standard Modelvalue, except that
the val ue for the hadronic cross-section is reduced by two thirds of a stalldard deviation. The
improvement in the fit probability in mainly due to Rb (X2/d.o.f. reduced from 4.5 to 0.1) and
to Ab, yielding now a X2/d.o.f. of 1.4 instead of 2.6 without assuming a sneutrino resonance.
Thus the usual line-shape parameters could be extracted with about the same agreement as
the Standard Model line-shape fit by a simultaneous improvement in the couplings of the third
quark generation.

13This analysis is based on the electroweak data of summer 1997, where the deviation of the LEI' and SLD
average of A" compared to the Standard Model was also as large as 3a and the measured value for Rb differed
by about l.Ga from the expectation.



couplings could have inhibited the detection of anomalous triple gauge couplings. Moreover,
the deduction of these bounds from virtual contributions in precision measure meats is possible
only under tile a.~sumption of specific models of new physics. Thus, the bounds <lerived from
these indirect tests of the trilinear gauge boson vertex can only serve as an order of magnitude
estimate as long as the underlying physics is not speciHed [55J. Therefore, these indirect tests
cannot replace direct measurements of the gauge boson couplings.

Tn this thesis a method for testing the trilinear gauge boson vertices is described which
uses observables closely related to the polarisation of the W bosons, the so-called spin density
matrix method. Additional insight into the underlying physics may be gained by visualising
these spin-related observables, and a direct comparison of tue production of different helicity
st.ates of the W pairs can be obt.ained. Explicit examination of the helicity amplitudes ensures
that no cancellations ur correlations of anumalous couplings escape detection. Moreover, if any
deviations from the Standard Model are found, the measurernent of the polarisati<Jn of the W
would be helpful to disentangle different anomalous couplings. In addition, with the help of
the spin density matrix elements the transverse and longitudinally polarised cross-section of
the W-production can be derived.

In the following sections, the spin density matrix method is introduced. The extraction of
the density matrix elements allows the determination of the contributions of the different helicity
states. Comparing the spin density matrix elements with the theoretical predictions allows a
model-independent test of the triple gauge couplings and the origin of anomalolJs couplings
could be tracked down if deviations from t.he Standard Model are detected. Subsequently, a fit
is performed in order to quantify the results and either measure or restrict anomalous couplings.
Two different. methods of accounting for experimental effects are discnssed. For this analysis
the OPAL data taken in the year 1997 with a centre-of-mass energy of 183 GeV are used.
FinaIJy these results are combined with other OPAL measurements and the limits derived are
compared to the word averages of triple gauge boson conpling.

Chapter 4

Measurement of the Triple Gauge
Boson Couplings
with the Spin Density Matrix Method

111 lowest. ord(~r, W pairs are produced iu e+e- collision via the Feymnan diagrams depicted
ill ligure 4.1. The product.ion mechanism showu in the first sketch of this figure allows a direct
t,~sl.of the couplings amoug the three gauge bosolls WW-y and WWZ. This is an important
test of the SU(2)L x U(1)y gauge invariance of the Standard Model. Whereas the couplings

The most general Lorentz invariant effective Lagrangian describing the couplings of two charged
vector bosons with a neutral one, WWV, with V = Z, "( can be split into four components with
difrerent behaviour under the transformations of parity (1') and charge conjugation (C) [56,57]:

.c~~wv= .cg::rv+ .c[ij,v + .c[rV + .c~~v , (4.1)
where the individual components are given by

of the gauge bosons to fermions have been measured rather precisely, particularly at LEI' and
SLC, the selr coupling of the vector bosons is experimentally not yet very welJ exploited. The
W pair production in the clean environment of an e+e-collider is the ideal laboratory [or an
iuvestigation of the trilinear gauge bosoll vertices WW-y and WWZ.

Although there are indirect tests of the trilinear vector boson vertices and limits on anoma-
lous couplings - IIlOSt.lyfrom precision t.ests of the electroweak physics at LEI'l - these tests
allow restrictions on siugle triple gauge coupling (TGC) parameters only and not 011 the combi-
nation of different auomalous coupling parameters. CanceIJations between different anomalous

gwwv' gt W;;-W; (8"VV -I- 8VVI')

igwwv [¥W;W;CI'Vp<1VPU + ~WI;;:'Wv+l'cvpaIlVaJ1] .



I-len·,the fonner t.woCOinpouents are CP conserving, whereas the latter violate CP invariance.
l~orthifi Lagrallgi;m it is assulned, t.hat the vector bosolls couple to effectively massless fermions.
l!ere the overall coupling const.ants are defined as o9ww"( = e and o9wwz = ecoUlw, where
(hI' is the weak llJL"ing angle alld the following notation is adopted: W/w = 0I'W" - o"WI'
alld a.ccordingly VI''' .." 8/, Ii" - 0" \II'" From equation 4.2 it follows, that. in thc most general
ca.';e t.ile triple gallge boson vertex can be described by seven electromagnetic and seven weak
conplillg parameters. Wit.hill tile Standard Model, at. tree level, the couplings are given by
g(' = 'Ii '" K.z = I"'r "'" 1, whereas all other coupliugs vanish. Thus, in the Standard Model only
C and P conserving trilinear gauge couplings exists. Throughout this thesis the couplings are
cxpre:;scd a.~t.he deviations from the tree-level Standard Model valnes, nsing the notation

'linear realisation' [4,59J of the gange symmetry and is applicable if a light Higgs particle with
a mass lower than around 1000 GeV exists. Then a Taylor expansion in the field dimension d
can be performed and the operators describing t.he physics beyond t.he Standard Model can be
expressed in a power series in v2 / A2, where 11 is the vacuum expectation of the Higgs boson and A
denotes the scale of new physics. In a SU(2)L x U(l)y invariant theory and with the restriction
to operators of dimension six or lower, then there exist only t.hree independent operators to
extend the Standard Model triple gauge boson coupling vertex, without affecting the triple
gauge boson coupling vertex already at tree level or involving anomalous Higgs couplings.
The possible extensions of the Standard Model Lagrangian obeying these constraints are the
following:

6.gi' (gr - 1),
6.K.z == (r;;z - I),

6.gJ - (gJ - 1)
6.K."( == (K."( - 1).

~'or the electromagnetic coupling to the W bosons, the C and P conserving terms are direct.ly
connected with tlte lowest order terms in a mnltipole expansions. The charge qw, the magnetic
(lipoic moment P-w and the electric quadrupole moment Qw can be related to the CP coupling
paralileters in equat.ion 4.2 via

£.B<P -ig'· O:B<Prn~(DI.rJ»IB/'''(D,,<P) ,

where \rV,IV = WI''' - gW/. X W" are the non-abelian field strength tensors. Here the quadrupole
interaction £.W descri bes purely transverse vertices of three or more vector bosons. :For the
dipole interactions £.w<P and £'B4' also longitudinally degrees of freedom are involved.

The parameters ow , QW<p and QB<Pcan be expressed in terms of the live C and P conserving
parameters like [58,59J

Qu<P 6.K.1 - 6.gi' cos2 Ow
Qw<p 6.gf cos2 OW
QW A"(,

using the following constraints which arise from gauge invariance:

whik tlte CP-violating parameters are related to the electric dipole moment dw and magnetic
'luitdrnpule moment Q'(jv according to

6.K."( tan2 Ow + 6.gf
A1 .

As already mentioned in section 4.2.1, the most general coupling of the triple gauge boson
vel'(,excan be paramet.riscd by altogether 14 dilTerent coupling parameters. Due to the limited
stat.iRI,ie of W "W- -pair production at LIi;P2 it is desirable to reduce the number of couplings
to bt: t.est.ed. Por real photons the relation o9J = 1 can ue derived from electromagnetic gauge
invariancel, describing tbe electric charge of the W-boson to be qw = ±e [4]. By restricting to
Llle C alJd 1-' conserving couplings only, the number of possible deviations from the Standard
Model couplings recluces to the following five coupling parameters: 6.gf, 6.K.z,6.K."(, Az, AT

The mlmber of parameters can be further reduced by concentrating Oll parameters which
are not severely constrained by LEP 1 or other precision low energy data. Especially vertex
extensions, which affect the triple gauge boson vertex already at tree level are unlikely to be
compatible with low energy measurerneIlt;s, unless accidental cancellations disturb these indirect
derivation of the gauge couplillg parameters. Moreover it is desirable to embed the non-standard
TGC inl,() a theory which obeys the local SU(2)L x U(l)y symmetry [55,58,59].

A low energy approximation can be expressed with the help of a dimensional analysis of
the lJIost general Lagrangian given in equations 4.1 and 4.2. This procedure corresponds to t.lre

Single parameter extensions like £.w<P, i.e. £.w = £.B<P = 0, can be interpreted as excluding WW
scattering amplitudes growing as 82 [59J. A dipole interaction like £.w<P - £.D'!>,i.e. a deviation of
gzww alone, would described the effects of the novel heavy vector boson triple!' with potentially
strong self-coupling, but without any conplings to ordinary fermions [58]. According to equation
4.7, in case of a one-parameter model the following parameters are equivalent:

QB<P- 6.K."(

Ctw A"( .

In reference [55J another model with the additional constraint QB'!>= Qw<p is proposed. It is
equivalent. to

6.gr = 6.K.~HISZ) /(2 cos2 Ow), (4.10)

leading to a reduced parameter set of 6.K.~HISZ) and AT This scenario might naturally be
expected in a composite Higgs lJIodel [55].

In the absence of a light Higgs boson a non-linear realisat.ion of the symmetry breakdown
bas to be assumed. Then the dimensional analysis cannot be employed, because v and A are
no Jonger independent. Nevert.heless the considerations of a 'naive dimensional analysis' show,



Here Lhe paramet.ers auw and aware related to Lhe CP-violating parameters in equation 4.2
via

auw = K.'Y

aw >''1 ,
wit.h the following constrainLs from gauge invariance:

instanLaneously decaying W bosons can be determined from their decay products since the
well-known V-A structure of the W decay can be utilised as a polarisation analyser. Exper-
imentally, the observables used for this purpose are the W decay angles, i.e. the polar and
azimut,hal angle cos (J* and ¢* of each of the feflnions resulting from a W decay in the W
rest frame. The relative contribution of the different helicity staLes varies as a function of the
W production angle (J. Thus in the event shape analysis the five-fold differential cross-section
der/ d cos (Jwd cos (J~v-d¢~v- d cos B~+ d<p~+ is investigated.

The W boson, carrying one unit of angular momentum, has three possibilities to adjust its
spin, resulting in three helicity states TW = ±1 or O. In the following Land T+ denote the
heJicity states ofthe W- and W+, respectively. For the reacLion e-(.,\)e+(X) -t W- (L)W+(T+)
there are nine different helicity amplitudes .rJ~~+for each of the two possible helicity states of
the e+e- system (,\ = -X = ±1/2)2

The helicity amplitudes .r$~\+for the process e+e- -t W+W- are given by the sum over
all contributing production mechanisms

that the parameters 6gf, 61'0.'1 and 61'0.7, (and thus aw,~ and an']') would be expected to be the
dominant Olles, whereas here the /\'1 and '\z (and correspondingly aw) terms are negligible.

The analogous considerations with respect to the dimensional analysis and the gauge in-
variance as for Lhe C <),11(1 P conserving parLs of the Lagrangian can be carried ouL for the
CI'-violating part.s [bO]. In Lhat case Lhe restriction to SU(2)L x U(I)y-invariaut operators of
dimension six lead to two possible CP-violating extensions of Lhe Standard Model:

K.z - tan2 Ow ~'Y

>,Z >''1 .

The dominant angular dependence of the helicity amplitudes originates from the rotation of
the angular momentum of the W+W- system compared to the e+e- initial state. It can be
expressed with the help of the spin rotation d-functions (see for example [38]). The reduced
amplitudes j: are defined as

In t.he following Lwoparagra.phs the phenomenolugy of the W-pair production and the trilinear
gauge boson vertex will be brielly and qualitatively summarised, before a more detailed and
forIllal descriptiolJ will be given.

As already mentioned three different graphs contribute to the W-pair producLion. llJ only
(,woof them the triple gauge boson vertex is involved. For an investigation of the polarisation
properties of Lhe W bosons these contributions have to be disentangled. A simple method
of Lesting the triple gauge boson vertex is the investigation of the total W-pair producl.ion
cross-section, as will be explained in the following paragraph. Each of the three production
mechanisms on its own would show a divergent behaviour in the cross-section, i.e. a rise propor-
tional to s or even S2. Only the SUIll of all contributions has a good high energy behaviour. This
is because the steeply rising Lerms of the cross-section of the individual production mechanisms
cancel. This beltaviuUI is called 'gauge cancellations' and the level of cancellation depends on
the centre-oF-mass energy. Anomalous couplings would alter this gauge canceJlations and cause
a violaLion uf uniLarity, if not at higher energies new physics comes into play. Possible differ-
ences between tJll~Standard Model expectation and new physics would be more pronounced
for energies well above the W-pair production threshold, where the affected terms are already
cancelled in the Standard Model.

AnoLher method to distinguish the individual production mechanisms is to investigate the
distribution in the W production angle 0 of the W- compared to the incoming electron. For
example the t-channel exchange shows a forward peaked structure in the production angle (J,
which is typical for a [-channel process. In addition, the polarisa.tion of the W-pairs is dif-
ferent for the individual contributions. Consequently additional information on the trilinear
gauge boson vertex can be gaiued from the helicity of the W bosons. The polarisation of the

where Jo is the lowest angular momentum contributing to the process and 6T = T_ - T+. For
(T+, L) = (±, =F), i.e. a spin of 6T = 2, only the t-channel neutrino exchange contributes
because of angular momentum conservation. In the limit of massless fermioIlS the elect.ron has
to be lefthandecl (-X = -1/2) for this configuration. The corresponding amplitude is

, (-1/2) _ r,:. 2 -Vi 1 . .,.r (T=-T)(O)--Y2e~20 iF 2{3 O(L)smB(I-(L)cos(J)/2, (4.16)
T- + - Sill W 1 + - cos

where {3is the velocity of the W boson {3= VI - m~/s. For all other helicit.y amplitudes
t.here are also contributions from the s-channel Zo- and ')'-exchallge. The reduced amplitudes
j: are then given in the limit of massless ferrnions by

-{3A+_T+

{3Az [(1 - 0 ) 1 ]_8
'T_T+ >..,-1/2 2sin20w s-m~

(O),,-1/2)2iJSi~20w [BT_T+ - l+iJL~iJCOSOCT_T+]'

The subamplitudes A, Band C are given in table 4.1.

The helicity amplitude for 6T = 2 (d. equation 4.17 and table 4.1) shows a good high
energy behaviour (i.e. non-divergent), whereas the contributions from the individual feynman
graphs involving longitudinally polarised (i.e. TW = 0) W bosons grow with the energy. In the



W producl,ion angle O.

In addition to the helicity amplitudes with Standard Model couplings in figure 4.20.), the
amplitudes for various anomalous couplings are shown in figure 4.2b) to d). For figure 4.2b)
6gr is varied (69t cot Ow = 2)' in figure 4.2c) an anomalous magnetic dipole moment with
6"1 = 2,61>.z = -2 tan Ow and in figure 4.2d) an electric quadrupole moment with A1 =
2, AZ = 2 tan Ow is assumed. Tn each case the anomalous couplings which are not explicitly
mentioned are chosen to be zero. Although the total differential cross-sections show only small
variations for the various anomalous couplings, the elTccts are clearly enhanced in the individual
helicityalllplitudes. Both their shape as wcll as the uormalisation show a distinctive behaviour.

With the help of the well known V-A structure of the W decay into a fermion pair, the
augular distri bu bon of the W decay can be used as a polarisation analyser in order to determine
the helicity of the W boson. This is done by measuring the polar awl azimuthal W decay angles
(). and r/J'in the rest frame of the W boson. In the following I,heconvention from [58] is adopted:
(). and r/J' define the angles between the Hight direction of the W boson and the down-type
fermion, i.e. between the boson and the ei ,~£+,T+,d or S quark in case of the W- and the
e- ,/~-, T-, d or s quark in case of the W+ boson. The angles are then defined in a right-handed
system, which is oriented such, that the W flight direction coincides with the z-axis and tile
y-axis is perpendicular to the e+e- - W+W- -plane. This procedure is visualised in figure 4.3.

The decay amplitudes M, of the decay of a W boson with helicity T can be written as

M = e7T£w e (0' r/J') ( )
, V2sin()w' , , 4.18

where the angular dependenc.e is given by e,.(()·, r/J') = V2di"ei'q'>·. Thus the angular depen-
dence of the W decay W -t ff is contained in the so-called D-functions
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i·· i9Y -fJ!Jr - (i/{3)(i,v - >,v)) 2"( 2(1- fJ)h (l - a cos8) /2

Table 4.1: Suballlplit.udes A,E and C [or the reduced helicity amplitudes j: for processes with a
t.r<lllsfernf t.hetoUt!au,:;ular1l101ilelltllmof.fo = 1. Here"( is defined as 1= ../S/2mw and Ii dcnotes
t.he comlJinal.ioll of wuplillg para.meters Ii = gY + I<v + >'v. In the Standard Model !Jr = 1 for
[I = z'l, I, whereas all other coupling COllstant.svallish.

St.alldard Model gaugc callc'rllations lJetween the various production mechanisIlls ensure a good
higll ellergy behaviour. Within the Standard Model the suballlplitudes AZ and A1 are equal
alld thus the 'electromagnetic' terms in equation 4.17 callcel except for the difference between
the photon and f, nosoll propagator. SimHarly, the purely weak term of the Z-exchallge graph
(i.e. the second term of j:z) and the tirst term of the L-channel contribution, j:v, cancel in their
asymptotic (r -t (0) form. The second terIll in the v-exchange graph convcrges even in the high
'~ller!!,ylimit. For energies near the WW-productioll threshold, and thus for cnergies relevant
for LEP2 analyses, these terms arc not yet totally cancelled. Numerically, at a centre-of-mass
cnergy of vs = 183 GeV, approximately 65% of the "( exchange amplitude is cancelled by the
according 'elcctromagnetic' term of the Z exchange, whereas only 30% of the 'weak isovector
part' of the Z exchangc is c'aucelled by the v exchiluge contribution, as can be seen from equation
4.17 and table 4.1. Therefore the investigation of the total cross-sect.ion of the W production,
whcre the e1rects of tile cancellation becomes directly visible, are expected to be less sensitive
1.0 anomalous coup/iugs tllan for lIigher energics. On the other hand the W-pair production
cross-section is not yet totally dominated by the heJicity combination (-+) from the t-channel
v-exch<lugc diagram. Tnterfcrence terms betwcen tbe II-exchange graph and graphs involving
tllC triple gaug~~boson vertex would enhance any differences from the Standard Model and the
experimental sensitivity to measure the coupling parameters is increased. A detailed analysis
of tIre helicity aUlplitlldes of the W production thus provides useful iuformation in addition to
thc measw'el1lcut of the total cross-section.

D++ HI -I-cos2()') - cos O'

D_._ ~(1+COS20')-I-COsO'

The va.rious helicity cross-sections (or combinations) as a function of the W- production
angle cas () are slt.own for all unpolarised e+e- initial state in figure 4.2 a). The interferences
butweclJ the dilferent production mechanisms of the individual W helicity states are clearly
visible and help to discriminate between the various helicity states, i.e. the contributions of
tltc longitudinally polarised W bosons is enhanced by the interference with the dominant v
exchange c<Jlll,ributioll. This characteristic behaviour allows to disentangle the contributions of
possihle different anomalous couplings. 'Therefore, an aualysis of the W poJarisation should be
esta.blishcd with observables closely related to the helicity amplitudes and as a functiou of the

D+_ ~ sin2 O'e2W

D+o ~V2sinO'el.i</>·(cosO· -1)

D-o ~V2sin()·e-i</>·(-cosO· -1)

The information of the W production and decay is comprised in the five-fold differential cross-
section do /(d cos ()wd cos O~_ dc/J~v.d cos ()':tv+d¢J~+), where cos () denotes the production angle
of the Wand ()w± and r/Ji"v±are the decay angles of the W- and W+ bosons, respectively. Then
the five-fold differential cross-section can be written in terms of the W production amplitudes
.rt;.+ and the D-functions in the narrow W-width approximation

X LA'_'+'~ ~~FJ~~Jr~t~.;.l'x D,_,~(()~_,r/J~-)D,+,~.(1r- ()~+, r/J~++ 1r)

(4.21)
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elements depend strongly on the W production angle as can be seen from figure 4.2. The diag-
onal elements Pn of the spin density matrix can be interpreted as the probability to produce a
W boson with helicity T. Therefore, they are norrnalised to unity:

Note that in general the ofl~diagonal elements are complex. For CP-conserving theories, how-
ever, the imaginary parts vanish. This will be described in more detail in section 4.2.5. In
this analysis, where the single W spin density matrices are reconstructed, the spin correlations
between the two W bosons are not considered. The resulting loss in sensitivity is very small.
This issue will be discussed in section 4.6.

The three-fold differential cross-section for the W production and decay angles of the W-
boson as an example is given in terms of the single W density matrix elements by

da(e+e-.-t W+ + f 1) = da(e+e- -t W+W-) (Br) (2-) '\' w-, ( e)D ,( e' _ -1,' _).

ed e' d-l,' d e 8 L-. PLT COS T_T_ cas w , V'wd cas cos w- 'l'w- cas 7[ L T~ -

(4.26)
Here (Br) denotes the branching ratio Brw---.fi of the W- decay, from which the density matrix
is extracted.

The theoretical predictions for the single W spin density matrix elements as functions of
the anomalous couplings can be derived from the analytical expressions of the helicity subam-
plitudes iu table 4.1, equations 415, 4.17, 4.22 and 4.24. They are given explicitly in [58,61].

As a summary of the description above, the information contained in the three-fold dif-
ferential cross-section of the production and decay angles of the '-IV boson can be transformed
into nine projections, the spin density matrix elements. These are the six real parts and three
imaginary parts of the matrix, taking into account that the density matrix is hermitian. These
observables are physical meaningful and represent the smallest set of observables which contain
all information about the helicity of one W boson.

In the following section the spin density matrix element method will be explained. The aim of
t.lle i:l.IIalysisis to extract. the information of t,he helicity states of the W bosons as a function of
the W p.roduction allgJe O. In this method the information about the trilinear gauge couplings
contained in the l;ot<11W-pair production cross-section will not be utilised. Therefore this
analysis which relies Oil diJferential angular distributions only, can finally be combined with
the even t rate <ltlalysis.

The :spin density matrix elements arc normalised products of the helicity amplitudes and
describe the polarisation of t.he W boson pair. The elements of the two-particle joint density
matrix, re.delined by

L PT_T_7+T+ == 1,
T+1'_

An examination of the reaction e+e- -t W+W- provides a gennine experimental test of CP-
invariance, which is entirely independent of any theoretical assumptions [58,62]. In the Standard
Model CP violation is only present via the Kobayashi Maskawa phase, which affects this reaction
only at two-loop order. These elIects are too small ((0) = 10-8) to be detected with the
precision of the LEP2 program. Thus if any signals of CP vioJation are observed, this would
unambiguously be a sign of new physics. But the Lagrangian £ describing the most general
triple gauge coupling vertex as given in equations 4.1,4.2 allows for CP violation. There exist
very stringent bounds on CP-violation in the electromagnetic interaction, which can be derived
from limits on the elect,ric dipole moments [63,64J. If the SU(2) weak isospin symmetry is valid,
CP violation is neither expected in the weak sector. Therefore, CP violation in the trilinear
gauge coupling is theoretically disfavoured. On the other hand there are no measurements which
exclude CP-violation in the weak sector and the indirect limits in the electromagnetic sector
cannot replace direct measurements. It is thus of great importance to confirm the expectation
of CP conservation in the triple gauge couplings.

80 of the:se are independent. This number reduces to 35 elements in an CP conserving theory, as
is described ill [58J. Even with the expected full LEP 2 statistics (500 pb-1 per experiment) it is
illusive tQ extract all two-particle joint density rnatrix elements of the WW system. It is possible
to reduce the number of observables by considering the W bosons individually. Summing over
all possilJle helicity states of the second W gives the so-called single W spin density matrix.
Here the relation for the single W matrix elements of the W-' boson is given as an example:

The IIJat rix PH' is hermitian, thus having six independent matrix elements. The density ele-
ments wiJl be extracted as a function of cosB, since the helicity amplitudes and thus the density



WiLhill the [orlllali~1ll of spill densiLy maLrix elemenLs, a very simple test of CP-invariance
ill W-pair pruducLion can be performed, which will be shown in the following.

CPT invariance implies
For the analysis described in the following only Lheso-called 'semi-lcpLonic' channel WW ~ qqfv
is used. About 13% of the total W+W- decay cross-section is expecLed to conLribute to this
modus. Measuring the direction of the jets of the hadronically decaying W by sUD.lming over
the jet momenta and applying momentum conservation, the direction of the W bosons can
be reconstructed. This is done with the help of a kinematic fit: from the meas Ired lepton
and jet momenta and their errors the momentum vectors of the W bosons are determined by
constraining the total energy to the centre-of-mass energy aud Lhe total momentum to zero.

F(~l - (F(~l )'
r_r+ - (-r+)(-T.)·

From I.llis ai, tree-level for Lhe siugle-W spin densiLy matrix clement direcLJy follows

w (w+ )*Pn' = fI( -r)( -r') .

On I.h" oLlieI'hawl, a (;1' couserving theory implies for the helicity amplitudes
FP) - F(~l

T-r+ - (-..r., )(-r-l'

and as a con~equence for I.he densit.y clements
w- w+

Pn' = p( -r)(-r')'

l"olJowillgequation 4.30 a very simple tesl. of CP invariance can be derived through the following
rebtious:

Im(p~~) - Im(plV-j+) = 0
Im(p~») ._-Im(p~;) = 0
Im(pl'Jo-) - IIll(p~o+) = O.

A ny d(~viatiolls [rom equaLions 4.31 directly imply CP violation. On the otherhand, following
equatioll 4.28, the presence of loop effecLs can be tested by companng the lUlaglllary parLs
ac{:ording Lo
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(cos8)rec - (cos8)u * * (<P*)rec -(<1)*)0(cos8 )rec -(cos8 )0
Iru(p;v,:;') -I- Im(pl'Jr+_r') = O. (4.32)

A deviation from zero would give an estimaLe of (CP conserving and violaLing) loop effects,
whereas any nOtH,ero Cr-violating tree level contributions would cancel.

The CP test. described in this section is much simpler compared to a full analysis, which
would also take the rcal parts of the density elements and Lhe angular distribution of the W
production angle into account. Nevertheless Lhis simple tcsL has similar sensitivity, because
tlte CI'-violaLing parameters enter linearly in the imaginary parLs of Lhe spin density maLrix
elemcnt.s, whereas for t.hr. real part.s the dependence is quadraLically. Therefore, and for Lhe
~ake of simplicity the CP-violating TGC paramet.ers are extract.ed from the imaginary parts
only.

Figure 4.4: The angular resolution for the W production and decay angles as determin.ed from the
Monte Carlo (EXCALIBUR).

The charge of the lepton from the leptonically decaying W can be used to distinguished the
w- and the W+ boson. In case of a r lepton the charge of the W boson can be derived by
the charge(s) of the r lepton decay products. Because of the missing information due to the
additional neuLrino(s) of the r decay further constraints have to be assumed to fully reconstruct
these events. According Lo [65] Lhe direction of the r lepton can be reasonably approximated
by the direcLion of the visible r decay products. Doing so and with the constraints from energy
and momentum conservation in a kinematic fit the W production and decay angles can be
reconstructed as in the case of the electron and muon decay. Via ti,e measured charge of the
lepLon candidate, the fermion can be distinguished easily from the anti-fermion, all.d thus the
decay angles of the leptonically decaying W can be reconstructed unambiguously. This is not
the case for the hadronically decaying W, where the quark and the anti-quark cannot be distin-
guished without applying additional techniques for the determination of the hadronic charges
like jet-charges, for which the efficiency for measuring the charge of Lhe quark jets correctly is
relatively low (around 70%) and would give only very modest staListical improvement. There-
fore such techniques are not applied here and consequently only folded angular distributions are
accessible for the hadronically decaying W. Theoretically, these folded, or syullnetrised, angular
distributions can be derived from Lhe true angles by using the following relations, depending
on the value of the polar angle cos 0' of the W decay:

In the following the re,disation of the spin densit.y matrix analysis is described. In a first step
t.h,~density matrix elemenLs, as a function of the W producLion angle, are extracted from the
dat.a. Secondly, the resuILs are compared to t.he theoretical predictions of the Standard Model.
To do so Ute experimental eJrects have to be taken into account, as will be described in section
4.4. This meLhod allows, in principle, a model-independenL test of the data. If deviations frolll
the SLanclard Model expecLation are found, Lheindividual helicity states of LheW boson can be
cOllJp(\JwlLothe analytical predictions for various anomalous coupling parameters. The specific
shapes of the density elements as a function of the production angle Wallow La distinguish
betweeu t.he different anomalous Lriple g,wge coupling parameters. SubsequenLly, in order to
quanLify the agreement between the dat,a and the theoreLical prediction, a fit, is performed for
various models and the anomalous coupling parameters can either be measured or restricted.

cos 0' > 0 ~ (cos 0*, r/J')
cosO' < a ~ (-cosO"r/J* +71').



liidly hildroni(: decays, WI W- -} qqq<i, which are expected to contri~ute with 46% to the
I.ol.;t.!'vV'W-dccay cross-section are dillicult to reconstruct and therefore expecLed to. have
n~latively little impacl. ou tile Ine;).sun~ment of the triple gauge boson COUpllllg as wJlI be
(~xplaine<l iu the following. The selection is expected to be less pure than for the seuuleptonlc
C;1~(',because of the high backgrouud from l1lulti-jet final states in e I e- -t (2°/7)' -t qqb)
(~v(~nl.~.Moreover hard gluon radial,ion will complicate tbe selectiou. An additional problem is
tha.t the jets cannot nnambiguously be assigned to the W bosons. The most severe problem
for lllt>a.sureHlclltsof the tripl(~ gauge boson coupling is the poor recoustructlOll of both the
W proulIcl.iou and decay angles. Neither the W I· boson can be distinguished from the W-
!lOHUU nor the W-decay jets origiual,ing from the quark or anti-quark cau be Identified WIthout
additional techl1iqucs to determiue the charge of the jcts or the W bosons. As mentioned,
these techniqu(~~ are qllit(~ liluited in their J.lerformance. Therefore the useful information in an
analysis of the angular distribution is strongly diluted and the channel is expected to contnbute
rclal:ively little compared to the serni-Ieptonic clJallllel, despite the fact that it has the largest
cross-sed.ioll of "Il I.he c1tanllels. The fully hadronic channel has been analysed 1Il a separate
:l1Ialysis using i\ binned likelihood lit and its results are combined with these from the spin
(kllsity 1lJ<,t.rixanalysis for the qqlvi chanl1el in section 1.7.

i\pproxintat.ely 11% of the W-pairs are eXJ.lecl.e(1to decay through the fully leptonic channel
WI W- -t l+vll'-lij,. 111 this channel the momenta of the two neutrinos are unknown. Applying
moment.um and energy conservation and forcing the two W bosons to a fixed mass mw allows
the recollstruction of the two neutrino momenta, in case of the two leptons being an electron
or 1I11l0!l.The quadratic nature of ti,e ma.~s constraint results in a twofold ambiguity in the
reconstructiou of the fivc <J.llgles,which implicates a loss in sensitivity for measuring anomalous
conl'lillgs. Because of these problems t.ogether with the low cross-section, this channel as
\Veil is e.xpected to have a low impact compared to the sernileptonic decay channel. Events
wit.h at least one W-decay via the T-channel cannot be reconstructed because of t.he missing
information of tile additioual neutrino(s) in the T decay. As for the fully hadronic channel a
sepn.rate amtlysis has been performed for this channel aDd the results wi11be combined with
these of the spin density matrix methou iu section 4.7. The results of the spin density matrix
allalysis of the WW -+ qqlIJ channel cau subsequently be combined with the results from the
event-rate analysis and from other channels. This will be described in section 4.7.

coupling parameters set table. This Monte Carlo generator is mostly used in oruer to
produce samples with auomalous conplings in the various models examined, including
simulation of the OPAL detector.

• KORA L W [67]
can be used in the CC03 mode or, alternatively, all charged current diagrams (CCll) can
be produced. They are generated using the GRACE package [68]. The matrix elements
are calculat.ed for massless fermions, but oJ.ltionally kinematics with massive fennions can
be used. The lInite W width is incorporated and Coulomb corrections can be switched
on. The main advantage compared to EXCALIHURis a careful implementation of ISR,
including multiple photon emission and finite transverse momenta of t.he photons. The
fully simulated OPAL samples are produced ill the CC03 mode and without anomalous
couplings. No anomalous couplings are set table.

• PYTHIA [G9]
is mostly used in order to produce Standard Model WW (CC03) samples to cross-check
the EXCALIBURor KORALW samples. Only single classes of events, like WW or ZZ
samples, can be produced, PYTHIA docs not allow for full 4-fermion samples including
the int.erference terms. No anomalous couplings can be set.

• grc4f [70J
is able to generate all 4-fermion processes without allY kinematic cuts. it is based on the
GRACE package [68], which computes Feynman diagrau.ls automatically. Therefore the
calculation is considered to be the most complete and reliable. The fermion masses are
llnite, QCD and Coulomb correct.ions are included. For handling ISR two possibilities
exist: either a structure function formalism or a parton shower algorithm is used. The
latter may also be used in order to implement final state radiation. In principle any
anomalous triple gauge couplings cau be set. The price to pay for all these advantages
is that that the grc4f program is very slow. Therefore fully simulated samples are
only used by OPAL in order to produce reliable 4-fermion samples with Standard Model
couplings and the according CC03 samples as counterparts in order to investigate possible
4-fermion effects.

The fragmentation and hadronisation is done with the JETSET [10] Monte Carlo while HERWIG
[49] is used for systematic studies. For the decays of T-Ieptons the program TAuoLA [71] is
used, which models hadronic decays of the T including the relevant resonances.

Various samples of fully simulated Monte Carlo events, both the Standard Model processes
and samples with anomalous triple gauge boson couplings, are used for the spin density ma-
trix analysis or systematic checks. They are summarised in tables 4.3,4.4 and 4.5. All Standard
Model samples, generated with the different Mont.e Carlo programs, are summarised in table
4.3. In table 4.4 samples with anomalous couplings are listed, where only the CC03 diagrarns
of t.he W+W- -pairs are produced with the EXCALIBURgenerator. In table 4.5 the samples
produced in the 4-fermion mode of the EXCALTBURgenerator are summarised. All 4-fermion
processes, which are sensitive to anomalous couplings are produced, including interferences be-
tween these processes. The eell and eeqq final states are independent of anomalous couplings,
tllerefore they are not included in these samples.

Dillerent Monte Carlo generators arc used in order to simulate the physics processes of the
WI W- -j>air production and their backgrounds. In the following the generators, which are used
for the an alysis of the triple gauge boson coupling, are introduced briefly and the main features
are slll11marised.

• EXCALIBUlt [66J
can be used eit.hel"in a full 4-fermion mode, where all CC and NC final states are gener-
atee , or as a CC03 (c.r. section 1.3) generator (optionally, any graphs or combinal,ion ca.n
be switch 011 and off). QCD corrections, finit.e W width and the masses of the fermions
are incorporated. For initial state radiation (ISR) a simplified simulation is implemented,
where only single photon radiation without transverse momentum is taken into account.
Anomalous tl"iple gauge couplings can be swit.ched on, with all CP-conserving anomalous



11llll Quanlity Physii:s )lroces~ Ce~lCrator ..;s
G7G2 100k--- WW PYTHIA 181 GeV

G84:1 lOOk WW F,xCALJDUll 184 CeV

GO~~3 150k WW HEltWIG 184 CeV

6G40 IG7k WW grc4f 184 CeV

7322 50k WW J(OftALW 183 GeV

732:3 lOOk WW I<ORALW 183 CeV

6900 lOOk WW PYTlIlA 183 CeV

7:3G2 JOOk WW EXCATABUlt 183 GeV

7337 78k WW grc4f 183 CeV

5795 80k 4f-7qqqq grc4f l84 GeV

G850 82k II f-7llqq grc4f 184 CeV

G8Gl 261k 4f->eeqq grc4f 184 CeV

70G1 39k 4f-7qqqq grc4f 183 CeV

7050 41k 4f---tllqq grc4f 183 GeV

7055 134k 4 f-->eeq<1 grc4f 183 CeV

6859 170k 4f (TGC sensitive) EXCAl,IBUR 184 GeV

7330 lOOk 4f (TGC sensitive) EXCALIIJUR 183 GeV

5050 500k '6h -7 qq PYTIllA 183 CeV

1124 150k Zh -7 qq HERWIG 184 CeV

~-- 170k 'TY -7 qq (lagged) HERWIG 184 CeV

Run Quanlily ..;s anomalous couplings
~- 50k 184 GeV O<W<I>= +2

684G 50k 184 GeV O<W<~=-2
6846 50k 184 CeV O<B<I>= +2
6847 50k 184 CeV O<B4'=-2
6848 50k 184 GeV O<w= +2
6849 50k 184 CeV CY-w=-2
7353 50k 183 GeV O<Wi/I= +2
7354 50k 183 GeV O<W<I'= +1
7392 50k 183 GeV O<Wi/I= +0.5
7393 50k 183 CeV O<W'"= -0_5
7355 50k 183 GeV O<Wi/I =-1
7356 50k 183 CeV O<W<f>=-2
7357 50k 183 GeV CY-w=+2
7358 50k 183 CeV CY-w= +1
7394 50k 183 GeV L~W = +0.5
7395 50k 183 GeV CY-w= -0.5
7359 50k 183 GeV O<w=-1
7360 50k 183 CeV CY-w=-2
7361 50k 183 CeV O<O</>= +2
7362 50k 183 CeV CY-O<l>= +1
7396 50k 183 CeV O<n<l>= +0.5
7397 50k 183 GeV O<S<I>= -0.5
7363 50k 183 GeV O<B<I>=-1
7364 50k 183 CeV O<B<l>=-2
7794 50k 183 GeV .6.gf = +2
7795 50k 183 GeV .6.g~ = +1
7796 50k 183 GeV .6.gf =-1
7797 50k 183 GeV .6.gf =-2
7367 50k 183 GeV .6.K.-y = +1
7368 50k 183 CeV .6.K.-y =-1
7798 50k 183 GeV .6.K.-y(HISZ)= +2
7799 50k 183 CeV .6.K.-y(HISZ)= +l
7800 50k 183 GeV .6.K.-y(HISZ)= -1
7801 50k 183 GeV .6.K.7(HISZ)= -2
7369 20k 183 CeV .6.K.-y=),"1 = +1
7370 20k 183 GeV .6.K.-y =),"1 =-1
7371 20k 183 CeV O<W<l>= + 1 and O<w= + 1
7372 20k 183 GeV CY-W<~ = +1 and O<S<l>= +1
7373 20k 183 GeV O<B<I'= +1 and O<w= + 1.

WW -7 qqlv evenls are characterised by two well-sepilrated hadronic jels, missing energy clue to
t.he ullobserved neutrino and a high moment.ulIl lepton. In case of the electron or muon channel,
the lepton can be directly identified, whereas for tau events the signature is an additional jet
with low multiplicity. The missing momentum of the neutrino resulling from the W decay is
expecled to be less well defined in this case due to lhe addilional neutrino(s) from the T decay.

Because of the similar signature of the lhree dirrerenl channels in the semi-Ieptonic W-pair
decays, a COm1l1011 evenl selec:lion [72,73J- is performed, which proceeds ill four steps:

• Identification of the candidate Lepton
In case of the eleclroll and muon channel, WW -7 qqlv,l = e,J1., no explicit lepton iden-
tification is required, in order lo maxi mise the efliciency. Instead, the track in the event
which is, accof(1ing to a likelihood calculalioll, most consistent with being an electron or
JUuon from a W decay is chosen as a lepton candidate. This selection is based on a set
of variables, like lhe specific energy loss in the jet chamber or the matching between the
hits in the central detector and the muon chambers. This information is combined with
variables like energy and isolation, which help to idenlify tracks coming from a leptonic
W decay.

Tn case of lhe tau channel lhe track (or tracks) most consistent with being from the
leptonic decays W -7 TVr -7 (evevr )vn W -7 TVr -7 (J1.v/.vr)vr and from the hadronic
decays W -7 TVr -t (-rr±(nnll)vr)vr and W -7 TV, -7 (2n±n'fvr)vr is idenlified, using the

Table 4.4: The Monte Carlo samples with anomalous couplings, produced with the EXCALIBUR
generator in the WW (CC03) mode_

same information as for the electron and muon channel, and in addition variables identi-
fying the tau decay products, like for example the mass of all tracks and clusters within



Ruu Qllall

7TII-sD
78'27 50
78'28 fiO
7332 50
733:1 501
78:U 50k
7832 50
7331 50
7:335 50
7829 50k
7830 50
7:136 501
7823 50k
7824 50k
7825 50k
7826 501
7837 501
7838 501
7839 50k
7840 SOl
7833 50l
7834 50k
7835 501
7836 50k

LiLy .j.~ anomalous couplingsrc--. . ..--=-
183 GnV QWi'/>= +2

k 183 GnV aW<l>= +1
k 183 GeV QWi'/>=-1
k 183 GeV QW<l>=-2
( 183 GeV aw = +2

183 GcV Ctw = +1
k 183 GeV Qw =-1
k 183 GeV aw =-2
k 183 GeV QJ)<l>= +2

183 GeV ani'/>= +1
k 183 GeV aD</> =-1
( 183 GeV Ctni!> =-2

183 GeV .6.gf = +'2
183 GeV .6.gf = +1
183 GeV .6.9;' = -1

( 183 GeV .6.9;-=-2
( 183 GeV .6.K,-y = +2
( 183 GeV .6.K,-y = +1

183 GeV .6.K,-y = -1
( 183 GcV .6.K,-y = -2
( 183 GeV .6.K,-y(HlSZ)=+2

J83 CeV .6.K,-y(IIISZ)=+1
( \83 GcV .6.K,-y(HlSZ)= -1

183 GeV .6.A".-y(IIISZ)=-2
-

Lqq/)j

Lqq/)j + f x Lq'i'

exceeds a certain cut value. Here the normalisaLion factor, f, is the ratio of preselected
background to signal cross-sections from Monte Carlo. For the electron and muon channel
a relative likelihood of Lqqei7 > 0.5 or Lqq,," > 0.5 is sufficient, whereas W+W- -t qqTVT
events are selected if the relative likelihood LqqTi7 is greater than 0.75.

• Event categorisation
After applying the preselection and performing the relative likelihood selection for the
W+W- --4 qqeve and W+W- -t qqjJ.v" channels, approximately 25% of the W+W- -t

qqrvT events are selected. Therefore the events passing the W+W- -t qqeve and
W+W- -t qqjJ.vl' selections are re-classified by additional likelihoods in order to recog-
nise W+W- -t qqTVT events. This procedure results in a better angular resolution for
the leptollical decay augles of the W, because the additional neutrinos from the T-decays
are taken into account properly. The predominant W+W- -t qqTVr contamination in
the q4eve and qqJLVI' selection arises from tau-decays into an one prong hadronic state,
an electron or muon plus neutrino(s), respectively. Therefore two different likelihoods
are applied to events selected in the W+W- -t qqeve and W+W- -t qqJLVI' chan-
nel to classify the candidates either as W+W- -t qqeve and W+W- -t qqjJ.17"events,
or to ideutify W+W- -t qqTVT events in the channels W -t TVr -t (7f±(mrll)vT)vT or
W -t TVT -t (ev.vT)vr and W -t TVr -t (jJ.Vl'vT)vr respectively. For these likelihoods
the same variables as for the relative likelihood selections for qqev. and qqjJ.vl' events are
used.

Tahir: 4.5: The Monte Carlo samples with anomalons couplings, produced with the EXCALIBUR
generator in the 4-lerUlionHlode. The eell and eeqq final states are not included in these samples.

The following background processes have to be considered in t.he selection of the semileptonic
decay of the W-pairs:

• (Z°!lt ---+ ff
is the most important background contribution in the qq TVT channel, but it is also
relevaut in the ot.her two semileptonic channels. On average, the cross-section is reduced
about. a factor of 1000 after the selection for the augular analysis .• Preselection

Preselection cuts are applied to remove the main contribution from background events, like
two-photon and (2° h)' --+ qit('y) events. For each channel a slightly different preselection
is used, where for example the energy of the lepton candidate, the visible energy or the
energy of the highest energetic photon are used. Details may be found in [72]. For
W+'vV- -t <!<jTiJT events four different preselections are performed for the four channels.

• Two-photon production
is the process with the largest cross-section (d. section 1.2). In most of the cases the
photons are quasi-real, so t.hat the cross-section reduces significantly, when minimal mass
in the GeV-range is required for the fermion system originating from the photons. In this
seuse the two-photon processes are relatively easy to distinguish from the events, where
gauge bosons are produced resonantly. Only in the W+W- -t qqev. channel a signillcant
fraction of these processes remain in the selected events.• R.elative Likelihood Selection

Relative likelihoods arc used to distinguish signal W+W- -t qql17\event.s from back-
groUlld. The main background after the preselection are (Zilh)' -t qq('y) events. To
distinguish signal frum background contributions a set of variables like the energy of the
lepton caudidate, the lepton identification probability or the angle between the lepton
t.rack and the missing momentum vecLor is used. All variables are summarised in [72J.
The likelihood, LqqW, for being a qql171event is calculated as the product of probabilities
for tllC individual variables, and is subsequently compared to the likelihood, Lqq, of being

• Single resonant W production
is a potentially serious background for the investigation of the triple gauge boson vertex.
Here identica.l final states as in the W-pair production can be produced, which leads
to interferences between the reaction e+e- -t Wev -t rfev and the CC03 diagrams of
the W-pair production. Experimentally Lhose two processes can be distinguished in a
good rraction of cases, i.e. when a quasi-real photon is radiated ofI and thus the electron



(or posit.ron) ~s<:apes det.ection. But in case that the electron is found in the detector,
the contrihution of frev IiU!l.J states in W-pair production cannot be disentangled fl'om
single- W producLion: this background is (·,speciaJlydangerous for the investigation of the
trilinear gauge boson coupling, because of its contribution from non-abelian 4-fermion
processes. Fur t.his producl.iun mechanism the background contains the same vertex as
shuuld be investigated iu tile signal. The background could be reduced by a factor of 15
due to the selection and t.he additional cuI,s applied ror the angular aualysis. Because only
a v~ry small fractiOlI or the single W-events remain in the sample (for 57pb-I 2.6 events
are selected), the dependence on <woulalous couplings is neglected [or this analysis.

Accepted background cross-sections (fb)
Event Selection W+W- ->

Source qqeve qq/.J,v/L qqTVr
qqqq 1 ± 2 1 ± 2 7±7
qqeve 91 ± 58 3±3 76 ± 7
qq e+f..- 66 ± 19 25 ± 5 70 ± 12
qq IJV O±O O±O 9±2

-f

lVlllJI' O±O O±O o ± 0
f+f..-e+f..- O±O O±O O±O
ZOh -t qq 53 ± 10 29 ± 5 184 ± 22
ZOh -t f..+f..- 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 6 ± 1
Two Photon 13 ± 13 O±O 5±5
Combined 226 ± 63 59 ± 8 357 ± 28

• Z-pair production
colnes into play at energies above the product.ion threshold of ~182 GeV. But the cross-
sediou is significantly smaller than that for W-pair production as discussed in section
LJ. The accepted cro~s-sect.ion is reduced by a factor of about 15 compared to t.he Z-pair
cross-secl.ion .

• Single '!)l productioll
i~ especially important, in t.he qijevc and qq TVr channel. Analogously to the single W-
production, usually one of the electrons in tile final state escapes detection. This process
does not "interfere with W-pair production, apart from the e+e-vcl1e final state.

All processes except t.he [ir~t two mentioned. are part of the so-called 4-[ermion background.
In principle a fuJl1-fennioTl analysis has to be performed in order to accoullt for the interference
etreds bel.weell the individual sigllal- and background proce~ses (c.f. section 1.3). This is dOlle
in case of the total cross-section analysis (c.f. [73]). Therefore the background cross-seet.ion
given in t.able 4.6 is categorised via its final states instead of the underlying physics process.
The an<11ysisdescribed in this thesis is based 011 the CC03 processes. Possible systemal;ic efi"ects
and bi,~ses becallse of this siln plillcation arc small compared to the statistical error and will be
discussed in section 4.5.1.

Tile dficiency for the W+W·· -t qglVI selection is 85.7%, with a purity of 89.6%. Thus for
OPAL's int.egrated hllninosity of (56.56±0.27)pb-1 the expected number of events is 374.1 ± 8.6,
while 362 arc observed in t.otal. Of those, 140 are selected as W"-W- -t qqev., 118 as W+W- -t

qq/.IV,.and 104 as W+W- -t qqTvrevents. The error given on the number o[ expected events
include systematic uncertainties from the elliciency, luminosity, beam energy, WW cross-section
(2%) and 1nw. Tile cross contamination betweell W+W- events from different topologies
is taken into account, in the spin density matrix analysis and thus the dependence of this
sort. of background t.o possible anomalous couplings is included in the analysis. The different
background suurces with their accepted cross-sections are summarised in table 4.6.

For the angular analysis a number of additional requirements are applied in addition to this
selection in order to further reduce the background and to assure a reliable reconstruction of
the event kinematics.

the mass constraint is performed. They pass if the fit probability is greater than 0.001. These
additional requirements rejects about 2% of the signal events and 10% of the background.

For the tau channel all events passillg the selection are used, if in addition a kinematic
fit requiring energy-momentum conservation and equality between the masses of the hadronic
and the leptonic systems converges wit.h a fit probability greater than 0.001. The cosiue of t.he
augles betweeu the two hadronic jets is required to be lower than -0.2, and the angle between
the tau and the closest jet should be greater than 20 degrees. These cuts reject 20% of the signal
and 42% of the background. These cuts were also imposed to suppress qqfv

T
events which are

correctly identified as belonging to this decay channel, where, however, the tau decay products
are not identified correctly, leading to a wrong estimate of the tau flight direction. The fraction
of these events is reduced from 13% to 8.5% of the qqTVr sample by these additional cuts. With
t.hese requirements 322 events are selected, 135 as W+W- -t qij.eve, 115 as W+W- -t qq!Vl
and 72 as W+W- -t qqTVr candidates.

For events in the W+W- -, qijeve and W+W- -t qqf.lvl' channels a kinematic fit with
three constraints is applied, whe[e energy and momentum conservation are employed aud the
rna0S of the two W bosons is constrained to the world average of the W mass value, mw =
80.40 GeV /c2 [74), wit.hin the W-width. The results of the fit are then used to recoustruct
the W production and decay angles, if the fit probability exceeds a value of 0.001. For events
[ailing this requirement a kinematic fit with energy and momentum conservation but. without

In principle there a two different possibilities to extract the single W spin density matrices
from data. Expressing the angular distributions of the production and decay of the W boson
in terms o[ the density matrix elements as given in equation 4.26 allows the determination by
a maximum likelihood fit to the angular distributions of the W decay [4].

The method used in this analysis is the extraction with the help of projection operators [61].
The slllgie W spm denSIty matnces Prr' can be extracted from W-pair decays using the threefold
difi"erential cross-section du / d cos IJd cos (J'd</;' by

w- IJ da(e+e- -t W+W-) 1 j' J da(e+e- -t W+ff)
Prr' (cos ) dcosO = ~ dcosOdcosO' d</;' Arr,(IJ',</;')dcos(}~v_d</;~_w -+[r w- w-

.. .. ~~
where Arr, ISa SUItable proJectlOn operator for extracting the spin density matrix element Prr"
In equation 4.34 the extraction of the spin density matrix elements of the W- boson is shown



a.~ au example. '.l'he projedion operators rellecl. the standard V-A couplings of the fermions to
till' W I )oson in the W decay. They can be derived from equation 4.26 by integrating over the
two W decay angk~ auu U~illg the llol'lllali~ation relation of the D-functions

AW+ /l.w- H5 cos2 (I' =F2cos (1* - 1)±± T'f

AW+ AW- 2·- 5 cos2 0'00 00

AW+ /l.w- 2 exp(2i¢')+- . -+

(A~o+)' -11.;;;0' 31rh(1 =F4cosO') exp(=FW)

1';x[>res~i()lIs for the projectors [6 I] are summarised below and the functional forms are shown

iu figure 4.5.
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The resulting density matrix elements are functions of cos 0 .

The method of extracting the Spill density matrix elements from data is described in the
folluwing. for each event i there is a measurement of the W productioll angle cos (Ii and the W
decay angles cas (I'; and cP'i. According to equation 4.34, the spin density matrix element of a
certain bin k of cas (I is then obtained by

Here, the sum runs over all eveuts i in bin k of cos (I , Nk is the total number of events in this
particular bin of cos(l , and 11.= A(cos(l',¢') is the value of the projection operator at cos(l';
and q,' i of event i.

The error on the spin density matrix element P~T' can then be obtained by

The different spin density matrix elements are correlated in a given bin of cos (I . However,
for different bins of cos () they are uncorrelated. The covariance between the two spin density
matrix elements P~T' and P~A' call be estimated according to

~2<:
(;)'0
p::

-2

92<:SO....
-2

Using all projection operators given in equation 4.35, three real diagonal and six off-diagonal
spin density matrix elements with a real and an imaginary part can be extracted from the
data set and the errors and correlations can be determined. However, the single W spin density
matrix is hermitian, therefore only three off-diagonal elements are independent.

The spin density matrix elements extracted from a Monte Carlo sample on generator level
(Run 5762) of 100000 WW events at a centre-of-mass energy of 184 GeY is shown together
with the Born level prediction in figure 4.6. In table 4.7, the correlations between all nine spin
density matrix elements integrated over the whole cos (I range are given. The correlations do
not depend strongly OIl cos (I , and, therefore, can be regarded as typical values for all bins in
cosB.

o -1
0-2.5

-If



1 1 1

0.5 0.5 0.5

0 P++
0 P--~ 0 ;PO

-0.5 -0.5 -0.5
-1 0 -1 0 1 -1 0 1

1 1 1

0.5 --Re(p )~ 0.5 ~Re(p )~ 0.5 ~Re(pO)- +-- - +0 .

0 0 0

-0.5 -0.5 -0.5
-1 0 -1 0 1 -1 0 1

1 1 1

0.5 ~Im(p+)~ 0.5 -bn(p+O)~ 0.5 :Im(PO)
0 0 0

·(1.5 -0.5 -0.5
-1 0 1 -1 0 -1 0 1

p++ p-- poo Re(p+_) Im(PI_) Re(P+O) Im(p+o) Re(po_) Im(po_)

P++ 1.00 0.29 -0.75 0.01 000 0.12 0.00 -0.11 0.00
p-- 0.29 1.00 -0.86 0.02 0.0l -0.14 0.00 0.04 -0.01
Poo -0.75 -0.86 1.00 -0.02 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.03 0-02

Re(p+_) 0.01 0.02 -002 1.00 0.00 007 0.00 0.07 0.00
Im(p+_) 0.00 O.OJ 0.01 0.00 1.00 -0.01 0.08 0.00 -0.05
TI.e(p+o) 0.12 -0.14 0.03 0.07 -0.D1 1.00 0.00 -0.73 0.00
Im(p+o) 000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.69
Re(po_) -0.11 0.04 0.03 0.07 0.00 -0.73 0.00 1.00 0.D1
Im(po_) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.05 0.00 0.71 0.00 1.00

Table 4.7: Correlations between the different spin density matrix elements as determined from the
Monte Carlo Run 5762.

For hadronic decays of the W boson, where the quark cannot be distinguished from the anti-
quark without additional information like jet-charge, only the folded angulat· distributions of
cos rr and r/>' are directly available. The folded distributions call be identified with the sym-
metric3 part of the angular distributions [58], whereas no information about the anti-symmetric
part is access.ible. Six out of nine spin density matrix elements (or combinations of them) can
be exl,racted from the folded angular distributions, as will be shown in the following. The pro-
jection operators can be split into a symmetric and anti-symmetric part, as given in table 4.8.
The symmetric part of the spin density matrix element can be extracted from the symmetric

Projection Operator

i\';'; = A~;
A~+ = A~-

A':~ = A"!;

(A~o+)* = -A';'o-

Symmetric Part

H5cos20' - I)

2 - 5 cos2 0'

Anti-Symmetric Part

~ =f cos 0'

2 exp (2i¢>*)

~(=f4cosO' exp(=fi¢>'))

I"igure 1[,6: The spill density matrix clements extracted from the leptonically decaying W of a gen-
C)·aLor level Monte Carlo sample are shown. Overlaid are the Born level predictions of the Standard
Model.

part of the angular distribution together with the symmetric part of the projection operator.

A symmetric (anti-symmetric) projection operator affects the symmetric (anti-symmetric)

cas O' .-} - cas O'
<p' -t <p' +1'-



used in the fit. The following list sumrnarises the information used in the fit to extract the
coupling parameters:

1 j'+1 r+" (tin A) 1 O'd,I.'-u-- 1 -/o-j n (cas 'I'rW-trr . -1r (,n

___ "_ /. 11 j'+" (( .!!!!- )(s) + (fJ<7 )(a») (A (s) + A(a)) d cas 0' dr/!'
BrW-tO . -I -11'" (Ua d:\a

_._1_ /.+1 /. I" (( tl<T )(') A (s) -I- ( .!k )(a) A (s) + (.!k )(s) A (a) + ( rL<7)(a) A (a)) d cas ()'dr/!'
OrW-tr1 . -1. 1f d.h.t (13(1 d3a d3a

__ .1, ,_. /'11 j-+" ((.'1<1 )(S)A(') + (do )(a)A(a)) dcosO'd(/>"
Ut'w...,rf· l -7r d.~(l d3a

W1ep p--, Puu, P+-, P+o, P-o
Whad PUU, P+-, lte(p+o - P-OJ, Im(p+o -I- p-O) .

The correlations betwecn the density elements are taken into account. In principle the
correlations between the individual matrix clements can be estimated directly from data. But
because of the limited statistics of the prescnt data samples, this would introduce a large sta-
tistical component into the correlation estimate. Therefore, the correlations are taken from the
Monte Cado. In general, the correlations depend on possible anomalous couplings. In table
4.9 a comparison is shown, where two generator level Monte Cado samples with anomalous
couplings have been ana1ysed. The fit was performed using the correct correlations as deter-
mined from the Monte Cado sample with the anomalous couplings and then repeated using the
Standard Model correlations. As can be seen from table 4.9, the differences in the fit results are
tiny, i.e. the systematic effects error for t,aking the Standard Model correlations is negligible,
even for relatively large anomalous couplings.

(4.39)
whew 1-7~ is nsed <~~an <1.hbreviation for da/dcos Odcos ()'difJ'. The following combinations of
[<pill ddl~~il,y matrix eh~lnents can be ext"acted from folded angular distributions, because the
accordillg cOlnbillat.ions of projedion operators can be expressed in symmetric parts of the
projccl.ioll operators only.

where tile cornbinatj()lJ PI 1 + p __ and the spin densil,y matrix element Poo are fully anticorre-
lal.ed. As an example it is shown explicitly how the combination Re(p+o - p-o) can be extracted
from the 1cllded distribution only:

Dr~ ..• rl I J :;a (Re(A+u) - Re(A_o)) d cos O'dr/J'

____I _ I j' (( du )(s) -I- (.!k)(al) 2H.e(A ("»)d cas (J'dA,'
HrW~fr ~a ~a -0 ~

2-c-' -I' I( d<1 )(s)Re(A(s»)dcos()'dr/!'
HI w -,rr . d3a -0

correct correlations Standard Model correlations

Run 6844 2.009 ± 0.021 2.009 ± 0.021

Run 6845 -2.084 +g:g~~ -2.081 ~gg~~

Table 4.9: The results of the X2_fit to Monte Carlo sa.mples with anomalous couplings, where the
'true' correlations or the Standard Model correlations are used.

In order to compare t.he spin density matrix elements extracted from the data with the the-
oretical predictions and to measnre the triple gauge boson coupling parameters a X2_fit is
perrormed. In t.he following sectioll the main issues of the fit are demonstrated. For this pur-
pOSP. the spin density matrix elements extracted from generat.or level Maute Carlo are directly
compared to their analytical Born level expressions. The treatment of tile experimental effects
will be described in sectioll 1.4.

According to eCjLlat.iol14.34 I;he density mat.rix elements as a function fa the W production
angle cas e are nonnalised to the differential cross-sect.ion da / dcos 0, i.e. only the information
about the relative contribution of the varions helicity states is accessible, Therefore, additional
infoIlnation can be nt,iliscd by including the differential cross-sections da / dcos (J in the X2-fit.
COllsNluently, the spin density mal,rix of tile leptonically and hadronically decaying W boson
can be used independently4 t.ogether with the angular information of the W production. Single
parametel-s or combinations of anomalous trilinear gauge couplings are the free parameters in
the fit,.

In the following section the relative contributions of the different angular dist.ribitions to the
overall error on the det.ermination of the triple gauge couplings are investigat.ed. In table 4.10,
the results of the fit to a PYTHIA Monte Carlo sample (Run 5762) are given for the fit of the
spin density matrices of the leptonica11y and hadronically decaying Wand the W production
allgle.

Although the error of the fit is only reduced by 10 - 30 % by including the information of
the decay angles of the W, this information tUIllS out to be essential to constrain the fit to the
'trne' minimum. Because of the particular shape of the angular distribution for different triple
gauge coupling parameters, it may happen tbat the x2-curve of a Standard Model sample has
a second minimum for a non-Standard Model value of the coupling parameter. Especially in
the W<I>model the information of the decay angles helps to avoid these ambiguities in the fit
result. This can be demonstrated by studies using a number of Monte Carlo subsamples with
lummosltles sllmlar to that of the OPAL data of about 57pb-1. Figure 4.7 a) and b) show
the fit results for 120 fits to the ClWiI> parameter, where cas () only or cas (I plus the information
of the W decay angles have been used, respectively. Whereas in caBe a) the correct value for

As can be seen frorn equaLion 1.2G and table 4.7, the diagonal elements of the spin density
lIIatrix are highly correlated. Therefore, only I.wo of the three diagonal elements have been

4 i\ Ithough in the method described here (the single-W spill density matrix analysis) the spin correlations
betwecll the two W bosons are neglected. The resulting loss ill sensitivity is small, c.f. section 4.6.



(YU<j> UW<j> Uw
..---

cosO +0.000 ~gg:~ +0000 ± 0.008 -0.003 ± 0.014

(11,,1' -1).l06 =gg~~ -0.003 ± 0018 -0.019 =gg~g
Ph.d +(U29 =g::i~ -0.027 +gg~~ +0.103 +gg~~
all -0.042 +ggl~ -0.002 ± 0007 -0003 ± 0012

any experimental effects, can be reconstituted. Then the spin density matrix elements can
be compared to the Born level analytical expressions. The main advantage is that with this
method the density elements can be visualised and the corrected data can directly be compared
to the theoretical expressions 'by eye'. In such a way a model-independent test of the trilinear
gauge coupling is possible. This correction method is done with the help of a Standard Model
Monte Carlo and thus the experimental effects for any possible anomalous couplings are only
described approximately. Therefore this method is suitable for a quantitative analysis of the
trilinear gauge couplings with reservations only.

The idea of the second approach is to reconstruct the angular distributions a.nd density
elements frolll the data wit.hout any correction for experimental effects. Subsequently these
distributions are compared with the adequate distribut.ions taken from fully simula.ted Monte
Carlo. Because only a limited number of fully simulated data samples (with a small number
of different anomalous coupling parameters) is available, a reweighting technique is used to
produce samples with a contiJJlIOUSspectrum of anomalous couplings, which is necessary in
order to perform a fit, to the dat.a. For this method the experimental effects are handled exactly
for any anomalous couplings. But since the extracted spin density element.s canllot directly
be compared to the theoretical predictions, thus the visualisation of the physics behind is
intangible. In the following these two analysis techniques are described.

TaGle 'I. 10: COUljlarisouof t.he sensit.ivity or the individual angular distributions to anomalous cou-
plillgs , del:cfluiueu rroII I the Monte Carlo Ruu 5762.

ClW~' is titted iu 55% of the cases, in case b) in all fits except one the Standard Model value is
reprodnced within its errors.
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In ~he following sections various experimental effects and the correction procedures applied to
the data to account for possible biases are discussed.

The descript.ioll of the angular distributions of the W decay, c.r. equation 4.26, and, conse-
quently, the projection operators given in equation 4.35 as well, do not include the elIects of
ISH. and the finite W width. Therefore, systematic differences are expected when the density
elements derived from the da~a are compared to the Born level formulas. A bias may be in-
troduced if the method is blindly adopted without accounting for these effects. According to
studies in [4], the elIect due to the W width is one order of magnitude smaller than that of the
ISH., and is, therefore, negligible.

According to the EXCALIBUR Monte Carlo, the mean energy of the initial state photons
is 1.6 GeV. To first order the overall effect of ISH. is a reduction of the centre-of-mass energy.
Because the W+W- system is boos~ed after initial state radiation, the angular distributions
are affected as well. Consequently, the effects of ISH. can, at least partly, be compensated by
reducing t.he centre-of-mass energy for the theoretical predictions of the density matrices and
the differential cross-section iu the X2 fit.. In order to estil1la~e the effects due to ISR ~he
centre-of-mass energy in the fit is reduced in steps of 1 GeV, fitting a PYTHIA Monte Carlo
sample. The results are listed in table 4.11. In addition the results of the fit with an energy
reduced by the mean initial state photon energy is quoted. This procedure is repeated with the
EXCALlBUR alld, because of its accurate description of photon radiation, the KORALW Monte
Carlo.

Comparing the results of the different Monte Carlo generators of table 4.11, it is clearly
visible that an overall reduction of the centre-of-ma.~s energy helps to reduce systematic shifts

Figure ,1.7: Fit resnlts in the W<I> model for 120 fits to small Monte Carlo samples, where the cosO
only (iL) or all a.ugular illiormation (b) is used.

The theoretica.l predictions for the helicity amplitudes and density matrix elements in reference
[58, G1] are Born level approximations aud do include neither effects of initial state radiation
(Tsn.) nor the finite width of the W decay. Moreover, there are a number of experimental effects
which disturb the reconstrucl;ion of the angular distributions and, thus, lead to deviations from
the true spin densi ty matrix elemellts when extracted from data. The most important efrects
are the angular resolution, the finite selection efficiency and detector acceptance. In addition,
background contri bu tions have to be taken into account.

III the following two different methods will be presented to handle experimental effects. The
first strategy is to 'correct' the data such, that the 'true' density matrix elements, i.e. without



PYTHIA MC Run 5762 (l8~ GeV)
1.84.0 -Cl175 ± 0.031 -0.037 ± 0.007 -0069 ± 0.011
H>:J.O -0.129 ± 0.032 -0.023 ± 0007 --0.043 ± Cl.012
182.0 --0.07'1.± OiJ34 -0.009 ± 0.007 -0.017 ± 0.013
1810 -0007 ± 0037 0.006 ± 0.007 0.012 ± 0.012
182.4 -0.10Ti·Zi:033 -00 I6 ± 0.007 -0.029 ± 0.012

EXCAI~JUultMC Run 6843 (181 GcY)
18,1.0 -0.171 ± 0030 -0.029 ± 0007 -0.066 ± om 1
18:I.LJ --0123 ± 0.031 -o.m 5 ± 0.007 -0.010 ± 0.012
182.0 -0.LJ63 J: 00,1'1 --0.001 ± 0.007 -0013 ± 0.012
181.0 000 I :I: 0.039 0.015 ± 0.007 0.017 ± 0.013

1---.-.-
-:':-6:0941:0032 -0008 ± 6~()07 -0.026 ± 0.0121824

-_.
l(oItALW MC Ruu 7323 (183 GeY)

183.0 -0206 ± O~030 -0026 + 0.007 -0.055 ± 0012
1820 -0.152 ± (U)32 -0.011 ± 0007 -0.027 ± 0.012
181.0 -008G ± 0.036 -0.005 ± 0.007 0.02!) ± 0.013
180.0 0016 ± 0.041 0.021 ± 0007 0034 ± 0.013
181.tJ -0.114 ± rJ:\i34 --0.002 ± 0007 -0.009 ± 0013_. -

In figure 4.8, the angular distributions derived from the EXCALIBUItsample (Run 7352) in
cas O,cos 0* and </J* of the leptouically decaying are shown for all events and the true Monte
Carlo angles. Overlaid are the distributions, where selected event.s only are used and where the
angles are either reconstructed as they arc in data or those from the Monte Carlo information
has been used, respectively. Comparing the distributions for all and Corthe selected events only
shows, that the selection biases the augular distributions. This bias is introduced because of
the finite detector acceptance and the selections cuts. Moreover, the finite angular resolution
introduces an additional bias in the angular distributions.
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'l\tbl" 4.l1: The fit results of generaLor level fit.s to [ully sirrllllated daLa, where the centre-of-mass
energy ill the X2-fit is sl,epwise reduceLl ,in order to account for 18ft. All the samples used here are
Standard Model Monte Carlo.

due to ISH., although this simplified method cannot corred perfectly for 1SR. If, for example,
t.lle energy ill the X2-f-itis reduced by 1.6 GeY, i.e. the mean energy of the initial state photons,
the bia.~ due to ISH. vanishes Cor the nW'I' and aw model. Whereas for the all<\> model there
is st.ill a shift visil.>le,but, compared to the fits using the nominal centre-ol~ma.ss energy, it is
reduced by a factor of two.

Figure 4.8: The angular distributions of the three angles cos Ii, cosIi' and q,*. The histogram
represents the 'truth', where the Monte Carlo angles for a11event,sare shown, the open circles and the
black dots mark the distribu bOllSof the Monte Carlo and the reconstructed angles, respectively, for
selected evenLsonly.

lL has becn confirmed by generator level studies with the EXCALJI3Ullprogram, that the
variations seen in the t,ests described above are really due to ISH.. The EXCALIBUItgenerlttor
allows to switch off ISH.. TI,us two samples of Standard Model (i.e. without anomalous cou-
plings) EXCALII3UItMonte Carlo has been generated without detector simulation, of which in
one the initial state radiation was set to zero, whereas the other one included the effects of
ISH.. The samples were gcnerated with a centre-of-mass energy of 183 GeV. After extraction
of the spin density mat,rix elements of both samples the X2-fit was performed. The fit of the
test sample without ISH. rct.urns the generated Standard Model value for the TGC without any
bias, whereas the fitted value Cor the sample with ISH. gives a non-zero value for the coupling
parameter-s, comparable to those in table 4.11.

j n the following a method to account for these experimental effects is described. The method
adopted here is an expanded acceptance correction, A finite acceptance can easily be taken into
account be introducing a correction, which is given by the ratio of the appropriate distribution
of the selected events to that of all events. This approach is adopted here in order to account
not only for the finite detector acceptance, but for the bias due to selection cuts and angular
resolutions as well. It it clear that this simplistic attempt cannot be exact and cannot account
perfectly for the different experimental effects. But in view of the limited statistics oC the data
taken in 1997, the method seems to be warrantable as will be shown in the following. Especially
a dependence in the selection efficiency on the angular distributions will cause a bias when large
anomalous couplings are determined.

The binning in cos 0 in the density matrices corresponds to the binning for the correction
functions. The correction functions for a certain bin of cas 0, k, are defined as

Overall, the e.ffects of ISR can be significantly reduced by lowering the centre-ol~mass energy
by the mean energy of the initial stat.e photons. Note that the effects of ISR (i_e. the bias
seen by comparing data or Monte Carlo including ISR with Born level approximations of the
density clement.s) are expected to be different for samples with anomalous couplings, because
the angular distributions will be affected differently by the recoil of the initial state photon.

Jcorr _ ( ria ) / ( dl7 )
k - dcosO*d¢' dcosO*d"'*'rec '+' true

where true and ree denotes the differential cross-section of the simulation before and after the
selection and reconstruction. In those cases, where only one dimensional distributions in cos 0'
or </J* are used to extract the density elements (c.f. equations 4.35), a polynomial is fitted to



tile corrcction di~LrihutioLL~,and the valuc of thi~ function for the corrcsponding value of cosO'
or if" i~ llsed t.o correct t.he data. In the 2-dimensional case Lhe fit gives nnsatis[actionary
r<'slill.s,ami t,hcrdore, the correction is done iu a biuucd way. The fitted [unctions llsed for the
conlbincd efliciency and angular resolut.ion correction inducling the fit parameters are shown ill
Jigllrc Il.!) for four diJferent lJius of cos 0 .

The densit.y matrix elements are theu obLained according to
~
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where I~orr is t.he eltieiency correction of bin k iu cos e. The errors and correlations are estimated
<lualogicaUy.

Tn figure IUO Lhespin density maLrix elements, ext.racted [rom the KortALW Monte Carlo
sanl]Jle on geuerator level are compared to thosc, where ouly Lhe selected events wiLh the
n,constl'llded angles are used. Iu Lhe latter case the correction for acceptance and angular
resolutioll as derived from the ExcALIDun Monte Carlo was applied. Note that the diJferences
bet,ween both distribuLious ill figure 01.10conLain a statistical componenL in addition to the
possible systemaLic dilferellces due to the emcieucy and angular resolution correction, because
the statist.ical overlap between the samples is 85% only. In order to quant.ify the differences,
fits for auomalous coupliugs have been I>erfonned USillgStandard Model Monte Carlo samples.
The resulLs are sumrnarised in table 1\.. 12. The resulting differences between the fits to the
generator level and correeLed Monte Carlo and small.

I<ORI\.LW Monte Carlo

-_ .. QB'!> QW<l> O'.w

generator level -0.1l4 ± 0.034 -0.002 ± 0007 -0.009 ± 0.013
detecLor le~el
(coITecl.ed with Exci\ L!BUn ) -0.076 +ggjg -0.011 ± 0.008 -0.040 +g:gg-'----_.

Table 4.12: Comparison of the x2 lit.results for the full Monte Carlo information (generator level) with
the sample of selected events only, where the reconsLructed angles have been used and the selection
cHicielJcyand resolution correction have beclJ applied. The correction Iravebecn extracted from Monte
Carlo samples generated with the EXGALIBUn program.

In addition, the dellsiLy elerneJlts have been extracted from Monte Carlo samples including
anomalous couplings, but using a SI:andard Model Monte Carlo sample to determine the cor-
rcctiou function. Here a bias is expected, because the correeLion [unct.ions are determined from
a SLauuard Model Monte Carlo sample. The correcLion functions determined from samples in-
duding auomalolls couplings are diJferent [rom the Standard Model corrections mostly because
t.he efllciency and resolution depends in general on the angular distributions and thus on the
i\llOlllaJous couplings. These invest.igations are surnmarised in figure 4.11 for different samples.
These colilparisons show Lhat, especially for large anomalous couplings, a bias is introduced
if the accepLance and resolution correctiollS is extracted from a Standard Model Monte Carlo.
The discrepancy between the input and the Jitted value for the coupling parameters show a

Figure 4.9: The acceptance and resolution corrections for four bins in cos (J. Shown are the correction
functions in cos (J' and ¢' , where a third and forth degree polynomial is used to fit the conectioll
factors,respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Summary of the bias checks for the methods which corrects the data to tree level (open
symbols). For a cornpanson the results for the generator level fits of the same samples are shown
(black symbols). The line corresponds to an unbiased analysis.



lIoll-1ill(~arlJehaviour ()lJ the depelldcllce on the anomalous coupling, such that a bias-correction
S<'ClllSt,o lJc dil1icult. Especially ill the nil> model the bias is relatively large.

Au a!t,eruativc corredion of the data to tree-level distributiolls would be a real ullfolding
t.cdlJlique. This would avoid the disarlvautages ment.ioned above, bnt the 'unfolding'. would
have to be done ill a billned way in a five dimellsional space, because of the correlatlOlls of
the live angles cosO, (cos())w-, (,p)w-, (cosO)w+ and (r/»w<· This would not only cause severe
Mont.<'C;,rlo statisbcs problems but also a loss in the statistical power of the analYSIS,because
the extmctioll of t.he density matrices would no longer be llubinned in cos 0* and </J' . Instead,
a rcw(~ight,illr;techniqne will lJe employed to get the quantitative results of this analysis (c.f.
sectioll 4.4.2) alld the 'colTecl.ion' lTlct,llOdhere is used to visualise the results. The correcl.ion
Illet.hod is adequat.e for t.his purpose sillce the tit. results for the anomalous couplings in the data
give results close t.o t.lw Standard 1vJ.odel(see below), where the bias is expected to be small.

Each selected event i in a fully simulated StaJldard Model Monte Carlo sample is weight.ed
by a factor Wi in order to reproduce a sample of any anomalous coupling parameter A ( in one
of the appropriate models). These weights can be interpreted as the probability that an evellt is
prorluced in a certain phase spa.ce point (with the angles cos e, cas O~_, rP~-, COS B~" and </Jw+)
assuming an anomalous coupling Adivided by the probability that this event is produced at the
same phase space point within the Standard Model. Thus these weight.s Wi are calculated by
the ratio of the five-fold differenLi,,1cross-section in ca.se of an anomalous triple galJ.ge coupling
parametrised by A and the Standard Model, respectively. The cross-sections are calculated for
the 'tree level' angles of the appropriate event.

(
der ) (~) / (~) (SM) .

d5a d5a

der der
d5a d cos Bwd cosB~_dr/>~_d cos B~+drP~+

is the Born-level formulas for the five-fold differential cross-section calculated with the help of
equation 4.21 and the helicity awplitndes surnmarised in table 4.2.

The experimental effects like selection efficiency and acceptance cuts are fully taken into
accoullt in the reweighting method. On the other hand, the effects of initial state radiation
and the final width of the W boson are only part.ly included, because the Monte Carlo sample
takcn as a basis for the reweighting fit does already include ISR and rw, whereas the Born
level predictions used to reweight the Monte Carlo sample in eqnation 4.45 do not account for
these dIects. But the systematic differences due to the missing ISR. and wirlth of tbe W boson
are expected to be small, as long as the difference between the couplings in the Monte Carlo
sample used for the reweighting technique (usually a Standard Model sample) and the data are
small, which is given in our case according to todays limit of anomalous couplings. Possible
systematic uncertainties due to this effect are estimated in section 4.5.4.

The dominant backp;roulld sources for the WW -t qqe,! channel are e+e- -t (Z/'Y)* -t qq,
e I c'- -t ZOZO and e+e- -t W+e- v events. The background distributions can be subtracted on a
sl,atistical basis from the dat", whcre the angular distributions for the backgrouud contributions
are taken from the Monte Carlo samples. The density matrix clement P~T' bck-8Ub can then be
extmcted according t.o

Ie bck- flub 1
p,." = Nail ._ Nbck

k k

y'(erA")21- (erXCk)2
(N;ii _. N~Ck)(N;" - N~ck-- 1) ,

Small differences in the centre-of-mass energy of the data and the reweighting Monte Carlo
sample can be approximately accounted [or by varying the energy for the calculation of the
five-fold differential cross-section in equation 4.45 such, that for the numerator (der/d5a)(~)
the energy of the data is chosen whereas for the dellominator (der / d5a)(SM)the en.ergy of the
reweighting Monte Carlo is useds Background from e+e- -t (Zh)* and two-photon events
is subtracted frolll the dat.a analogously to the procedure described in section 4.4.1. The 4f-
background is neglected in this analysis. The effects resulting from this approximation are
discussed in section 4.5.4.

N.

erA = I)ATT,(cosO\, rP*;) - P~TY
i=l

III order to reduce the bia.s introdllced by handling the experimental effects, an alternative
procerlllrt~ has been developed to extract and lit the density matrix elements. In this method
the angular distributions and density elements are directly recoustructed ill data, without. any
correction for experimental effects. Subsequently these distributions are compared in a X2

-fit
to the corresponding dist.ributions t,akell from fully simulated elata, which are produced by a
reweight.ing technique. By this procedure the experimental efrccts are included (nearly) exactly,
and therefore no bias is expected, even for large anomalous couplings. At the same time the
stat.ist.ical advantage of extracting the density matrix elements in an unbinned way in cos 0*
and </J' is preserved.

In the following the results of the fits of large Staul/ard Model Monte Carlo samples are
slllllmarised. The EXCALIBURsample generated at 183 GeV has been chosen as a test sam-
ple. Various samples have been used as the reweighting Monte Carlo. In order to check the
method to account for di(ferences in energy between the reweighting Monte Carlo and data,
the EXCALIBURsample generated with 183 (ieV has been fitted with an EXCALIBURsample of
184 GeV as a reweighting Monte Carlo and applying the correction described above. The re-
sults are given in the last row of table 4.13 and they do not show any bias within the statistical
significance of these tests.

5For fits on generator level this is all exact approach, whereas for fit including experimental effects this gives
a reasonable approxilnation.
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figure 4.12: Summary of the biaB checks for the reweighting method. All samples are generated
with the EXcALIBun Monte Carlo at a centre-of-mass energy of 183 GeV. The line corresponds to an
unbiased analysis.

Figure 4.13: Summary of the bias checks for the reweighting method. The samples with anomalous
couplings are EXCALIBUR samples generated at 183 GeV, whereas for the reweighting an EXCALIBUR
Monte Carlo at 184 GeV was used. The line corresponds to an unbiased analysis.
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Tabl!' 4.13: Tcst of I.he reweiglit.ill~method wil.lt lJ.rge Standard Model Moul.c Carlo samples. The
F;XCIII.UIUIl~;lIlIplegCllcrated 'II. 183 GcV was uscd as 'mock' elata, whereas samples of di'!ferent
gellt:ral.oraud ellergietihave becIJ L1sedas the rcwcighting sample.

The tits to samplcs witli various allomaloLis couplings are summarised in figure 4.12. For
tliCSf~checks all EXCIILlnLllt Standard Model sarnplc generated at 183 GeV was used as the
rcweighl;iug MOlIl.eCarlo. This study was repeatcd by using an EXCALIBUR sample of 184 GcV
(and accolJllting for the diJrerence in energy) as a cross-check and is shown ill figure 4.13. No
sysl.Cluatic difl'crcnces betwccll lIle gencratcd and fitted anomalous COUpJillgvalues are observed,
especially for the samples nol, too far away frOlll the Staudard ModeL

III order t.o check the errors of the Inethod the fit has been repeated on 118 Monte Carlo
subsets of 57pb-1 In figure 4.1'l t.he distributions of the fit results and the pull distributions
arc showu for the th rcc n'I!lodels, respectively. In addition, thc error of the fit has been tested
by l()okiug al. the distributioJl of the X2.diJIercnce between the fitted value and the Maute
Carlo iuput value. 11.has been conlinncd that 68% (95%) of the fits to sllbsamples result in a
X2.difIerence below one (four), i.e. that the one (two) sigma errors are reproduced welL The
fraction f of t.he lit results, where this X2.dirrerellce is lower than the value of the abscissa is
showII for the various parametcrs in ligure 4.l5.

Usiug all data collected with the OPI\L detector in 1997, i.e. 57pb-1 with an average centre-
OJ~1l1il.SSenergy of 182.7 GeV, I,he densit.y matrix elements can be extracted as described in
section 4.4.1. The angular distrihutions of the W production angle cosO as reconstructed from
t.he c1;lta and corrected <IS explained ill section 4.4 are shown in figure 4.16. Overlaid is the
Standard Model Mont.e Carlo dist.riuution normalised to the number of expected events and
the backgrouud contriuul.ion. In figure 4.17 and 4.18 the Spill density elements are shown as
a runctioll of cos (I , ext.racted froul the leptonic and hadrollic W decay angles, respectively.

'.I.'1Ic<lata is corrected with t.he help of a Standard Model Monte Carlo sample in order to
account. for experiment.al eITects as described in section 4.4.1. Overlaid are t.be (130m level)
distriuutions as expected in (;heStandard Model aud in addition the predictions for anomalous
couplings of 6.!Ji' = ±1. The data arc in good agreement with the Standard Modcl expectation.
The results of a fit t.o these corrected curves with their statistical errors for the different triple
gauge boson coupling pararnct.ers are given in table 4.14. For these measurement.s the angular

Figure 4.1'1: Fit results of ] 18 subsamples of the EXCALIBUR Monte Carlo with luminosities corre-
sponding to 57pb-1. The widths of the distributions of the results (left side) represent tile expected
error of the analYSISfor the corresponding coupling parameter. For these tests the statistical error of
the reweighf.iugMonte Carlo sample is included in the statistical fit errors, which will not be the case
for the analysis of the data. Thus the expected error shown in table 4.15 are slightly smaller than the
width of the distributions here. The width of the pull distributions (right side) shall be compatible
with unity for correct errors.
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Figure 4.16: The differential cross-section reconst.ructed from data. Overlaid is the Standard Model
expectation and the expected background contribution.

information of the W production and decay angles have been used, as described in section 4.4.1.
The x2-curves determined in the fit for the various triple gauge boson coupling parameters are

Parameter Result.s

6.1';, -0.776 ~g:~~~
6.gr +0.170 ~g~g~
A, -0.211 ~~:m
ow'!> +0.027 ~~gi
6. (IfISZ) -0.007 +~;~Jrvy

Figu re IJ. 15: The fraction f of the Ill. resulLs, wherc thc x2-differcnce bctween the fitted value and
the Moute Carlo input value is below thc valuc of the abscissa. The test is based on 118 subsampJes
of the BXCALIBUH Monte Carlo with luminosities of 57pb-1 At an anomalous coupling parameter of
one. the fraction f is expectcd to be 0.32, whereas for a value of four a fraction of below 0.05 confirms
tlw correct error estimate of the fit.
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Figure 4.21: The imaginary parts of the density matrices determined from data. The line indicated
the Standard Mouel expectation.



tcchlliqlle a.9 described in section 4.4.2, where the correlations between the density elements are
taken from the Monte Carlo. The x2-curves determined in the fit are shown in figure 4.23.
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- had: Im( (p,op_o)(W)

+ (P.•-r ,o)(W'))
1 - The correlations between the CP-conserving and violating parameters are expected to be

small. because for these fit only the imaginary parts of the densit.y matrices are used, whereas the
real parts and the differential cross-sections, where the largest sensitivity for the CP-conserving
parameters is present, are not included. The results of these fits are

0.086 ~gm
0.327 ~g:~g

Figure ~ .22: The differences and sums of the imagiuary parts of the density matrices determined from
data. L'or n CP-conserving triple gauge boson vertex the differences should be compatible with zero.
Possible deviations from zero for the sums of imaginary parts indicate the presence of loop elfects. In the following, possible sources of systematic uncertainties for the analysis of triple gauge

coupling mea.9urements are pointed oul; and the methods of estimating these systematic errors
are discussed. In table 4.16 the results of these studies are summarised and estimates for the



• Jet. Iteconstructiou
Th(, recollstruction of t.lle five <lllgies used for the analysis of the semileptonic chauuel
WW ---;qqev depends nlai uly on the recollstrucl.ioll of the hadronic jets from the W decay
as cxplailleu in sectioJl -1.3. Possible biases lIlay be expected from diJrerences between the
Mont.e Carlo samples allu data in the energy scale or resolution of the jet reconstruction.
i\ddit.ioJl<l1ullcertainties may arise frolIl the modelling of the spatial resolution of the
had ronic jds. According to st.udies of back-to-back jet pairs with LEP 1 data, possible
di(krc~llces between Monte Carlo and data were estimated [75] to be at most 10% for
the energy resolution, 0.5% for the energy scale and 10% for the resolution in cosO and
,I). A possihle relat.ive shift. in the det.eflnillation of cas (}hetween Monte Carlo and data
was estimated [75J with radiat.ive ZO ---; qq events to be 0.01 at most. For the qqni
chaullel tile resolutioll of the r-jet. recollstruction wa.s additionally varied by 10%. The jet
rccoJlsl.ruction ill the Monte Carlo samples which are used in the reweighting procedure
is varied subseqnCIltly according to the estimates described above and the analysis is
repeat.ed. The dilferences found were aJdeu in quadrature and taken as a systematic
error.

t.he reweighl.ing technique, and small systematic uncertainties might be possil:>le. These
'second order' effects due to ISH. are estimated by using a Monte Carlo sa:mple with
anomalous coupling (i.e. that one of the list in tahle 4.4, which is nearest to the (it
result from data in the appropriate model) inst.ead of a Standard Model sample in the
reweighting procedure. The observed dilIerences are taken as a systematic error.

• W mass and LEP beam energy
The effects of varying the LEI' beam energy within its errors (~Ebeam = 30MeV) and t.he
uncertainty in the W mass measured at the TEVATRON (~rnw = 90MeV) is estimated
with the help of the reweighting procedure. The effects caused by a varia.tjon of the
LEP beam energy or the W boson mass can be incorporated in the Monte Carlo sample
used for the reweighting method by changing the variables in the cross-sectJon of the
denominator, which is used for estimating the weighting factors, c.r. equation 4.45.

oV<'ralluncertainty for the various 1lI0dels of anonlalons couplings are given. The systematic
errors quoted here arc those of the reweighting fit.

The results of these systematic st.udies are summarised [or t.he various triple gallge boson
coupling parameters in table 4.16. As can be seen from the results given in t.able 4.16, one of
the largest systematic uncertainties is due to the dil[erent Monte Carlo generators. However,
the method used to determine the error due to this uncertainty contains a large statistical
component.

• Monte Carlo Generators
The analysis is repeated using a PYTllIA sample instead or the EXCALInUrtand KORALW
samples for the reweighting procedure. The effect of the fragmentation model is tested by
llsing a HrmwlG MOllte Carlo sample iustead of the EXCALHlURand KOR.ALWsamples,
which use .JETSET for modelling the fragmentation process. The differences observed give
the correspondillg systemat.ic errors.

Source Error on Parameter
~K,1 ~gr A1 aw.~ ~J,HTSZ) aw aBW

Jet R.esolution 0.042 0.041 0.043 0.024 0.036 0.009 0.059
!VICStatistics 0.032 0.009 0.010 0.006 0.010 0.012 0.038
Background 0039 0.029 0.031 0.019 0.027 0.018 0.071
MC generator 0.171 0.032 0.028 0005 0.002 0.012 0008
ISH. 0.012 0029 0.030 0.017 0.016 - -
Fragmentation 0.037 0.032 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.003 0.061
LEP energy 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.003 0.005 0.001 0.001
W mass 0.001 0013 0014 0.008 0.014 0.001 0004

Total 0.187 0.075 0.070 0.028 0.052 0.026 0.117

• Moute Carlo Statistics
The eJl'ect.of the limited Monte Carlo statistics is est.imated by taking the statistical error
of the simulateJ data used for the reweighting into account. The diIIerence (subtracted iu
<]lI<l.drat.ure)of the fit-error to the results where it is not taken into account gives explicitly
thc ell'ect.s of the Monte Carlo statistics.

• Background
The dominant background contribution is from the decays of a (ZO/1)* boson int.o two
quarks. Possible systelJlatic effects arc accollnted for by replacing the PYTIlIA (ZO/1)* ---;
qlj Monte Carlo by a HEllWIG sample. The two-phot.olJ background is removed and dou-
bled ill the aualysis, t.he variations are taken as a systematic uncertainty. Possible effects
of t.lle 4-fennion background are estimated by repeating the analysis with a grc4f and
I.SXCALI13UH.Moute Carlo sample in the full 4-ferIllion mode, but using a grc4f respec-
tively EXCALIBURWW (CC03) sample as the reweightillg Monte Cado. A significant
bias is observed for the fits of ~r.'1 (~r.;1 = 0.129 ± 0.026), A (A = 0.042 ± 0.009)
. I A .(HTSZ) ((fTISZ) " 1 1 . ',tnl uK,~ ~K,1 = O.()If<J ± 0.0(9). Por these parameters the result IS corrected
ror the observed bias <U1d the statistical error on this correction is taken as a systematic
error. POI' the other paramet.ers the devi ation is takcn as a systematic uncertainty. The
corrected results are surnmarised in table 4.17.

Table 4.16: Contribut.ions to the total systematic errors of the difIercnt TGC parameters due to the
varIOUSsources specified in the text..

• .Luitial State Radiation
I\.s already pointed ou t ill seeLion 4.4 the clfects of ISR are not fully implemented in

The Spill dellsi ty matrix elements can be combined with t.he cos 0 angular distribut.ion and
a measurement of the .total W-production cross-section (c.r. section 4.6 or reference [73]) to
deternune the dlflerelltlal cross-sectIOn for the production of transversely polarised W bosons
e+e- ---;WTW, and longitudinally polarised W bosons, e+e- -t WL W, where in either cas~
the second W call have any helicity. The W-pair production cross-section is measur()c! [73] to
be aww = 15.43 ± 0.61(stat.) ± 0.50(syst.) pb, assuming that the angular distributions of the
W-pair production aud decay, as well as their branching fractions, behave accordillg to the



St.a,ndard Model. The scmi-incillsive cross-sections drJ(WT,Ll/dcosO can be derived from Lhe
diagoncd <!ensit.ym<lLrixelelllclJts, which diredly give the probability to produce a W 1.>oson
witll it cert.aill helicity, by t.he llIultiplication with the difrerential cross-section measuremcJlt
Jjonnaliscd to thc IllCusurelll.ellt of the total W-productioll cross-section, For this purpose the
spill dCllsil.y matrix e!clnents and I.he cos () distribution are COl'rcded for experimental erreds
as dl'scribed ill s"cl.ioJl 4.4.1, i.e. the backgroulld is subtracted and it is accounted for efllciency
::tIIdresolllLioll elteds. Thc systematic crrors are del,ermined as described for the reweightillg
I.c('hlliquc. For the evaluatioll of rUI additional systematic uncertainty, the Stamla,rd Model
I'vlollteCarlo sample used If)!' the correcl.ioll of the experimental effects, is replaced with samples
!-\':Il(,raLedwith 6.gi' '-'-1: I. This [(,suiting difference should cover all possible systematic effecLs
frolll Illouel-dependences or the correcLion procedure, keeping in mind I.he fit results and the
slliali dilferenccs beLweeu the 'naive' corredion procedlJre and the reweighting fit. The resnlting

The final results or the spin density matrix analysis of the angular distribntions is summarised
in table 4.17, where the bias correction due to the 4-fennioll crIects and the systematic UIJ-
certainties are incllltleu. The x2-curves for the fit results including the systematic error are
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Parameter Resnlts

6.K."f -0.67 :: g:~~± 0.19

6.gf +0.15 ± 0.20 ± 0.08

A"f -0.16 :: g:l~± 0.07

ow'!> +0.03 :: gt~± 0.03
6.K.~HISZ) -0.04 :: g::~± 0.05

Ow +0,09 :: m ± 0.03

OlJW +0.33 :: g:;~± 0,12

Table 4.17: Results of the reweightillg fit illcludiug biaBcorrecLionfor 4-ferlllion effects and systernal.ic
errors.

shown in figure 4,25 for the triple gauge boson coupling parameter 6.K."f' 6.gf and AT The
dashed curves show the x2-curves for the statistical errors only. The integrated fraction of the
production of longitudinally polarised W bosons is determined to be 0.242 ± 0.091 ± 0.023,
where in the Standard Model a value of 0.272 is expected.

Figllre 4.2.1\: Differential cross-section 1.0 produce a) a transversely polarised Wand b) a longil.udinn.!ly
pola.risedW in a W-pair event, where 1.I1C second VVcan have any polarisal.ion. The points represent the
data and t.1lesolid (dotted, dashed) jines show I.heprediction of the Standard Model (L'J.gt = +1, -1).
The elTor lJars include sl.atisl.ical and systematic uncertainties, expect for a total llormalisation error
of 4.G% associated with I.hetota.l cross-section measurement..

There are three dilrerent techniques for the determination of the trilinear gauge coupling, which
have been proposed in [4J and are all employed by the OPAL collaboration. In addition to the
spin density matrix method, the maximum likelihood technique and the method of optimal
observables have been used in [73,75]. In the following these techniqnes are briefly introduced
and their features are discussed.

distributions for the transversely and lougitudinally polarised cross-section are shown in figure
4.2'1. OveTlaid arc the Standard Model expectation as derived from the Born-level formulae of
the helicit.Y amplitudes given ill table 4.2 ill addition with the curves for an anomalous coupling
of 6.gt ~ ±l. As can be seen from figure 4.24, the measurement is in good agreement with
the Standard Model. Tntegrat,ing over these cross-sections, the overall fraction of longitudinally
jlohll-ised W bosons is determined 1.0 be 0.242±0.091±0,023. The systematic error is dominated
by ullcert<J.iuties in tile jet resolution (0.017) and the MonLe Carlo generator (0.015). The
cxpcct.cd value for the Standard Model is 0.272, whereas for an anomalous conpling of the 6..gi'
parameter of +1 or -1, this fraction is expected to be 0.393 and 0.405, respectively.

The maximum likelihood method was applied in [75,76J in order to determine the OPAL results
[or the TGC angular analysis. Here the distributions of the angular distributions are directly
nsed in a maximum Jikelihood fit. In order to handle detecLor and resolution effects, a binned
fit has been chosen. The likelihood distribution is obtained in several steps. As a first step the
expected cross-section rJrn is parametrised in each bin as a function of an anomalous coupling
parameter A, making use of the quadratic dependence upon A. Here large samples of generator
level EXCALIBUR Monte Carlo are used, where the effects of ISR and the finite width o[ the W
boson are included. Su bseqnenl.ly the detector and resolution effects as well as the contribution



of other W+W- decay channels are included using samples of fully simulated Stalluard Model
Monte Carlo events. Correction factors Cki are calculated, which describe the migration of
events of bin i on generator level to be reconstructed due to experimental effects in bin k. Then
the expected observed cross-section for each bin k is given by

0.5 1 1.S 2

11K)

After adding the expected cross-section from background events, the probability for observing
the number of events seen in the data for each bin is calculated using Poisson statistics. Then
the anomalous coupling parameters can be determined by rninimising the logaritlnn of the
likelihood funcLion. This method allows for all effects like rw, ISIl, detector acce!>tance and
angular resolution.

If both the production angle 0 as well as the fonr decay angles of the W bosons are included,
the fit has to be performeu in a five-dimensional space. Iu order not to run into severe Monte
Carlo statistics problems for the determinatiou of the migration matrix, an appropria te binning
have to be chosen. Because the information contaiued in the decay ,-,ngles of the ha.dronically
decaying W boson is very limited, they were omitted from the analysis in [73,75] ill order to
allow for smaller binning iu the other angles, which are known to be of higher relevance for a
TGC analysis. A binlliug of 20 billS in cos 0, 10 billS in cos 0* and 5 bins in 4>* have been chosen.
Here the drawback of this method becomes clear: if the angles of the hadronically decaying W
are included and/or a less coarser binning is chosen in order to increase t.he statistical precision
of the analysis, the amount of fully simulated Monte Carlo events needed for this method
becomes huge. Thus the technique is statist.ically less powerful, although it uses directly the
'canonical' observables, i.e. the production and decay angles of the W boson, and thus no loss
of information from the method itself is expected.

o
-J ·0.8 -0.6 -0.4 ·".2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0." I

I1g?

111 the method of optimal observables the multi-dimensional space of the five angles is projected
into a single observable with maximal sensitivity to a possible deviation of the triple gauge
couplings. The optimal observable for any TGC parameter ,\ is constructed for each event
by differentiat.ing the differential cross-section for the evcnt. with respect to the coupling ,\
evaluated at the Standard Model value ,\ = 0 and normaJising to the Standard Model cross-
section according to

o
·1 -0.8 ..{).6-0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I

Ar
Oi= a;M da~::)1(<1=0) . (4.47).

Thus for each o[ the trilinear gauge coupling parameters an optimal observable is de£ned. All
other couplings are assumcd to have the Standard Model values. Subsequently a binned max-
imum likelihood fit is performed, comparing the optimal observable distributions determincd
from the data to those derived from fully simulated Monte Carlo samples. In order to produce
the full spect.rum of distributions with all intermediate anomalous coupling parameters in ad-
dition to those listed in tables 4.4 and 4.5, a reweighting technique is applied, similar to that
described in section 4.4.2. All experimental effects are incorporated in this method. It has been
shown that [or a differential cross-section which is linear in the parameter to be determined,
the sensitivity of the optimal observable is the same as for a multi-dimensional maxirnumlikeli-
hood fit. However, the W-pair product.ion cross-section is quadratic in the coupling parameters,

Figure 11.25: The x2-cnrves for the fit results including the systematic errors (solid curve). The
d'1.~"cd curves show the X2 for tLIe st.atistical crrors only.



I.hlls " loss of sCHsilivity is expected in principle if I,heobservables are COllsl.ructed wil.hout the
qll:ldralic I.enll, i.e. I.henext term of (,heexpansion of equation 4A7, see reference [4Jfor details.
Dul. it turllS oul. that tlJe loss is marginal, because lhe quadral.ic terms are suppressed as long
:~, the dpv i"tions of the coupliugs [rom zero are small. In [73], the spectrum of optimal observ-
abies is divided iul.o 3U bins, I.lws no loss ill sensitivity due 1.0 coarse binuing is expeded. The
IIIel.lJod of oplitrlal observables is solely used for one-dimensioual fiLs. Because for each TGC
parallleter a ([iJl'ereut obsr:rvable is Heeded, Lhemr.l.hod is less convenir.nL for IIlulti-dimensional
fiLs. Here t.he samr. sorL of problem <IS for the maximuUl likelihood analysis arises, because the
HUlllber of bins would have to be reduced for I.he two-, three- or even more-dimensional fils,
resulting ill a loss of sensil.ivil;y.

spin eorrelalions between the two W bosons. But these disadvantages are superseded by the
statistical g~,inobtaiued through the use of projections, which overcomes Lhebinning problems
in a lJigh-dimensional space. Though, the loss in the spin density matrix method where single
W matrices are used is larger compared to the optimal observable method. In table 4.18 the
expected errors for a data sample of 57pb-1 for the differeut llleLhods are summarised [73J.
They are estimated from test with small Monte Carlo samples.

Method 6.K.-y ~gr >'''1

Maximum Likelihood ±O.56 ±O.16 ±U.19
Optimal Observables ±O.48 ±O.J4 ±O.15
Spin Density Matrix ±O50 ±O.14 ±O.16

111order 1.0 compare the different l1Ielhods for analysing the trilinear gauge boson vr.rtex, the
l'I1itinfeatures of the spin density matrix lllethod wiJJ be sUlllJllarised. In this method the five-
dilllens.ional space in the production and decay angles is decomposed into the cos 0 distributiou
and two hcrmitiall spin delJsity matrices of the single W bosons. The diITerential cross-sect.ion
in cos 0 is independent of the spin density matrices, because tbe elements are normalised to
I.lwcosO dislribution, allowing for iuformation of the rdative contribution of the helicity states.
I~achof the hermitian spin density matrices consists of altogether six dilferenl. elements, of which
three are real and thrce are complex in gr.neral. The elemenls correspolJds to one-dimensional
projections of the tbree-(lirnensional angular space (i.e. Lhe production and decay angles of
oue 'vV boson). The elements of such a density matrix are correlated. The spin correlations
between boLh W bosons are disregarded in this analysis, resulting in a small loss of sensitivity,
(:.f. sccl.io!l 1.3.

The spin density elemeuts are the smallest set of projections which can be done in a model
iudependcul way. Then the problems wit.h binning and Monte Carlo statistics are avoided
without loss of generality. The advant.age of tllC spin density mal,rix method is the direct
connection of the observablc:s t.o physical quantities, i.e. the polarisation of the W bosolls. In
this way pllysical meaningful quantities, like for example the cross-section of the transversely
and IOJJgiLudinaJJypolarised W bosons can directly be derived. Moreover, in principle a model-
indepcudr.llt analysis of the t,riliuear gauge boson vertex is possible. Through tbe decomposition
of I,he multi-dimensional space inl.o one-dimeusional projecl.ions it is relatively easy to follow
the iutermediaLe steps of the analysis, i.e. the density matrix elements are something to look at.
The origin of possible deviations frolll LheStandard Model expectat.ion can be detected by the
visualisatioll of the observables. In this way different anomalous couplings can be distinguislJed.

Wit Ii the maximum likelihood technique a model-independent analysis is possible as well,
although a judgement 'by eye' is less clear in the multi-dimensional space. In the optimal
observable method the assumptions of the cOllpJing paramet.er to be investigated enter already
iu Llwconstruction of the observables, thus the analysis is model-dependent.

As already pointed out in lhe description of the individual methods, the best sensitiviL)'
call be reaclJed when a minimal amouu(; of information is lost through the method itself and
t.he binning. In this sense lhe method of optimal observable and lhe spin density method are
(l,dvant.ageous compared t.o lhe maximum likelihood lit, although both methods lose in principle
seLJsiLivitybecause of the projections performed - tIle optimal observable method due to the
neglect of l_he quadratic terms and the spin density matrix method due to the neglect of the

Table 4.l8: The errors [or three different TGC parameters as expected from a sample of 57 pb-1 ,

corresponding to the luminosity of the data taken at 183 GeV.

In addit.ion to the analysis of the qql17,channel, the qqqq and Ii7JIll' channels have also been
iuvesLigated using the data taken at an energy of 183 GeV in reference [73].

The signature for t.he fully hadronic W+W- --t qqqq events is typically a four-jet topol-
ogy. The selection is performed in two stages using a cuI. based preselection followed by a
likelihood selection. Topological variables as, for example, the sphericity of the event or the
DURHAM jet resolution parameter as well as the visible energy or the energy of the most
energetic electromagnetic cluster are used to distinguish W"W- --t <1qqqevents from the main
background source arising from hadronic (ZO h)* --t qq events. The eveut reconstruction of
the fully hadronic channel for a TGC am\lysis using the angular distributions is complicated
by the ambiguity in the choice of the correct di-jet combination and by uncertainties in the
determination of the W charge. Therefore, in that analysis only the angular distribution of the
W production augle cos 0 is used. The di-jet combination is chosen by a likelihood algorithm
with input variables like the di-jet invariant mass, the rescaled beam energy, the jet-charges of
the two W candidates and the results of kinematic fits t.o the momenta and energies of the jets.
The probability to choose the correct jet-pairing is about 78% for a centre-of-mass energy of
183 Ge V. In order to determine the charge of the W bosons a jet-charge algorithm is applied,
where the charged tracks of the two jets paired to belong to one W !Joson are used. The prob-
ability of a correct assignment of the W charges, once the correct jet pairing has been chosen
is about 76%. The triple gauge coupling parameters are determined in a binned maximu~
likelihood fit, taking into account all experimental ellects like acceptance, resolution, incorrect
jet pairing and incorrect determination of the W charge. The incorrect jet pairing, the wrong
detenmnatlOn of the W charge as well as the restriction to the W production allgular informa-
tion decrease the sensitivity to possible anomalous couplings compared to the analysis of the
W+W- --t qqIV, channel. Thus the expected error of the TGC analysis of the fully hadronic



decay angles the average of the differential cross sections at the two solutions is used. As
discussed in section 4.4.1 it is not possible in an unbinned analysis to fully take i.nto account
the experimental effects. Therefore in this analysis a bias is expected. This bias i.s estimated
using large samples of Monte Carlo events and a correction is applied to the results determined
in the data. The method is cross-checked by tests with subsamples of similar statistics to the
data. The results of the analysis and the expected crrors of the W+W- -+ ]'+VI,[-17Ianalysis
of the angular distribution are summarised in table 4.19.

It is interesting that the errors of the fully leptonic channel are comparable to those of
the hadronic channnel, although the branching fraction of the fully leptonically decaying W-
pairs is about, four times smaller than for the other two chanuels. The loss in statistics is
cOlllpensated by the good reconstruction of tllC angles despite of the undetected neutrinos and
the statistical gain by using the angular information without the loss due to binniIlg. Details
and the investigation of systematic uncertainties may be found in [73].

cha/l /lei is by a factor two to threc larger than for the seruileptonic channel. The results of
the WI W - -+ qi1qij angular analysis and the expected errors are sumrnarised in table 4.19.
1<'01' comparison the resnlts aml the expected errors of the spin density matrix method of the

-_ .. .. -_ ...,- --- - -
W+W -+ qijl17,withou t systematics -0.67 = g:~~ +0.15 ± 020 -0.16 !gg
W+ W - -+ qql17lexpected errors ± 0.50 ± 0.14 :I: 0.16

W ,.W- -+ qql17,with systematics ::-0.67 + gj~ +0.14 I·0.22 -0.17 !g~~0.21
-
W+ W-· , q<!<!4without systematics +1.15 = :i~ +0.68 !g~~ +0.76 = g:~~
W+W- -+ qqqij expected errOl'S ± 1.13 ± 0.43 ± 0.52

W-'W -+ <14q(1with systematics + 1.16 + ::~~ +0.73 + g:~~ +0.79 + g~~
~;w- :'"'V,I", will""' ,y,,,,,,,t1~

-
-1.00 !g~~ -0.79 : g:~~ -0.29 ~ g:~~

W+W- -+ 117,lvIexpected errors ± 1.08 ±O.71 ± 0.41

W+W·- -+ lV1I//1with systematics -O.7'! + U~ -076 + g:~~ -0.23 I- 0.35
--_ .._,. 0.39

Table Il.l9: Summary of the resuli.s of the event shape analysis of the three differcnt channels. The
rcsllll.s wiLl,sl,,~tisticalerrors only, I,heexpccted statistical errors as determined from t.heMont.eCarlo
and the results iueluding the syst.ematic errors are givclI.

In addition to the investigation of the angular distributions, the total cross-section of the W-
pair production is sensitive to a measurement of the trilinear gauge boson vertex_ In order
to extract the TGC parameters, the number of observed events is compared to the expected
cross-section, which is parametrised as a secolld polYllomial in the trilinear gauge coupling pa-
rameters. The coefficients of t.he polynomial are estimated from the expected number of eveuts
at various anomalous coupliugs, which are calculated with the program GENTLE [77] _ Here the
Standard Model values for the W branchillg fractions are used. The background, ""hich orig-
inates predominantly frolll (ZO/7)* -+ qq events, is assumed to be independent of anomalous
trilinear gauge couplings. For the tota.l cross-section analysis the same selections al'e used as
described above [or the qqqq and IV,!' Ill' channel and in section 4.3.3 for the qqIVIchannel, but
without the additional requirements imposed to obtain good angular resolutions. The selection
efficiency is found to slightly dependent on the TGC parameters. This dependence is estimated
using various samples of EXCALIBURMonte Carlo generated with anomalous couplings. Sub-
sequently the number of observed events are compared to the prediction in a ]ikeUhood fit.
The theoretical uncertainty in the expected number of events are estimated by comparing the
prediction from the GENTLE and the EXCALII3URprograms. Moreover the systematic uncer-
tainties arising from the LEP centre-of-mass energy and luminosity, the measured W-ruass, the
selection efflciellcies and backgrounds are taken into account. The individual systema tic errors
are of tlte order of 0.1 to 2%.

W+W- --t qCjIVIehallllel arc repeated. Details of the WI W- -+ qqqq analysis can be found
ill [7:lJ.

Fully leptonic events W+W- -+ 1'+//1,1-171arc identified as two acoplanar charged leptons
wit.h Illissing t.ransverse momentum. The purity of the selection is round to be above 99%, thus
ti,e background is negligible and is lJOt considered furt.her. While in a W"-W- -+ ]'+//1"-17,

<~vellttltere are at. least two undetected neutrinos, the W production and decay angles can still
lH' rccollstructed in the small-width and no-ISR approximation for 1= J1. or e. There remains
an two-fold ambiguity ill the recollstruction of the production angle of t.he W boson as well
as for the polar augles of the W decays. Jt corresponds to a reflect.ion ambiguity for the
two neutrinos ill the plane defined by the two charged leptou momelltUI1l vectors. For events
involvillg one or t.wo T-leptolls and thus (an) additional undetected neutrino(s) this method
of recollstruct.iug t.he allgles cannot be applied. Therefore additional cuts are applied for the
event shape analysis in order to suppress the contribut.ion of W -+ TIl events. The number
of electromagnetic c1ust(~rsof t.he lepton candidate and simple requirements of electron and
muou iclelltification, [or example, are used to distinguish electron and muon candidates from
tau evelltS. After applying tlJcse additional cuts, the contamination of the W+W- -+ 1'+1/,,1-171

select.ion with W -+ T// events is below 10%. The method of reconstructing the production
alld decay anglcs of the W bosons is complicat.ed by experimental effects, the finite width of
the W alld ISH.. Therefore it may happen that some events do not have a physical solution for
the angular reconstruction since a complex momentUlll of the neutrino results. These events
call be recovered by taking the nearest real solution, settjng the complex part of the neutrino
!llomentum t.o zero. The trilinear gauge coupling parameters are extracted in an unbinned
maxiruulll likelihood lit. For t.he events with two solutions for the W production and the polar

In the following section the informatiou obtained from the spin density matrix analysis will be
combined with the analyses of the other two channels and the total cross-section anal ysis.

In figure 4.26 the likelihood curves for the angular analysis with the spin density matrix
method and for the res nits of the total cross-section measurement for the W+ W- -+ qql17,chan-
nel ar

2
e shown for fits to the gauge coupling parameters 6",,'1>6gf and >'1" For this comparison

the X -curves as determlfled In the denSity matrix analySIS are transforrned into log likelihood-
curves. In addition the combined results for the semileptonic channel are given, wJlich are
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drtermiued by summing the log likelihood curves of the event shape and event rate analyses.
'file values of the observed minima in the logarithm of the likelihood curves with the one sigma
errors and the values for the 95% confidence level limits as determined from the combination
are given in table 4.20. The TOC results of the three channels are combined by summing the

6./(,"1 6.gr A-y

Combined result -0.47 !gi1 +0.12 !g~6 -0.12 !g:~
95% c.\. limits [-0.95, U)6] [-0.23, 0.46J [-0.46, 0.17)

Table 4.20: Combined results from the event rate and spin density matrix analysis for the qqll/
channel for tbe three TGC parameters f:J.I<.-y, f:J.gt a.nd AT

individual log likelihood curves. The correlation between the systematic errors of the three
channels is neglected, since most of the important sources of systematic errors, especially lor
the angular analysis, are relevant to a particular channel and are not common to all three of
them. The likelihood curves of the combination of the three channels for the three coupling
parameters are shown in figure 4.27. The relative contribution to the final result of the shape
analysis and the event rate information can be read of figure 4.27. The combined results, i.e.
the one standard deviation errom and the 95% c.\. limits from all three channels are given in
table 4.21. In figure 4.28 the relative contributions of the three channels to the combined result
is visualised.

6./'0,"1 6. z A-y91

Combined result -0.32 !g:~~+0.11 !g:~ -0.D7 !g:~
95% c.!. limits [-0.82, 1.68] [-0.15, 0.38) [-0.32,0.18]

In this section the worlds data on triple gauge coupling parameters are summarised and com-
bined and the results of the present work is put into perspective.

Another experimental possibility to investigate the trilinear gauge coupling at LEP is single
W production. The production mechanism via the non-abelian fusion diagram (c.f. Iigure
1.3) involves the WW-y vertex. Thus through the investigation of {,hesingle W production the
WW-y couplings can be measured directly, in contrast, to the W-pair production, where both, the
WWZ and the WW-y vertex is involved. Using the dependence of the single W production cross-
section on the WW-y couplings (and the restriction to CP-conserving couplings obeying gauge
invariance as discussed in section 4.2.2), limits of the triple gauge coupling parameters 6./'0,
and A-y can be derived. Although the cross-section for the single W production is suppressed
by a factor of around 25 compared to the W-pair production, the sensitivity, especially to the

Figure 4.26: The Jog likelihood curves of the event rate and spin density matrix method of the qqlv
channcll,og:ether with that of the combined results for the qq1J71 chanuel, given for the three parameters
61<."1' f:J.g{' and A-y.
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Figure 4.27: The likelihood curves of Lhe event shape and event raLe analyses, both combined for all
cha.nndR and the overall combined results for the parameters 6.1->1' 6.gf and ),1'

Figure 4.28: The likelihood curves of the three channels individually and Lhe combined results for
Lhe three trillnear gauge coupling parameters.



6x., (lar;uJleC(~r,is relatively high. This is because the contribuCions from oCher producl.ion
llleChaliislIls, where no triliuear gauge coupliug is involved but the same final sCaCeis produced,
is swa]Jer than for Lhe W-pair producl.ioll. Especially, diagrams where non-resonant (W-boson)
fiual staCes are produced pO!JlIlate a difl'erenC phase-space region than the signal and can be
t.hus snppressed uy kinellratic euts. The paramders /(,7and /\7 can typically be restricted to
lw 11':71< 1 t.o 1/(,71< 1.5 and 1/\71< 1.5 at the 95% confidence level for such an analysis. Such
;tIt :tualysis is performed by ALEPH, DELPHI and L3. Op1\L has not yet a single W analysis
performed with the daCa taken at 183 GeV.

'J'hcre exists a Pl'OCCSSat Lli;P2, namely e+e- -* iJv-y, where exclusively Che WW-y vertex
is involved aruJ I.1lUSt,he anomalous coupling parameCers of the WW-y coupling can be distin-
guished lllHlnlbiguo11sly[rom CheWWZ contrihution. In this process the incoming electroll and
POSiCl'01lradiat.e virtual W bosons at a Wev-vertex, and the W hosons subsequently fuse into
,t photou. The sensit.ivit.y or s11chan analysis to the anomalous coupliugs is for the parameters
6."7 a!.JouCChesame as for t.he qqqt1 channel in the W-pair production and for >'7 about a
fador or Cwoless sensitive thau the qqqq channeL Tlte data taken at 183 GeV arc analysed for
this process from ALEPH aud DELPHI.

Tlte trilinear gauge coupling parameters have been measured by all four LEP experiments.
!Iere the results horn Clleaualyses at ceutre-of-mass energies of 161, 172 and 183 GeV are sum-
lltarised. All channels, which are seusitive to auolTlalous triple gauge couplings are combined,
i.e. tile W-pair and single W analyses as well as the analysis of the single photon final state.
Tit" results fl)r the one-parameter fit.s to the coupliug parameters 6./(,1' 6.g;' and >'7 from the
dijr(~rellt experiments arc sUTUmarised in figure 4.29 and listed in table 4.22. In the figure the
likeli.llOod curves of the individual experiments are shown together with the combination, as
doue by the LEI' dect.rowcak working group. In figure ,1.30 the LEI' combined results for the
t.wo-dilJwnsional fit.s to combinations of the three coupling parameters 6 1f.7, tlg!; and >'1 are
given. Since the single W production analysis is especially sensitive to the 6./(,7 parameter,
Lite lim iI.derived by OPAL for this coupling parameter is less stringent than [or the other pa-
ril.llleters. [0'01' t.he results of the other coupling parameters most of the experiments perform
similarly with OPAL having slightly bett.er overall cnors than the others. OPAL is the only
experiment, which has aualysed the data with different methods and the measurement of the
spin density matrices and the subsequent derivation o[ the cross-section for longitudinally and
transversely polarised W bosons as described in this thesis are therefore unique. None o[ the
experil1lcuts hl\.~performed au analysis with the data taken at 183 GeV on the CP violating
couplings as the one described ill section 4.5.3. For the results of this section to be published
the production of Monte Carlo with CP violation is needed in order to cross-check the analysis.
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1\t t.Ire TEV1\TltON pp-collider, mnning at a centre-of-mass energy of .;s = 1.8 TeV,

trilinear gauge couplings arc also investigated. The analysis of the DO experirnent6 is based on
approxilll acely lOOpb-1 of data. In this analysis the production of WW, W-y and WZ pairs are
investigated. For the WW and W-y production the W decays are considered in the channels
W -* (e/ p.)/J. ln addition, decays of the WW and WZ pairs into the qqev final state are
included. To t.ake into account the uuitarity constraint, Che anomalous coupling parameters
are Itlodified by form factors with a scale 1\ according to >'(8) = >./(1- 8/1\2)2, where 8 is
Chesquare of t.he invariant lllasS of the gauge boson pair. The DO experiment has analysed
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Figure 4.29: The likelihood curvcs of the combined results of the four LEP experiments for the
analysis of the t.r.iplegauge coupling parameters tl/(,7' 6gr and >'7' In addition the likelihood cmves
for the results of each of the [our experimcnts are shown. The combination has been done by the LEP
electroweak working group.

6The DO experirllclltis lcading in this field. The results of CDF are nol.competitiveand are thereforenot
quoted here.
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LEP Results

ALEPH -0.02 ~ ~.~~ - +0.05 ~ g~~
DELPHI +0.34 ~ ~~~ +0.04 ± 0.14 -007 ~ g.i~
L3 +0.16 ~ ~~g -0.03 ~ ~.:~ -I-om ~ g.i~
OPAL +0.19 ~ g:~~ -0.02 ~ g.;~ -0.08 ~ ~g
LEP Combined +0.17±0.16 +0.00 ± 0.08 -0.05 ~ ~.~~

TEVATH.ON Results

DO -0.08 ± 0.34 - +000 ± 0.10

LEP and TEVATRON Combined

Combined 0.13 ± 0.14 0.00 ± 008 -0.03 ± 0.07

o
L'1g~

Table 4.22: Results of the four LEP experiments and the DOexperiment together with the combined
results for the three TGC parameters. In this table the one sigma errors are quoted.L.--..,..-~--r-~--'---.-'
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their data assuming a scale of new physics of !I. = 2 TeV. A simultaneous fit to all channels
is performed in order to extract the triple gauge coupling parameters. The advantage of this
analysis is that the effects of possible anomalous WWry coupling can be directly disentangled
from lhe effects of anomalous WWZ parameters. In order to compare the results to the limits
derived from the LEP experiments, the results on the three coupling parameters 6.""r. 6.gf and
Ar have been chosen and are quoted in table 1!-22. For the LEP results no corrections due to
the inclusion of the form factors have been included since for LEP2 energies of around 200 GeV
they are of the order of a few percent and therefore uegligible.(~....•...........
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By the end of the LEP2 program each of the four LEP expcriments is expected to have collected
an integrated luminosity of around 500pb-1 The centre-of-mass energy is planned to reach
about 200 GeV in the last year of LEP running.

As disCllssed in section 4.2.3, the scnsitivity of the W-pair production to anomalous couplings
becomes larger for higher centre-ol~mass energies. The behaviour of the cross-section as a
function of energy can be derived from the explicit form of the helicity amplitudes for the
gauge coupling relevant transfer of angular momentum Jo = 1, c.f. table 4.1. Most of the triple
gauge coupling parameters enter with a linear or quadratic gamma-factor in the subamplitudes
(ry = .,JS/(2mw)), except for the subamplitudes C (d. equation 4.17), which originate from
the v-exchange diagrams and thus do not contribute in the TGC vertex. Therefore the high
energy behaviour of the cross-sections or the spin density matrices is either proportional to ,2
or ry4 In this way the gain in sensitivity for higher centre-of-mass energies call be estimated.
The raise in energy from 183 to 200 GeV results in an enhanced sensitivity of 20-40%. Here

Figure 4.30: The LEP combined results for two-dimensional fits to the three coupling parameters.
Shown are the G8% and 95% confidence contours.



it; !>CCOlll<''',clear why I.lw longitudinally polarised W-bosons are more important for a TGe
analysis than the transversely polarised ones: it is this I-factor which enhances, via its extra
power of cn(orgy, possible deviations of the gauge coupling parameters from the Standard Model
Cx.j,,'ctat.iou. For dimension-four int.eradions, for example, the high-eJlergy behaviour for the
tu'c level amplit.udes is given by,", where n uenotes the number of longitudinally polarised
W !>OSOIISin the final sl;;).te. for dillleJlsion-six interactiou, there are two extra factors of f-

1\11ill all, nnW t.he cud of the LEP2 program the errors of the triple gauge coupling analysis
could Iw siguilicanl.ly rednced: LEP2 is expeeLed to deliver around ten times more statistics
th,l.II wa ..,> colleeLed in the year 1n97 and together with the enhanced sensitivity because of the
hif\hl'!" ellcrgy a reductiou by a factor of about four to five can be expected.

'1'11(0 experilllents at TEVATRON should be able to improve their limits on aTlonlalous
(,ollplings significanUy with the data of run 11, which is planned to start 1999 and is expected
tu n,ach an illtegrateLllnminosity of 2fu-1, i.e. 20 times the luminosity elllployed in their present
resnlt5. A future high energy el 1'- linear collider would be the ideal instrument to investigate
the t,rilincar gauge couplings. With its clean euvironment, an energy of around 500 GeV or
lllore <lud a very high integrated IUlIlinosity of 300fb-1 per year aimed for such a collider, the
cuuplillgs could be measured with very high precision.

In figure 11.:1I the helicity amplitudes <'lIld the differential cross-section as a function of
tlre W productioll angle cosO <.ue shown for a centre-of-mass energy of 183 and 500 GeV,
respectively. It, can be seen that the forward peaking structme is clearly enhanced for the
highcr I'llcrgy. This is due to the stronger dominance of the t-channel v-exchange, because t.he
<:ancell<1tiollS discllssed in section 4.2.3 are nearly in full operatiou. For energies around the
W-pair production tllreshold the helicity amplitude (+-) droJls for very forward peaking W
bosons for kinemat.ic reasons. This is no longer the case for higher energies. This behaviour
is illustrat.ed in figure 4.32, where the longitudinally and transversely poJarised cross-section
e+('- ~ WL:I'W is shown a.<;a fnnction of the W production angle. The relative contribution
of the longitudinally ]Jolarised W bosons is 3% at. 500 GeV, whereas at 183 GeV it is 27% in
Ute Standard Model. Thc second W can have any helicity in either ca.<;e. However, it is this
contrilJlltioJl of longitudinally polarised W bosons which exhibits a much higher sensitivity at
lligher cllergies. From the analysis of the W-pair production alone, i.e. taking into account the
CCll3 diagrams only, au ellhanccllIent in the scnsitivity to anomalous couplings of a factor of
ten or even more can be expected for a 500 Ge Vel 1'- collider compared to LEP2.

lu [78] a study of the trilinear gauge coupling parameters at a e+e- linear colJider taking into
account the complete set. of 4-fermion processcs has been performed. The total cross-section
and, witlJ the optimal observable method, the angular distributions are considered in the final
states qqeve and (14/.1///1" At fut.ure linear collider energies especially for the qqeve chalJIwl the
contribu t ion of the single resonant W production is important, because this process is sensitive
to possible anomalous couplings ami is dominant in certain phase space regions. A fit of the five
coupling parameters aWq, , !.lB<I' , aw , QBW and a.w has been performed, taking into account
tiJ.c correlation between the parameLers. Assuming an centre-oF-mass energy of JS = 500 GeV,
a luminosity of 20lb-l aud unpolarised e+e--beams the following sensitivity can be expecteu:
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III this thesis the heavy lIavour forward-backward asymmetries have been measured by tagging
charm and bottom events with D mesons, using the full LEP1 statistics of approximately 4.5
million multihadronic ZO decays. The D mesons were reconstructed in seven different channels.
To distinguish the charm and bottom contributions to this sample information from jet-shape
variables, secondary vertices and the scaled energy of the D mesons have been utilised to es-
timate a probability for each event to originate from a charm and bottom event. The method
used in a former publication was improved by using the lifetime information not only from
the hemisphere opposite to the D meson tag, but also from the D meson hemisphere. For that
purpose the fraction of events from non-prompt productioll and those having undergone mixing
in the neutral B meson sector had to be determined as a function of the decay length proba-
bility. This has been done by comparing the charge of the D meson with the jet-charge in the
opposite hemisphere. Subsequently the charm and bottom asymmetries have been determined
in a likelihood Lit to be

-4
10

-4
10

Piglll'c 4.32: The conLributiotl of the longiLudiJJallyand transversely polarised cross-section e+e- -t

WL,TW , where Lhesccolld W call have any heliciLyfor a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV (left hand
side) and 183 GeV (right hand side).

where the aile standard deviation errors are given. This study is restricted to generator level
Moute Carlo, nci ther detector efrects nor the problem of incorporating initial state radiation
into tile analysis is taken into accoullt.

The rcsults of this estimate are very encouraging. With a sensitivity as determined in [78J
and in view of the high Inminosity versions of the future linear collideI', where about a factor
of 25 more data are aimed for than assumed in [78], the sensitivity of the couplings parameters
reaches the interesting region, whcre effects in various models of new physics are expected.
In the minimal version of the snpersyulllletric Standard Model (MSSM), for example, the
anomalous coupling parameters !J.K,~ and !J.K,z for a centre-of-mass energy of 500 GeV are
exp(~cted to be in the order of 10-3 [79]. In general the expectat.ion in thc Standard Model and
i11 MSSM Illodels are not too different, so that a very high precision is needed to distinguish
both scenarios. The predicted anomalous couplings in models involving new physics via heavy
neuLrinos [80] or Two-Higgs-Doublet modcls [81] is similar to the MSSM case. For the CP-
violating coupliug parameters the situation is different. Here in the Standard Model only
two-loop contributions arc expected. In the supersymmetric scenarios, however, CP-violating
is predicted from one-loop contributions involving charginos and neutralinos, and are thus in
the order of 10-3 to 10-4 for couplings or the 'Y and 10-4 to 10-6 for Lhe Z boson [64,82]. Thus
any detectable CP-violating contribution t.o the triple gauge coupling vertex can be interpreted
as new physics.

Ah = 0.039 ± 0.051
ApB = 0.063 ± 0.012

Ap[J = 0.158 ± 0.041

A¥.B = -0.086 ± 0.108
A~B = 0.094 ± 0.027
A~B = -0.021 ± 0.090

(Eem) = 89.45 GeV
(Eern) = 91.22 GeV
(Eern) = 93.00 GeV,

with a stat.ist.ical correlation between the bottom and charm asymmetries of around -28%. The
results are in good agreemcnt with the Standard Model expectations.

These measurements have been combined with other measurements of the heavy flavour
asymmetries performed at OPAL. Both the statistical as well as the systematic correlations
between the measurements have been taken into account. In order to interpret the results in
terms of the Standard Model the effects of the strong interaction in the final state have to be
separated from the pure electroweak process. The size of these QCD corrections depend on
the details of the analysis. Therefore the QCD effects have been evaluated for the difIerent
OPAL analyses of the heavy flavour forward-backward asymmetries. The largest correction
was estimated for the bottom asYlIlmetry measured with leptons from heavy quark decays to
be (1.97 ± 0.45)% of the asymmetry value.

The OPAL combined results for t.he bottom and charm forward-backward asymmetries,
after correcting for QCD and higher order electroweak eJlects, yield



wher<' t.he:Ryst.elllatic auu statical errors have been combined in quadrature. The values or t.he
hOUOlll alld charm asymllletries are correlated to 1.5%. F'rom thesc results 11 value for the weak
IlIi:xillg augle has been udeflllilleu to be

sin2 o~,t,cfr = 0.23270 ± 0.00060.

III a second aualyRis the t.rilinear gauge couplings have been investigat.ed with the spin den-
sity umt.rix rrlt~t.hod,using the 57pb·-' OPAL uD,t.acollected in 1997with a cent.re-of-mass euergy
of 1~:} GeV. [<'orthe first. t.ime the polarisat.iofl propert.ies or t.he W bosons have been directly
ouscrvcd via t.he lfIeusuremeut of I;hespill dcusity matrix elements. [<'orthis analysis 362 W-pair
('vents are rccoJlst.ructed in the decay channel W+W- -t (jql17l. Prom the diagonal elements of
1,11('siugle W spin density lfIal,rix t.he fraction of W bosons with longit.udinal polarisation has
bee:1Iderive~d to be
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